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INTERESTS.

The State Board of Agriculture and
Its Annual Meeting.
[Special to tbe Press.)
Augusta, Jan. 17.—The annual meeting
iu
of the-Statc Board of Agriculture opens
House at
the agricultural room at the State
The Board will ora. m. Wednesday,
10.30

in the forenoon, and at 1 p. m. a paA.O.Pika of Oxford
per will be presented ty
county, on State aid to agricultural societies.
Other topics will be: Can the present appor-

ganize

tionment be improved? by D. W. Campbell,
Washington county; Shall the present disposition of the stipend be continued ? by W.
W. Harris, Cumberland county. Discussion
The sesof the subject by other members.
sion will close on Thursday.
The Board, as now constituted, is as fol-
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lows:

Pure

Absolutely

never varies. A marvel of purity
and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold at
test, short
competition with the multitude of lowHold
only m
weight alum or phosphate powders.
win.
Koval Baking Powdeb Co., JO® wan
tySdftwtf
N.
Y.
St.,
This

powder

strength

DYE HOUSE NOTICE, NO. 3.
NOW IS THE TINE TO HAVE YOUR
FADED or SOILED

GARMENTS
Take

Renovated for Winter.
them to

Foster’s Forest City Dye House,
NO. 13 PREBLE ST.
I'nilorK* Frt

NMuit'n

w.d. Little & co,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,
Eitublifihed in l*J43.

NO. 31 EXCHANCE STREET.
All kinds of property Insured at lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.
s»tf

oct2Q_

A

Hancock.Vacancy.
The members from the State College are
President M. C. Fernald and Prof. Walter
Ballantyne. Messrs. Harris, Pike and Deering are reelected, and Messrs. Adams and
Shaw new men. There is no election of secretary, Mr. Gilbert holding his officefortwo
years, or until the annual meeting in January, 1889.

As

Prison

Inspectors and Railroad
Commissioner.

ISpeeial to the Press.]
Augusta, Jau. 17.—The following is a
complete list of the candidates for Railroad
Commissioner as far as heard from :
John J. Gerrisb, Portland: Stephen Longfellow
8tepliensou, Saccarappa; Hon. Parker Spofford,
Bueksport; Frederick k. Danforth, Gardiner; K,
L. Tibbetts, fake’s Mills; Benjamia F. Cliadbourne, Blddeford; E. C. Jordan, Portland;Hon,
ltoscoe L. Bowers, Saco; Jiunes W. Bewail, Old
Town; Hon. Phillip H. Stubbs, Strong.

For Frison Inspectors there

Statement!
Prof. JOSEPH RODES BUCHANAN,
In his able Journal of Man, calls attention to the tendency of modern civilization toward insanity," and asserts that It
is increasing throughout Christendom,
and far more where the influences of modern civilization are most fully realized."
This is a signifleent and ominous thought.
The cause is apparent. We are living at
Men are crowding ten
railroad speed.

days’ work into one, and turning night
into day. The flame of the mind and Are
of nerve force are being burned night and
day, with no halt for recuperation, and
the result is a collapse of the nervous
system, known as nervous prostration,
or a giving away of the mind, known os
Insanity.

There never was a time when there
was such a crying need for a thoroughly
scientific combination, consisting of the
finest nerve and brain food that earth
produces, that will readily restore prostration of the nervous system, give
strength to the brain, overcome Insomnia,

excitability, loss of memory, failing vitality, and general debility.
The great need has brought forth the
great specific remedy, which is the fruit
of science, experience, and skill.
DR. R. C. FLOWER’S

Brain and Nerve Pills
Work like magic in permanently building
up and restoring the mental organism.
They have cured tens of thousands; they
will cure you. Price, 81-00.
For sale by all druggists.

R. C. Flower Medical Co., Boston.

X L
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x

Parllnad Ncliool of Sienvgraiihr.
Pupils thoroughly instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.
Agent fort he t'aligraj 1..

MissyA.

L. Sawyer. 637 Congress St..

ALICE Co

Portland's.

IVIOSES,

3 DEERINC PLACE.

Delsarte

Literature.

and

Elocution

Expression

Specialty.

a

Reference—Prof. Moses True Brown. Boston
School ot Oratory,
decs

Wasihnuton, Jan. 18.

indications for New England are
warmer, followed by colder weather, snow
to
or rain, followed by fair weather, fresh
brisk variable wind, high on the coast and
becoming north westerly.
Cautionary signals on tlie Atlantic const,
at Narragansett section and from Wood’s
Holl section to Boston.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., Jan. 17, 1888.
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[Special to tlie Press.]
Washington, Jan. 17.—The direct tax
the
bill, providing for the return to
several States of the money collected of them
by the general government, is advocated
by Senator Chandler of New Hampshire.
Mr. Chandler uses thelconstitution frequently and with marked affect. His return to
the Senate finds him active and energetic.
He is one of the best partisan leaders and organizers the Republicans have. He has gone
The
at once into the thick of the fight.
Southern outrages in elections he has shown
anew, and with as much vigor as ever Mr.
Hoar, or Mr. Edmunds. Mr. Chandler is not
The caricaan imposing man physically.
turists have drawn him times enough to
make him well known.
Short, slender,
brown haired, sandy bearded.^his frock coat
and eyeglasses seem to be all over the chamber at once.
The Internal Revenue.

Tlie Blair bill has been attacked several
times and at length. The internal revenue
however, is the main point of attack. Senator Joe Brown of Georgia opened on It
and touched it up in his characteristic way.
The speech was qneerly delivered, but full of
good tilings. It first discussed the system
abstractly, with many a fierce dig at it on
Then applying it to
the Jeffersonian plan.
the mountaineers of Georgia, ho attacked
the system of dragging men into court in a
Gorman and
way that reads very savagely.
McPherson are both on his side, and with

the. Republicans largely in favor of a tobacco, if not of a whiskey tax. repeal. An indicative vote would be very interesting.

Tin House moves slowly nowadays. There
is little or nothing on the calendar, and thus
the leaders are afforded a capital opportunity to push Xorward one measure or another
that is of importance, with more of a field to
But if the field is
in than before.
there is less clogging with many
measures, the field is better tilled with men
who are already to filibuster or fight the first
The House has
thing that does appear.
estabpassed two bills only thus far—that toand
the
lish the office of Fish Commissioner
The former will
general deficiency bill.
G. Brown Goode, who had
work well.
started in to act for Fish Commissioner and
director of the Smithsonian Institution, doing the work of the former place for nothing, will resign at once, and T. B. Ferguson, formerly Assistant Fish Commissioner, will be pushed for the place. Congressman McDonald of Minnesota is also a
The Fish Commissioner will
candidate.
now be an important man with $5,000 a year
behind him, and the industry should be

play

larger and

helped materially.

Deficiency Bill.
The general deficiency bill will be a

Sixteen Below.
[Special to the Press.]

Falls. Jan. 17.—The cold
wave predicted for Sunday did not reach
here until this morniDg, when the thermometer registered 10° below.
Mechanic

Augusta

News.

[Special to the Press.]
AUGU3TA, Jan. 17.-The latest report in
office seeking circles is that Ben Bunker is
after the vacancy in the deputy collectorship
left by the death of Mr. Cromwell. It is
said that Bunker and “Si” Brown are about
to take a trip to Washington.
The executive committee of the State

Grange is in session here, the members present being J. W. Lang, Bowdoinham; F. A.
Allen end S. H. Higgins, Orrington.
Professor

Rogers’s

Thermometer.

Watebville, Jau. 17.—Professor Rogers
of Colby University recently recorded an
unusual atmospheric phenomenon. A warm
wave seemed to flow over this section of the
country, causing the temperature to rise
five degrees in fifteen minutes, three or four
degrees being registered at the rate of a deof
gree a minute. Only one other instance
sucli an occurrence has been noticed in this
vicinity, and that was last winter, when a
warm wave was predicted by the Signal Service, and was watched for by Professor
Rogers with similar results.
Too Well Wrapped Up.
Rockland, Jan. 17.—The infant child of
John Gillchrist of South ThoniRston was

suffocated last night while being carried in a
sleigh from Seal Harbor to its home. The
child was all right and nursing a few minutes before leaching home, but was dead

Libkbty, Jan. 17.—Albert Cram, a well
known farmer of Montville, dropped dead
from his chair last evening while sitting before the fire. lie had been exposed during
the day to the extreme cold. His age was

Saco, Jan. 17.—The jury in tlie Supreme
Court disagreed tonight in the case of Mary
E. Davis of North Berwica against the Boston <fc Maine railroad. Action was brought
to recover for damage to the plaintiff’s property, wnich was destroyed by fire in August,
1886, alleged to have been caused by sparks
from a locomotive. Hamilton & Haley of
Biddeford were counsel for the plaintiff, and
George C. Yeatou of South Berwick for the
The jury remained out seven
defence.
hours.
The civil docket closRd today with the
trial of the case of Elijah Buck against the
City of Biddeford, which was withdrawn
from the jury and goes to the Law Court on
Criminal trials will begin tomorrow

report.

▼

A Bear Carden.
But the House in action has rarely seemed
so much like a bear garden as it does these
The old members seem always to
days.
think it is all due to the new members. The
new member for the first week, is very quiet
and sedate. He keeps his seat and moves
about but very little. But then he is apt to
go just to the other extreme, moving about,
talking and laughing with all the freedom,
aud more than the liberty taken by the old
member. And you cannot have 200 men all
talking aud clamoring at once and listen to
what is being said. The Speaker’s gavel has
Mr.
to go up and down constantly then.
Carlisle breaks in the head of his sounding
such great dents that one-half a
board
session is all It can last.
The Fish

Da<Ju.aII rAmnnnu

Halj.oweli., Jan. 17.-The entire works
of the Bodwell Granite Company are running at full blast this winter. At the present
time 300 men are employed at the quarries
and the granite works, and there is prospect
that this number will be increased in the
spring. An elaborate monument will be
wrought in the coming summer at these
great monumental works, to be placed over
the last resting place of the late Governor
Bodwell.
The Bodwell Company have a contract for
a monument for the late ex-Minister Wasliburne. It is to be a plain obelisk. The
monument will stand 40 feet high.
Did It.

there it seems to stop. The Canadians
not inclined to grant the concessions desired
and if the people close to Mr. Bayard can
be trusted, he will not yield an inch to Canadian demands without having an equivalent
The Fishery Bureau established here
by the American Fish Association is quiet
but intends to present its case benow,
just
fore the committee as the bills in question
Van.
come up for a hearing.
are

The Thoebe-cariisie contest.
Washington, Jan. 17.—The report of the
on the Thoebe-Carlisle
contest made to the House today says the
tactics of the contestant and his counsel are
such as to preclude him from asking further
indulgence of the House. A very careful
consideration of the papers satisfy the committee, bevond all reasonable doubt, that
averments of the
none of the substantial
contestant could be established by satisfac-

No evidence was had w'hich
the
supports or tend to support any one of The
55 specifications filed by the contestant.
witnesses proved nothing tending to impeach the fairness of the election.

tory proofs.

Carlisle’s Illness.

At 12.50 p. m. the condition of Mr. Carlisle
doctors are quite
was improved and the
hopeful that he will be all right again very
soon.

Tonight Mr. Carlisle is considerable better
than this morning. He had another chill
this afternnon. caused by intestinal disturbances, the result of overwork and disordered digestion. He is not daugerously or
even

seriously

ill.

What Mr. Reed Told Them.
“Congress has been in session now for six
weeks,” said a Republican member of the
Ways and Means Committee, “and the country is no better off than it was. It is not to

be expected that the Democratic members of
the committee will tell the newspapers what
they propose to do or when they will report
the bill, because they refused the other day
to inform Tom Reed when he put the question to them. Upon their declination Reed
said he could well understand why the committee could not tell him until they consulted with J. S. Moore of New York, who, he
declared, was drawing the bill for them.”
Haoov Maine Pensioners.

ORIGINAL.

Abigail A., widow of Daniel Mathes, Mechanic
Falls.
Frederick W. Marong, Lubec.
JZmes ti. Cassaboon, alias King, navy, East
Maeli las.
Eleazer A. Additon, Saco.
REISSUE.

Dennis Mahoney, Togus.
Notes.

Justice Lamar, Secretary Vilas and PostDickinson, received their
commissions today.
Walter S. Goodwin was appointed postmaster at North Fairfield, Somerset County, today, vice Amasa K. Mason, resigned.
The following Maine patents were granted,
today: James W. Hall, and A. McGuillan,
Skowhegan, machine for burning and speckwating cloth; ElbridgeF. Ranks, Lewiston,
master General

motor.
a..
*
The passage of the bill creating the office of
fish commissioner as a separate and distinct
office from that of secretary ot the Smithsonian Institute, botii of which were so long and
ably filled by the late Prof. Baird, calls to
mind the fact that the first appropriation for
the establishment of a fish bureau, and the
investigation into the diminution of food
fishes, was made through the efforts of Senator Frye.

er

Libkktt, Jan. 17.—Ambrose Cargill, Esq.,
of this village, found Weston Mardin this
morning at the side of the road, insensible,
with both feet and hands frozen.
covery is doubtful. Rum did it.

Commission.

The Fisheries Commission is still at work
in the State Department, but making very
little headway indeed. The Commissioners
are having a very pleasant time socially and

Speaker

His re-

□rake Apologizes.
Bath, Jan. 17.—Regarding the horsewhipping affair of Saturday last, by which Dr.
Wm. E. Rice was lashed severely by the
wealthy ship-owner, James B. Drake, the

latter publishes a card in tonight's Times*
intimating that the affair was the result of a
business quarrel, and saying that the act
was done hastily and under great excitement
and was regretted. This perhaps ends what
many believed would develop into a case of
social scandal.
Col. Fred Grant states that Governor Hill
offered him Jtlie nomination for quaraetine
commissioner in place of ex-benator Platt,
but that he declined.
Mrs. Mary T. Keep, of New York, whc
was suspicious as to the fact of her husband’s death, identified the remains yesterday, which were exhumed by order of the
authorities.*

..

..

ai

Congressman Dingley introduced, Monday,
of

petition from the citizens of the District
Columbia to urohibit the sale of intoxicating
liquors in that District; also a petition from
the citizens of ThomaSton. Maine, to prohibit
also one
the sale of liquors in the District;
from the citizens of Auburn, Maine, asking
that it be allowable to print on wrappers of
fourth-class mail matter.

a

RUNNING TOO FAST.
One of the Causes of
Disaster.

important factors.

to be

Funeral of a Victim.
Doateh, N. H., Jan. 17.—The funeral of
the late George B. Wentworth, a victim of
the Bradford dlsastor, occurred this afterThe serviees at his residence were
noon.
conducted by Rev. Mr. Denningbam, pastor
There were
of the Universalist church.
many floral tributes, one being from his employes. and one from the city hospital in
Haverhill. The pall-bearers were Gen. B.F.
Neally, Senator Rocklev, Postmaster Nason
and N. B. Hutchins.
FARMINCTON REBUILT.
A Now Town Erected from the Ruins

Farmington,, Jan. 17.—The rebuilding af
the burned district in Farmington has been
in progress during the past summer and fall
and is now nearing an end. The Chronicle,
of this week, will contain a detailed statement of the building operations. It finds
that over $255,000 have been expended on
the new buildings and the remodelling of old
Eleven
ones since the fire of October, 1889.
brick blocks containing fourteen stores, the
post office, two banks, one newspaper office,
one printing and publishing establishment,
and tlie Odd Fellows’, Masonic, G. A. R..
and public halls; also the county jail and
jailor’s House, one brick and two wooden
churches, one hotel two wooden stores, a
large livery stable and twelve private residences are included in the new buildings. A
large sum has been spent in improvements
not included in the total, the most im-

electric light plant by
which the stores, churches, banks and halls
are lighted, and remodelling of the Willows
important being

building

school

an

into a

summer

hotel.

The

“We challenge anyplace

Chronicle says:

the size of Farmington, in all our broad land,
to show a record equal to ours for the past
fiffuan

the Bradford

Havekuill, Mass., Jan. 17—Justice Henry Carter has announced the result of his judicial investigation into the cause of the reHe finds that the
cent Bradford disaster.
train was not running at an unusual rate of

'VEDNESdTy

MORNING, JANUARY
TWO HUNDRED

the merchant marine.

Speeches by Maine Men Before
Shipping League.
Aid

the

niAnthe

from Congress Demanded for
American Vessel Owners.

Bath

Represented by

Or

Fuller,

Mr.

advertising

Senators and memon each of which eleven

firm to

bers of Congress,
cents of postage were
tbirty-one cents extra

paid,had been charged

postage because the
words, “Judicious advestising agents and
experts” were printod on the wrappers and
had not been delivered because the extra
postage had not been paid. The resolution
was

agreed to.

unanimous consent, the House bill relating to permissible printing or writing on
second, third and fourth class mail matter
was

passed

without amendment.

A resolution was adopted calling on the
Secretary of the Treasury for a report of the
amount of revenue collected from each kind
of liquor during each year since the passage
of the internal revenue law and from the
special tax on distillers and brewers.
A message from the President, accompanying the rpports of the Pacific Railroad
Commissioners was read but action was not

The Blair educational bill was then taken
up and Senator Bowen spoke In support of
the bill, which was then temporarily laid
Senator Frye called up the Senate bill to
amend the laws relating to the inspection of
steam vessels and it was passed.
Senator Chandler introduced a bill to allow
the pay of rear admirals to commodores
while acting as rear admirals. Referred to
the committee on naval affairs.
On motion of Senator llawes, the bill reported from the committee on Indian affairs,
January 5, in relation to marriage between
white men and Indian women was passed.
The Blair educational bill was again taken
up and Senator Blair addressed the Senate in
its advocacy.
Without concluding his speech Senator
Blair yielded to a motion to adjourn, stating
that he proposed to press his bill to an
At 4.15 the Senate

adjourned.

HOUSE.
Owing to the illness of Speaker Carlisle,
Mi. Cox was unanimously elected speaker
pro tem.
Mr. McKinley presented the resolutions
adopted at the conference of wool growers,
wool dealers and wool manufacturers. The
resolutions were ordered printed in the record.
Mr. Wilkins of Ohio, called up the bill to
provide for the issue of circulating notes of
National Banks. After continued filibustering, the morning hour ended by unanimous
consent, and the bill took its place on the
calendar as unfinished business.
Mr. Crist of Georgia, submitted the report
of the committee on elections
upon the
Thoebe-Carlisle contested election case. It
Leave was granted
was ordered printed.
the minority to file their views and Mr.Criip
gave notice that he weuld ask the House to
act upon the report before Friday.
The speaker, pro tem., laid before the
House the President’s message accompanying the report of the Pacific Railroad Commission. The message was read and, with
the reports, referred to the committee on
Pacific railroads and ordered printed.
Mr. Wilkins moved the House proceed to
the consideration of unfinished business but
Messrs. Anderson and Weaver adopted filibustering tactics. It being evident that no
progress could be made upon the bill today,
the House, on motion of Mr. Wilkins, at 4.15

o’clock, adjourned.

CENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.
President Cleveland’s Envoy Neglects
His Duty to the Pope.

To Hold Their Forces.

The Cabinet, after a two hours’ session,
today decided upon concessions calculated to
avert the Unionist bolt on the local eoverninent

bill.
The

Parnellltes.

Owing to dissension among the Parnellites
in regard to Mr. Parnell’s proposed tactics
during the coming session of Parliament,
Parnell will convoke a meeting of the party
early in February.
Nearly Nine Hundred Arrested.
St. Pf.teesbubg, Jan. 17.—Gen. Gresser.
prefect of St. Petersburg, on the night of
January 12, ordered numerous houses to be
searched. The result was the arrest of 882
persons. One house was set on fire by the
occupants. Several Nihilist printing machines, a large number of revolutionary
pamphlets were burned. The occupants
were arrested.

Foreign Notes.
The London Evening Star, the |new home
rule paper, appeared for the first time last
night.

_

GENERAL NEW8.
Senator Walthall, of Mississippi, was re
elected yesterday.
James F. Wilson was yesterday elected

Senator from Iowa.
The county jail at Dover, N. II., is to be of
the new fashioned rotary pattern.
The Philadelphia wool dealers have
adopted resolutions approving the action of
the Washington conference.
George C. Jenas, the missing Concord man
This is
was in Boston Saturday afternoon.
the last trace of him.
The Ozaukee County Bank, at Port Washington, Wls., has closed its doors. Many
merchants and farmers are among the

depositors.
In a collision on the Erie road near Avera,
N. Y., yesterday, an engineer and fireman
were killed and several passengers reported

injured.

Pretty

Some

Weather In

Cold

Our

St. Louis, Jan. 17.—Reports from Texas
Washington, Jan. 17.—The League resumed Its sessions this morniug. Five-min- note the cessation of the blizzard. The temperature continues vei y cold, the weather
ute addresses were delivered by a number of
thtf most severe known in years, and In
Samuel
of
Watts,
being
Capt
d?legates.
Boston,
Bonham respoke of the condition of American shipping many places unprecedenti d.
was
and said that ships could be built in this i ports that a farmer, Henry Williams,
frozen to death.
country with advantage but their owners
Coleburne reports that Henry Corbin, a
could not compete with the subsidized forand many cattle were frozen.
the
He
believed
Amernegro,
lines.
only
way
eign
Austin reports the Colorado river frozen
ican shipping copld be rescued was through
for the first time on record, the ice being
aid from Congress.
It is
frozen from four to six inches thick.
Dr. Fuller, president of the Bath. Me.,
believed the loss of cattle and sheep on the
Board of Trade, said ho believed the people
is great.

of the country were in favor of the re-establishment of the merchant marine. He spoke
of the competition of the great transcontinental railroad ljnes with the Pacific trade
and said the League was neither in favor of
monoply nor came before Congress as begIt demanded its rights only. The
mnage paid by shippers to the government
during the last 20 years amounted to 3G0,000,000. Now they wanted the government
The speaker
to do something for them.
discriminations against
to the
referred
American shippers by the English underwriters, and characterized it as shameful.
He called attention to the fact that the number of foreign merchants during in New
York Is largely on the increase. The speaker
expressed the opinion that if Congress did
not come to the relief of the merchant marine and pay out a portion of the people’s
money, now hoarded in the Treasury, the

praries

curse

Farmington, Jan. IV.—The thermometer
showed 20° below zero at Farmington Tuesday morning. It is clear and calm.
Thorndike, Jan. 17.—Tuesday morning
was the coldest of the winter here, 17°.

which fell upon Sodoui and Gomorrah
would come upon the nation.
Ex-Governor Perham, of Maine, spoke of
the importance to the government, in time of
peace, and especially in time of war, of
maintaining and assisting the merchantmen.
Captain Goss, of Bath, Me., said that in
his opinion the passage of the free ship bill
would kill the shipbuilding industry.
Arthur Sewall, of Bath, Me., said there
were 25 industries
many
employed and
When we
more indirectly, in shipbuilding.
the
ask for a bounty or small subsidy,
cry
is "You are taxing the poor man to help the
rich.” The speaker saia that railroads had
been subsidized] and encouraged until few
were paying any dividends, yet not a dollar
has been given up. He believed in American ships, American seamen and American
labor.
It was announced that the President would
receive the League tomorrow afternoon at
1.30 o’clock.
was
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THE PACIFIC ROADS.
President Cleveland on the Reports
of the Commissioners.

Washington, Jan. 17.—President Cleveland to-day sent to Congress a message
transmitting the Pacific Railway Commissioners’ reports.
The President reviews
both the majority and minority reports, explains the text of the grants made to the
Union Pacific and Central Pacific roads and
says:
The immense advantages to the companies
from these and the amendatory acts, are apparent
and, in these days, we may well wonder that even
the anticipated public importance of the construction of these roads induced what must now appear to be the reckless and unguarded appropriation of the public funds and public domain. The
interest, calculated to the maturity of the binds,
added to the principal produces an aggregate of
$178,884,769. Against those amounts there bus
been repaid by the companies, the sum of $30,966,039. It is almost needless to state that the
companies have availed themselves, to the utmost extent, of the permission given them to
Issue their bonds, and to mortgage their property
to secure the payment of the same by an incumbrance having preference of the government's
lien and precisely equal to it lu anionut.
There was available for the building of each
mile of these roads $16,000 of United States
bonds.* due In 30 vears, with six per cent interest; $16,000 In bonds of the companies, secured
by first mortgage on all their property and ten
sections of government land, to say nothing of
When the relation
the stock of the compantes.
created between the government and the comreferred
the
to, is considby
legislation
panies
ered, it is astouisliing that the claim should bo
made that the directors of the roads owed no
duty except to themselves in their construction;
that they need regard no interests but their
that
own; and
they were justified in contracting with themselves and making such
in conveying to their
bargains as resulted
the companies.
pockets all the wasassets of interested
In the
The government
vitally
amount of the mortgage to which its security had
been subordinated, and It had a right to lusist
that none of the bonds secured by tills prior mortgage should he issued fraudulently or for the purpose of division among these stockholders. Without the consideration of the doctrine of complete
independence on the part of the directors of
these companies and their freedom from my obligation to care for other interests than their own
in the construction of these roads, there seems to
have developed a natural consequence of its application. the result of which is uortraved in the tua
Jonty report ol the Commissioners.
The generous laws enacted In aid of these roads
should not be impaired by unfair manipulations,
and when the government subordinated its lien
to another, it was in expectation that the prior
lien would represent, in its amount, only sicli
bonds as should be necessarily issued by the companies for the construction of their roads, at fair
prices, agreed upon in an honest way between the
real and substantial parties, and the government
should have the right now to purge this paramount lien of all that is fraudulent and fictitious.
If the transfer to innocent hands of bonds of this
character prevents their cancellation It might be
well to seek a remedy against those who issued
If legislation is needed to
aud transferred them.
secure such a remedy, Congress cau readily supI
desire
to
It.
call
ply
your attention also to the
fact that if all that was to be done on the part of
the government to fully vest in these companies
the grants and advantages contemplated by acts
passed In their interest, has not yet been perfected, and if the failure of such compauies to perform in good faith their part of contracts
justifies such a course, the power rests with
Congress to withhold further peiformance on the
part of the government. If the donated lands are
not yet granted to these companies, aud if the
revolution of the contract and duty are such as In
rights to such
justice and morals, forfeit their
lands,
ongressional action should interfere to
their
further
Executive
consummation.
prevent
power must be exercised according to existing
laws aud executive discretion is probably not
broad enough to reacli the difficulties. It is quite
time that troublesome complication surrounding
this subject should be
aud settled. No
one, I think, expects that these railroads will be
able to pay their immense indebtedness to the
government at its maturity but any proceeding or
arrangement that would result In putting these
roads, or any portion of them, in the possession
and control of the government, is, in uiy opinion,
to be rejected certainly as long as there Is a

adjusted

least chance for indemnllicatiou through any othI suppose we are hardly justified In
er means.
indulging in tl.e irritation and Indignation uaturaily arising from the contemplation of malfeasance to such an extent as to lead to the useless
destruction of these roads or the loss of the adThe settlement
vances made by the government.
aud determination of the question Involved are
Pubpeculiarly within the province of Cougress.
lic iuterest urges prompt and efficient action.
Ukovkk Cleveland.

(Signed)

Value of

Eggs

are a

Eggs

as

Food.

meal in themselves.

St. Paul, Jan. 17.—Reports of loss of life

continue to come in. The Evening Journal’s
list tonight numbers 163, and the Evening
Despatch’s 139. It is probable that the final
summary will show quite 200 names.
The Pioneer Press specials tonight say
that Sarah Dolan, a school teacher of Goodwin, near Clear Lake, Dak., and Hugo Scheff
were found
at Altauiout, Dak
a farmer,
Four deaths are reported
frozen to death.
there are
feared
it
is
in this county, and
many more.
Canton, Dak., Jan. 17.—It is said that 31
school children are missing iu Turner county. Three children named Heines perished
in going home from school. This makes
seven children lost in the vicinity of Lennox.
Nearer Home.

Livermore Falls, Jan. 17.—The therregistered 19°

mometer at Livermore Falls
below this morning.

North Yassalboro, Jan. 17.—The merat North Vassalboro
this morning.

cury is 23° below zero

W. C. T. U.

the legal aspect of the topic were mad*
by Mrs. Stevens.
The next topic, “Departments of work of
the Womans’ Christian Temperance Union,
Hunt.
was presented by Mrs. George S.

Mrs. Hunt spoke of the National W. C. T.
U., and its great work for the good among
all classes. The many branches and departments of the W. C. T. U. were referred to.
Mrs. Stevens spoke at considerable length
concerning the soldiers at Togus and their

of strong drink.
The next topic, “Extermination of the saloon in politics, abolition of the traffic in
opium and intoxicating drinks,” was pre“The
sented by Mrs. Stevens. She said:
prohibitory law can be enforced in this city
No law
if the Mayor only says the word.
says the offiser shall enforce the liquor law
provided public sentiment is in favor of it.

Every el-

ement necessary, to the support of man is
contained within the limits of an |egg shell,
in the best proportions and in the most palatable form. Plain boiled,they are wholesome.
The masters of French cookery, however, affirm that it is easy to dress them in more
than five hundred different ways,each method not economical, but salutary in the highest degree. No honest appetite ever rejected
It is nutriment in the
an egg in some guise.
most portable form and in the most concentrated shape. Whole nations of mankind
Kings
rarely toufh any other animal food.
eat them plain as readily as do the humble
tradesman. After the victory of llulildorf,
when the Kaiser Ludwig sat at a meal with
his burggrafs and great captains, he determined on a piece of luxury—“one egg to every
man and two to the excellently valiant Schwepperman.” Far more than fish—for it is a
watery diet—eggs are the scholar’s fare. They
contain phosphorus, which is brain food, and
sulphur, which performs a variety of functions in the economy. And they are the best
of nutriment for children, for, in a compact
form, they contain everything that is necessary for the growth of the youthful frame.
food—they are
Eggs are, however, not only
medicine, also. The white is the most efficacious of remedies for bums, and the oil extractable from the yolk is regarded by the ltussiaus
as an almost miraculous salve for cuts, bruises and scratches. A raw egg, if swallowed in
time, wiil effectually detach a fishbone fastened in the throat, and the white of two eggs
will render the deadly corrosive sublimate as
harmless as a dose of calomel. They strengthen the consumptive, invigorate the feeble,
and render the most susceptible all hut proof
most malignant phase.
against jaundice in its not
even end here.
In
The merits of eggs do
France alone the wine clarifiers use more than
the
Alsatians
and
consume
80,000,000 a year,
sume fully 38,000,000 in calico printing, and
for dressing the leather used in making the
finest of French kid gloves. Even egg shells
are valuable, foralopath and homcepath alike
agree in regatding them as the purest of carbonate ef lime.

The opinion of the medical examiner re
garding the two skeletons found in the saud
at Plum Island, Mass., is that they are probably the remains of sailors, and have been
buried at least fifty years.

It is not public sentiment that hinders the
enforcement of the law, it is the political
sentiment.”
Kev. l)r. Dalton said: “We are interested
above all in our own community, and what
is going ontabout us. Mr. Bayley’s sermon
seems to me to be a very kindly and modest
one, and in all its leading points true, I
don’t see how any impartial judge can call it
a political sermon. I’ll venture to say that
there have been on Commercial street fiom
20 to 50 saloons where liquor has been sold.
Within a stone’s throw of my house is an
The open bars at our
open dram shop.
hotels are the greatest source of temptation
I
men.
to our young
agree with Mr. Bayley
that it is the duty of the Christian people to
The
arouse public sentiment against them.
officials
liquor element who vote for the cityhave
an
whose duty It Is to enforce the law
understanding with them the police are conmust
we
siderately blind. Sooner or later
meet this issue as Christians and as churches
What we want is the enforcement of the law
and a man that will enforce the law.”
Ret. A. K. P. Small said: “I hope you all
last Sunday which I
read my sermon
Mr.
preached up at State street enurch.
Kay ley said the words because he could
and
I
rose
but
I
better
than
could,
speak
said amen. Now the question is, can the
aw be enforced? If the city officers would
do what three ministers have done in the
last three weeks law need not be thought
of.”
Kev. Mr. Wrighc said: “There has not
been a vigorous effort In the past year to enforce the liquor law. I will see to it that, so
far as it is in my power, we shall have a man
to enforce the law.”
Kev. Dr. Whittaker said he agreed with
the remarks of Dr. Dalton, and spoke to
some length of the fight for prohibition in

Rhode Island.

The next topic, “Better temperance instruction in the schools; education of the Ignorant.” was discussed by Mrs. Humphrey,
who spoke of the first efforts of the W. C.
T. U. in this city.
Kev. Mr. Whittaker spoke to considerable
length on the Blair bill and the defeat of the
prohibitory movement in the city of Atlanta.
Dr. Crandall spoke of the better temperance education in our schools, arguing that
..t.tt.ll._1__

Discuss the Temperance Question at
the First Baptist Church.

a

He Is not so sanguine as others,
for he thinks Speaker Carlisle has arranged
the House committee on merchant marine
and fisheries so that it is unfavorable to the

London, Jan. 17.—There is general comment in Home over the fact that President
Cleveland’s envoy, although he arrived some
weeks ago has not yet visited the Vatican.

Thirty-one School Children Missing
In One County.

Own State.

convention’s plan.

cut

—

PORTLAND SCHOOLS.

on

Estimate of the Probable Loss of Life

Sewall and Capt. Coss.

air. Artnur oewan

SENATE.
Washington, Jan. 17.
Senator Platt offered a resolution instructing the post office committee to inquire
whether any mail matter, addressed to Sena
tors, had been detained in the Washington
post office and whether such detention had
been legal, fie said that four hundred copies of a book mailed by a Connecti-

FROZEN.

CEN

!nW*fl”

1888.

Some of Rev. Mr.

Bayley’a Assertions

Examined.

Results

The

of

Personal

Mayor Chapman’s

Investigation.

use

reporter.

Lth CONGRESS-FIRST SESSION.

18.

In the Blizzard.

8ars.

of the Old.

By

Pensions have been awarded the following Maine people:

five days.

Rum

for a national monument at Plymouth, to be
There
situated as near the rock as may be.
is tan appropriation of $5000 for the pay of
Senator Pike of New Hampshire, and the
two men who fought all last year over the
seat in the second Rhode Island district, are
allowed $2000 each.

election committee

A Farmer Drops Dead.

consume

law

before the end of this week doubtless.
The
It has many New England items in it.
very first one, iudeed, appropriates $15,000

clpicrh

Rockland, Jan. 17.—The house and
buildings of E. F. Allenwood of Vinalhaven
were totally destroyed by fire last evening.
It originated around the chimney in the
upper part. The house was partially insured.
An Unanimous Call.
Winthbop, Jan. 17.—The Church of the
Unity has extended an unanimous call to
Rev. L. M. Burrington of Belfast. It is
probable that he will accept.

and

a

Ceneral

Court at Saco.
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Fire In Vinalhaven.
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Having
Cood Time In Society.

MAINE.

mknn folron Oil! ftf tllO
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Fisheries Commissioners

and

Fish Commissioner.

didates :
J. W. Porter, Bangor; D. G. Beaue, Wilton;
David P. Chaplin. Bridgton; W. H. Dresser,
Standish; Hon. Mark F. Wentworth, Klttery;
Hon. K. L. Goodwin, Berwick; John G. lilchaidson, Bath; Augustus Bailey, Gardiner; Henry
W. Clary, Jefferson.

Startling

Newly Fledged Congressmen
Their Ways in the House.

_

CANDIDATES FOR POSITIONS

Employed

_sueodly

octl7

Counties.
expires.
Cumberland_W. W. Harris, Portland.1800
Sagadahoc.F. S. Adams, Bowdoin.1890
Oxford.A. O. Pike, Fryeburg.1890
Somerset.... ...G. J. Shaw, Hartlaud.1890
York.J. M. Deering, Saco.1890
Aroostook.Francis Barnes, Houlton —1888
Piscataquis.Thomas Daggett, Foxcroft. .1888
Penob.cot.B. A. Burr, Bangor.1888
Frankllu.E. J. Gllkey. Strong.1888
Knox.A. J. Tolman, Kockland.1888
Androscoggin.. ,L. H. BlossonnTurner Cent.1889
Lincoln.E.W. Stetsen. Damariscotta.l 889
Waldo.R, W. Kills. Belfast.1889
Kennebec.S. C. Watson, Oakland.1889
Washington.D. W. Campbell, Cherryfleld 1889

the

Direct Tax Bill.

At

THE FARMERS’

Advocating

Chandler

Senator

speed for au express train, land that no employe of the road was guilty of any wrong
or carelessness sufficient to warrant criminal
proceedings. Yet he finds that the train had
been and was run at a speed which ought to
be no longer allowed at that particular locality, with its peculiar surroundings, ’.and instances the popular alarm which had been
previously manifested as shown by a vote
taken at the last Bradford town meeting,
calling for less speed at that point.
The immediate cause of the accident, Justice Carter finds it impossible to determine
with accuracy; the speed of the train, the
curve, the switch, the broken wheel, the two
broken rails and the water tank all seeming

PRESS.

DAILY

PORTLAND

The meetings of the Woman’s Christian
Temperance Union at the First Baptist
Church yesterday were largely attended.
The meetings commenced at 10 o'clock In the
morning and continued until 4 o’clock in
the afternoon, with special topics assigned
for each hour’s discussion.
The
exercises were interspersed with
music, and prayer frrm time to time was
offered for the better enforcement of prohibitory laws in this city and elsewhere. Mrs.
George S. Hunt opened the first topic, “Philanthropic Work Among the Degraded."
Mrs. Hunt spoke of the needy and degraded,
and referred especially to the work among
the unfortunate women at the police station
and the jail. The speaker thought a reformatory prison for women is very much

needed, and spoke of the efforts made by
the women of the W. C. T. U. to have such
an institution erected.
Mrs. H. M. Humphrey said that the number of arrests among the women have been
far in excess of the number

that

were

ar-

Our president wrote the
rested formerly.
Mayor a very kind letter concerning the
dram shops, to which he never replied. We
saw that there was no aid in this direction
and to we decided to

people of the city.”

appeal to

After brief remarks

the

by the Rev.

Christian

A. K. P

women in the
jail,
Mrs. Hunt said: “We have nearly 300 women
arrested in this city for drunkenness. Of
course they are not all in jail at the same
time. In Massachusetts they have an institution such as we have been trying for here,
where women are kept at least two years
and the effect is remarkable.”
Rev. Mr. Dunn said that philanthropic
work that has has no Christ in it is either a
sham or delusion. A person engaged in socalled philanthropic work because he thinks
it his dutv and expects some time to be
rewarded for it will find that he is very much
mistaken. True philanthropy is Christianity. We are philanthropic workers only so
far as we work with Christ. It is a personal,
individual contact with those who are down
that is needed.
The next topic “Better co-operation among
the churches in efforts to suppress vice,
especially that of intemperance, and better
observance of the Sabbath,” was opened
by Miss Scales. Miss Scales made brief reMr.
Rev.
marks and was followed by
Daniels who said: “It belongs to these later
do
this
work.
do
not
women
to
We
days for
have to go back a great way to a period

Small concerning the

mKnn

iLomnn
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not
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fur

c 11
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The sick, the suffering were not especially
Christ came to seek
to be cared for then.
and to save what was lost. How can we do
this? You Christian women find yourselves
by the side of the degraded- what can you
There can
do to raise them? co-operation.
be no co-operation until we have the heart of
Christ. A terrible social evil is in our city;
the slyest of the sly; the most guarded of all
evils. It is hard to speak of these things
with modesty, but we can think and think

deeply."

Kev. J. G. Wilson spoka of the need of
work in our city in the uplifting of humanity
and the saving of men; after which Mr. Gibson of Stockport. England, told of his surprise at finding such open sale of liquor in
this city which is under a prohibitory law.
“Our rulers and all wbo are in authority:
better enforcement of the law in our city,"
was the next topic discussed and it was
“For
opened by Mrs. A. F. Cox who said:
manv long weary years in the past we workfor
a
and
and
prayed
prohibitory
ed,
hoped,
law, and at last we succeeded in getting all
Now we have all the
the law we wanted.
law we want and now we pray for an enWe would not sit still if
forcement of it.
we saw criminals going arouad openly murdering and thieving and surely we should
not sit quietly while men continue to break
the liquor law. There are many little ways
in which we can fuither our object, butof
course our city officers have the power to
suppress the traffic and it belongs to them to
What our society prays is that we
do it.
may have for officers, just men, who will do
what is right in the eyes of the law, and the
eyes of God.”
Mrs. Cox called on the Rev. L. H. Hallock, who said: “I am in sympathy with
this work. It lies just as close alongside the
work of a Christian as any work we can engage in. Faith and work, prayer and serI have heard some say
vice go together.
that we ought to have a license law, and that
that would be enforced. It would never be
enforced! The power to close the saloons.
as rur. rsayiey says, is in me
If we Insist upon it,

people.

enforce the law. Goto
you have been once, but
upon having the law
Christian women, lies

mine.”

nanus

ui

me

the officers will
the Mayor; perhaps
go again and insist
enforced.
Success,
in your hands and

Mrs. H. M. Humphrey briefly stated the
object of calling the meeting and said: “The
City Marshal said, ‘Where is your Woman's
Christian Temperance Union? More women
are brought in today for drunkenness than
ever before.’ He turned upon us in this
way. We sent to the Mayor concerning the
dram shops, and each time lie professed ignorance of their existence.
We sent to him
time and time again, and at last we said to
ourselves, what shall wo do? Wo cannot
reach the Mayor; we cannot reach the Marshal, although he pledged himself time and
time again to enforce tne law. ‘I’ll enforce
the law,’ he said, ‘or I’ll resign.' The Mayor
said that he could not enforce the law. that
the police under him would not enforce the
The Mayor lias never been to the polaw.
lice to tell them to enforce the law. He has
never called them together and given them
So we have
instructions to that effect.
Our
called the people together to pray.
we believe
is
Christian
and
a
man,
Mayor
his heart can be touched. We don't want to
turn against him. The women are taking
hold of politics because they are discouraged
of working any other way.”
Mr. Gibson and Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens
made brief remarks, after which Rev. Mr.
Hallocksaid: “I wish the officials could
hear the appeal of Mrs. Humphrey as we
have heard it from her lips.”
Mrs. J. C. Woodman spoke of the non-enforcement of the law and said that she had
long hoped that it might be enforced.
The next topic “Elevation of public morals especiclly in regard to temperance and
kindred virtues,” was opened by Mrs. Margaret T. W. Merrill.
Rev. Mr. Hayden spoke of the “intoxicating cup,” as tile great impediment in the various reforms. “There is special reason why
In
we should consider our present position.
Portland originated the prohibitory law.
What is going on here is known all over the
country, bo work done here tells all over
the country, and therefore, we have a ten
fold responsibility. You say you have been
to the Muyor once or twice, but don’t give
ud, you may sucoeed the next time.”
After remarks by Mrs. George b. Hunt,
Rev. H. C. Dunham spoke, expressing a hope
Remarks
that the law would be enforced.
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THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Endeavors are being made, it Is said, to
form a syndicate to buy and start the Lewiston Mills.

Out of

French Spoliation
in the
Court of
Claims. It is the first case in this vicinity
in which judgment has been rendered. The
case is that of the ship Venus, Peter Bryson
and Robert Birrell, owners, Andrew Lacy
administrator. The amount of claim was

case

814,000.

A petition has been forwarded to Washington in favor of making Mrs. Samuel Patterson, postmistress at YVaterford, in place
of P. N. Haskell, who has sent in his resignation.
At the annual meeting of the Oxford County Trotting Horse Breeders' Association, A.
T. Maxim was chosen first vice president,
and YV. J. Wheeler third vice president.

any impression conveyed that he misrepresented the purpose of Mr. Trefethen’s visit
to my office on Commercial street. From
Mr. Trefethen’s Introduction into the conversation. Mr. Bayley drew his conclusion,

But the real
which was fair and natural.
object of his call was disclosed after the
minister's departure.
Now concerning the schools. Having read
Mr. Bayley’s sermon in
which he says
“But the nefarious business of the rumseller
is reaching out into our public schools,” 1
felt it my duty to Investigate the facts, as
this statement, if true, might well alarm
If not corroborated by facts it
our people.
deserved refutation in justice to our schools,
officials,and the good name of our city. Con.
sequently I have spent the entire day personally visiting every school in the city and ascareful inquiry all the facts.
The results I give you in briefest detail in

certaining by

the words of the principals:
Monument Street—’’Never any signs of
liquor about any of our scholars.”
North School—Principal Files said: ‘‘Have
noticed of late any scholar intoxicated
any scholar of using liquor.
But as my school has twenty-four rooms, if
you will return in half an hour I will give
you the results of inquiry among the teachers.” Upon my return he said: “I am
happy to report there has not been a case
never

suspected

or
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SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

YORK COUNTY.

scholar

Shaller School—"Entire absence of any
appearance of liquor among the children.”
Chestnut Street—Similar report as Shailer

school.

High School—“Have no knowledge of any
High School scholar using liquor the past
year.”
Cumberland Street Grammar—“No suspicion of any use of liquor by any scholar
here."
Carroll Street—School absolutely free from
appearance of drinking.
Hutler School—“No drinking whatever
among the scholars.”
Brackett Street School—“Have not the
least knowledge of any scholar using intoxicants.”
Vaughan Street—“Think no scholar in the
liquor.”

West School—No suspicion of auy scholar
for many months.
Park Street—“Nothing of the kind here.”
Spring Street—“Suspicion of one scholar,
and only one.”
Casco Street—“None of our scholars use

liquor.”
during the last
drinking.”

year.

boys Intoxicated
Three suspected of

This in tabular form is the result of my
examination:

No. Scholars.

School.

Origin

of

a
a

January.

indebted to the Roman king Numa
Pompilius, 672 B. C., for the beginning of
the year with January, and he very appropriately named the first month from Janus,
the deity supposed to preside over doors.
The l.atin Janua means a door. The ancient Jewish year began with the 25th of
March, and was continued in Christian countries a long time after Christ. It was not
till 1752 that the year in England legally began iu January. In Scotland the chauge
was made by a decree of James VI. in tne
1600; in France in 1564; in Holland,
ermanv and Russia in 1700, and in Sweden
in 1753.
The deity Janus was represented as a man
with two faces, one looking backwards,
the other forwards.
The following are
are

Sear

proverbs concerning January:

A January spring
Is worth naething.

M. D. W.

AVery

Mad Agent.
[N. Y. Sun.]
Martin, the office boy of

a

San

Francisco firm, has a great liking for bells,
and never tires listening to them. It is a
positive mania with him. Some weeks ago
he sent a type-written letter on the letterhead of the firm to a well-known bell manufactory in New York, asking the price of

bells, particularly large church bells, weighing from 20,000 to 00,000 pounds. In reply he
received a circular and price list, and a polite letter earne“tly asking his patronage.
Be acknowledged its receipt, saying that he
thought their prices too high, and that he
could do better in San Francisco. The bell
their best salesman to

California, with instructions to secure the
contract at auy price, and a few days ago he

tho San Francisco house, and
courteously asked for Mr. John Martin, No
one knew him until the agent showed the
letters, and then the bookkeeper said: T hat
must be our Johnny.” It was. He was
called in and confessed. The ageut was
very wroth, and demanded tile instant discharge of the lad, but the firm said "No.”
They said a hoy who could write such good
business letters was the kind of a boy they
wanted, and they promoted him. Be says
that when he gets rich he is going to builu a
church, and hang in it the biggest bell tiiat
this Kastern firm can cast.
walked into
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Monument street.
North.
Shaller...
Chestnut street.

..

High.

Cumberland street...
Carroll street.
Butler.
Brackett street.
V aughan street.

Wes?.

Park street.
Spring street.

Casco street.
Centre street.

O
0
o

O
0
O
o
0
O
O
0
O
O
O
O
o
O
2

300

800
400
425
400
360
226
440

275
106
230
200
200
300

275

O

O
0
1

4
2
Total. 6,086
The above summary comprises all the pub
lie schools in the city. The Centre street
school. I suddosc. is referred to in the a»r-

moo, as follows:
"A teacher in that school says: "A pupil
in the primary room is ofteu under the influence of drink. A few weeks siuee he wain such a state that the principal called in a
policeman to remove him.’ 1 have it also on
the authority of a teacher in that school that
‘in one room every boy but one allows that
he drinks.’ A teacher in the frse kindergarcomes to
ten says, that a child of nine

years

school frequently Intoxicated.’
A thorough examination reveals the following facts: Of the two boys reported iutoxicated during the past year the first case

It was found that he
occurred months ago.
obtained his liquor at home. His father habeen repeatedly prosecuted and spent most
of his time in jail, being I think just leThe second case when the policeleased.
The
man was called in resulted as follows:
officer found where the liquor was procured
since that time has made three seizures
at the place and the offender was indicted at
the last term of the grand Jury. Of the

and

suspected cases, two beloug In the
family as the above where the father
is cited as in jail and the third boy from best
Information procured bis liquor at home. In

three
same

the room where all the
to
“scholars but one allow that the drink,” the
teacher furnished me with an accouut of the
manner In which she procured her informShe wrote some weeks since upon
ation.
the blackboard a list of many t'rluks regardless of their intoxicating properties and asked her scholars which ones they used. All
the
boys, twenty-one In number, except one, named a beverage, but of
named lager beer was menthe drinks
while
but
once,
sarsaparilla(
ale and other non-alcoholic drinks
were named by nineteen boys. Six or seven
boys also said they took whisky when sick.

tioned

ginger

The answers in detail I have in my possession, which any interested party can see on
application. A tendency to harmless drinks.
even, is 10 oe regreiieu,

ouv in

mm

icsiieci,

the condition of the school was described by
the teachers as better than when similarly

tirely

If January calends be summerly gar,
'Twill be winterly weather till the calends of

makers at once sent

o

I

ten school. In

Under water, dearth.
Under snow, bread.

Johnny

•*

0

1 am glad to
examined some time previous.
say that its condition does not warrant the
inference conveyed in the sermon.
The statement in regard to the kindergar-

It the grass grows iu Janlvear,
It grows the worse for all the year.

May.

at

reference

The business men of Saco have issued
call for a meeting for the formation of
Board of Tradr.

We

J V».,

suspected of using liquor. X
could not have so reported a Jew yean ago."
nor a

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Bath Times says: “It looks bad for
Bath industries, contrasted
with Detroit,
that a ship carpenter cannot earn enough in
our yards to
support his family, and that after living years in debt he is able by work
ing in Detroit yards to accumulate enough
to square up old accounts at home and get
1200 ahead, to bring back with him. only to
be drawn from after his return to Bath, until there Is oply $50 left. As he intimates, it
is discouiagiug for him here and busy Detroit’s seductive attractions will be likely to
draw him west again.

MR. CROMWELL'S
Particulars

say that I did not see the Advertiser’s report
of the interview with me until it was published. Although in the main I am most
accurately reported, my desire to do Mr.
Bailey the fullest justice leads me to correct

Mr. C. YV. Robbins of Rockland, Mass, is
to start a paper in Oldtown, to be known as

the Oldtown Enterprise.
Considerable quantities of Irish, Scotch
and German potatoes are being shipped to
Bangor at present, coming by way of the
Boston boats to Bucksport and from there to
Bangor by rail. They are shipped from
abroad at the rate of nine cents per bushel
and the duty is fifteen cents. Largo quantities have been brought over to this country
within a short time.
In many places they
can successfully compete with the native potatoes. There still continues to be a large
run of potatoes from St. John and other
places down east, through Bangor to Boston
where they find a ready market as the most
The heater
of them are in good condition.
cars are well filled with them on each trip
and they are well preserved from chilling in
these cars which furnish the best of protection.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
A carload of Atlas powder was taken up to
Greenville Monday over the Bangor Jk Piscataquis railroad to be taken from there to
the scene of opeiations on the Canadian Pacific railroad where it will be be used for
blasting purposes. There have been over
one hundred and fifty tons of this powder
taken over the railroad since operations began on the Canadian Pacific line for the necessary blasting, and a large quantity will
continue to be used in the future.
The Bangor Whig learns that one of the
section bcses on the Canadian Pacific railroad has been killed by the falling of an embankment. He is said to belong in the
Provinces but hisname is unknown.

me.__
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Centre Street—“Two

OXFORD COUNTY.

Who

Learning that Mayor Chapman had been
paying a visit to the different schools of the
city, a reporter of the Pkkss called upon
him yesterday aud asked him regarding their
condition. Mayor Chapman said:
Before answering your question I wish to

school ever tasted

LINCOLN COUNTY.

The Wiscasset Lilliputian says that R. K.
Scwal), Esq., has just won an important

0,000

matron in a town in another State. If she
believes what she is reported to have said at
yesterday’s meeting, I should hardly think
she would have desired any recommendation
from
DEATH.

Liquor.

Ui

of temperance.
The Union voted unanimously to endorse
the actien of Rev. Mr. Bayley; also to extend
a vote of thanks to the neople of the First
Baptist church for kindly opening their
church.
A rote of thanks was then extended to the
speakers and to those present by Mrs. Stevens, in behalf of the YV. C. T. U. of Maine,
and by Mis. Hunt in behalf of the YV. C. T.
U. of Portland. After music, a benediction
was pronounced by Rev. Mr. Whittaker, after which the meeting adjourned.
At different times during the day. nearly
all the pastors of the different churches
were present, and during the afternoon session several hundred persons were in attend-

over

Two Pupils

Mayor Chapman—Mrs. Humphrey, If correctly reported, states what Is not true, both
as to interview and reply.
Some of Mrs. Humphrey’s friends have
called upon me within a few weeks to get
me to endorse her for the position of police

the same

erroneous

building,

was

en-

and unexplainable except by

confusion with the cases cited above.
Such are the substantial results of my
day’s work. While revealing a condition

not absolutely what we might desire, they
show such an approximately perfect condition relative to temperance in the schools as
to furnish substantial gratification to all
good citizens, and especially to those agitatfor a more thorough euforcemcut of the

ing

law.

Reporter—At the meeting of the Woman s
Christian Temperance Union yesterday, the
charge was made by Mrs. Humphrey that
from several mem
you had received a letter
bers of the Union asking for a better enforcement of the prohibitory law, and that
it. What are tho facts?
you did not answer
Mayor Chapman—I recollect receiving a
letter from them, asking me to assist in securing the establishment of a police matron
ship in Lewiston, and immediately complied
with their request. I also recoil ;et receiving
a communication last July, asking for a better enforcement of the prohibitory law, but
It was not of such a nature, as I understood
It, as to call for a formal reply; uur do I remember that it asked it.

Reporter—Mrs. Humphrey alleges, also,

that their husbands waited on you, and that
of any
you professed profound ignorance
open rumshops, and said the police would
not make seizures.

of

the

Tragic

Accident

in Auburn Monday.
The Lewiston Journal gives the following
particulars of the accident by which CoL
Cromwell, deputy collector of internal revenue, lost his life:
Col. Cromwell had been in Lewiston since
Friday, and late on Monday started out for
a ride with Jas. A. Gibbon, driving a mare
belonging to A. T. Neal of Lewiston. They
coursed around town for a time and then
drove Into Auburn. Just where the mare
started or just how, is not definitely known,
for no one saw the beginning of the accident. Mr. Gibbon was driving, u is thought

,

j
*

possibly that the mare struck her heel
against the cross-bar, or was startled by
something by the roadside. When they
turned the upper corner of Elm street toward s Main, they were going furiously, both
hanging to the reins with all their strength.
Down Elm street towards Main, the descent

The mare was
the road icy.
breakneck speed and the few who
saw the accident felt that nothing could
The sleigh slewed around the
save them.
corner, nearly opposite Dr. Peables’, toppled
over, and with a great crash, pitched the
two men out into the lattice work of the
small tree near the roadside and the frightened horse passed on. It was the Incident
of a moment. The crash and grinding of the
sleigh soon passed out of hearing and the
residents of the houses near by, hastened to
the assistance of the two men.
Mr. Cromwell lay upon his face. He had
struck the lattice work of the tree and had
torn it aside, passing it and sliding a short
is

sharp and

going at

a

distance along npon the ice. Blood was covering his face and hands and clothing, and
(lowed out in a dismal pool upon the snow
and ice. The gash was horrifying.
It axtended well up from his forehead, and fractured scalp and skull—the brains fairly oozIn fact, he
ing forth. He did not speak.

•

rallied in the least from the moment of
the accident to the time of bis death, half
hour later, making no sign and speaking
word. His clothing was torn, his hands
scratched and his face bruised. Mr. Gibbon
was thrown upon the other side of Mr.Cromwell, passing, in fart, quite over him. Something directed nis course from direct collision with the tree or the electric light pole
and saved his life. He was able to rise; to
call for assistance, and when it came, to give
directions and to assist. At first the ladies in
the neighboring residences gave about ail the
assistance. Sufficient help was soon summoned, however, and Col. Cromwell was
taken In charge, and in one of Kimball’s
coal teams that was passing was taken to the
He
Elm House. Dr. Sturgis was called.
Col.
rendered all the assistance possible.
Cromwell died in about half an hour.
His death occurred la the sitting room of
the Elm House. The wound at the back of
the head was the source of a great effusion
of blood. This wound was sewn up by the
physician. The right eye was horribly cut
and swollen. A long gash and fracture extended over the right eye well towards the
He made no signs of
top of the skull.
suffering. Mr. Gibbon was walking about
the room during the first of the scene and
He left, however,
gave some directions.
for Lewiston in care of a friend and to
notify John Cromwell of Lewiston and other
friends of Mr. Cromwell.
Up to Tuesday
morning he had not known of the death of
Col. Cromwell—t'ne faet being kept from him
owing to his nervous condition.
Mr. Gibbon’s injuries, although painful,
His arm is broken, nis nose
are not serious.
badly crushed and bis bead cut. L. P. Uuntoon passed the night with him and says that
he was extremely nervous ami in much paio.
He asked frequently if they had heard from
Cromwell, and be was told that be was easy
and resting. He
gave bis story of the
accurate
most
aecident, which is the
He says that they
to be obtained.
left C. P. Drake’s cigar shoo about half an
hour before the accident. They drove over
to Auburn and around town. He was driving. They had come down High street and
turned tu Elm street, and ia making the
turn the mare struck her heel against the
He held as
runner and started on the leap.
best he could. The pitch of the hill dowr
is
estate
the
l’u
kard
sharp. Croetu
l>ast
trahhed the reins from him and they1"
is
held to them. The ride was short,
terrifying. They turned the cornci ^ith the
of
trees
A
row
small
runner.
on
one
sleigh
One of
is along the east side of Main street
them with a lattice work is close bv the side
of an electric light pole. He himself was on
the right hand side, or the side nearer the
curb-stone. He pitched out, striking fortunately upon his side and face and escaping
the tree aud the pole. Cromwell pitched out
It
over him, striking either tree or pole.
He assisted Cromwell
was all in an instant.
into the coal team and did all he could. The
horse ran into LewistoD and was caught.
never

an
no

I
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Scenes in the Municipal Court
of Calais.

(.Correspondence of the Press.]
Calais, Jan. 1C.
It was a strange scene that was enacted in
the Police Court this afternoon, such a one
as its walls never before saw and are not
likely to again. A couple of young fellows
were being tried for disturbing the meeting
of the Salvation Army yesterday and at the
close ut the hearing Judge Rounds announced his determination to protect religious assemblies from rowdy auuoynnce.
As the court adjourned the Salvation cap-

tain who was present as a witness asked
whether she could offer prayer. Permission
was granted and accordingly, sinking to
her knees, in which act she was followed by
a dozen or so soldiers, %he poured forth a
She blessed Judge
mest eloquent appeal.
Hounds for his goodness In protecting the
unprotected, in eutorcing the law "even in
Maiue” against the enemies of the Army,
and exhorted him to continue in his noble
work. She petitioned for the redemption of
the two offenders: she prayed heartily for
Attorney McGarrigle, who defended evil,
encouraged lylug and wrong doing; hoped
that he would see the error of his ways and
repent, and ultimately turn his soul from
the dowuward course to the heavenly road.
She prayed for the spectators, the officers—
hoped that the lesson would sink Into their
hearts,—and Anally expressed her deeply imconviction that their cause would

planted

prosper.
,,
Amens
At the close a chorus of hearty
which shook the building and a regular hallelujah meeting was in progress,
when Marshal Hutchins stopped the proceeding. It was a great day for the Army.

arose

RAILROAD MATTERS.
THE CONTEST FOR CONTROL OF THE

BOSTON

MONTREAL RAILROAD.
M. Rogers, Esq., of Boston, began

CONCORD A

Henry
ou

Monday taking depositions

as

magistrate

in the case which has been brought against
the Boston A Maine Railroad for the recovery of the control of the Bostcn, Concord A
Montreal Railroad by the directors of the
latter. The hearings, which will be held for
several days in one of the commodious suites
of the American House, will Include testiPresident
mony of the nature of caption by
Morey, Treasurer Bartlett, and General
Manager Melien of the Boston A Lowell
railroad. General Manager Furber of the
Boston A Maine railroad, and others interWhen completed, the report will be
ested
rendered to the Supreme Court of Sew

Hampshire.

__

College.
The Junior class has elected the following offices:
Bowdoln

President-L. J. Bodge. South Windham.
Vice President—O. P. Watts Tbomaston.
Secretary and Treasurer—V. O. White, East
Dlx Held.
Orator—J. M. Phelan, Portland.
Poet-G. T. Plies, Portland.
Marshal—H. C. Jackson, Wiscasset.
Chaplain—C. H. Pugg, lioulton.
Curator— W. S. Elder, Waterville.
Odist—C. L. Mttchel Freeport.
Committee of Arrangements— B. C. Carroll of
Lewiston. O. It. Smith of Mlddleboro, Mass., Eras
mus Munson of Oakland.

The Freshman class cry is: “Rah, ’rah,

’rah, ’rah, second to none; Eta, Theta, Kappa, Lambda, Bowdoln, ninety-one.”
On the day of prayer tfor colleges, Jan. -»J
the students will be addressed by Rev, L. H.
Hatlock of Portland.
The following are the newly elected officers of the Athletic Association:
President—J. R Clark.
Vice Presidents— O. P. Walls, F. M. Tukey.
Secretary and Treasurer—W. W. Hubbard.
Directors—M. A. Klee, G Thwtng, W. T. Dunn,
F. M. Gates aud C. 11. Hastings.
Master of ceremonies—S. L. Fogg.
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Th* Providence Juiirnul '(links the days
for Congressional oratory are gone. The
Congressmen don’t think so if the already
crowde : : ages of the Congressional Record
arc am sign.
Delegates from the Mississippi Volley aro
on hand early looking out for the river and
harbor npprnpi iatloii hill. To hurry the
thing along they want Congress tu take the
bill of last winter that appropriated $8,000,00,ooo and
^^^^^^t^g^^^^^^ainonnttojfgod
If this id,in i--!Wesd*4- they
then |ai" b
1 tl’fir Itn noy before the
think lln ) eon
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•n. and the w ool growers sadly disappointed
the free traders. They expected that irreconcilable difference* would arise, hut instead all was harmouious. The schedule
•greed upcu is a revision of the tariff of 1867
In the direction of protection for all interests.
There Is very little likelihood that the present House will respond favorably to this
plan, hu t some House in the near future may.

•**-

By the treaty between the United States
and Great Britain the citizens of ttie former
are allowed to use the Welland Canal on
terms of equality with citizens of Canada in
consideration of a similar privilege granted
to the citizens of Canada regarding the use
of the St. Clair flats. Congressman Dingley
alleges that Canada lias violated this treaty
and ho lias called for Information. It seems
that Canada charges an American vessel
bound for Montreal or a foreign port 2 cents
per ton while American vessels hound for an
American ports are charged 20 cents a ton.
Canada admits these facts, but claims that
1 hey are not tantamount to a discrimination
ngaiust American vessels. Mr. Dingley takes
issue on this point and with good reason.
If the boot were on the other leg Canada
would quickly claim a discrimination.

•

X

“built-up” guu there is as much difference as
there is between the savage’s canoe hollowed
from a log and the yacht built with keel and
timbers. The Krupps, of Germany, are the
great innovators in the art of making canAt first the guns made by Krupp
non.
were solid, but he at
length began to
strengthen them by shrinking on hoops, first

Senator Sawyer of Wisconsin at one
was reported to be inclined to support
Lamar, but he appears to have reconsidered
his intention and voted against him. The

objections

to Lamar were several in number,
all of them sound. His legal knowledge is
not sufficient to qualify him to fill a place in
the highest judicial tribunal in the land and
his disloyalty, never thoroughly repented of,
absolutely disqualifies him in the opinion in
the great mass of the people of the North.
By the grace of Grover Cleveland and two or
three Republican Senators, the former influenced no doubt by gratitude to the South for

the electoral votes it gave him and which
he hopes it will give him again, and the
latter influenced by various considerations,
of them not very creditable, we fear,
Lamar is now set up as an expounder of the
constitution which not many years ago he
some

his best to slab to death. The
of the Scriptures before the
fatted calf was killed for him had manifested
was

doing

prodigal
some

son

Lamar has manifested

repentance.

none, and

probably

feels none.

Time brings about unexpected changes.
While minister to England Mr. James Russell Lowell, in 1881 made the following remark in a letter to Secretary of State Evarta:
“If the Irish could only be brought to have
as much faith in Mr. Gladstone as he has
tlesire for their welfare there might be more
hope'tiiau I can now see for a permanent
settlement-of the Irish question.” Yet in
six years the Irish came to have just that

faith that Mr. Lowell speaks of in the Gladstone who in 1881 invoked against them the
terrors of coercion. A great and marvelous
change, Mr. Lowell would undoubtedly call
this. Quite unparalleled it might seem to him.
Yet Mr. Lowell has only to look inward upon
himself to observe the results of a change
far more remarkable. In 1881 Mr. Lowell
in London holding an office to which he
had been appointed by a Republican President ; and holding, there is little reason to
doubt, that sympathy with the best traditions of American life that he carried with
him when he was seht abroad. Yet in six
years Mr. Lowell has come home to America,
was

more astonishing spectacle than that of
Irish Home ruler praising Gladstone
could ever have seemed, has declared in public that one of the least admirable of our

and,

an

Presidents,

so

far as character and manhood

is concerned, should have in public estimation a place higher than belongs to the scores
of Republican statesmen whose lives are the
life of the republic for the last quarter of a
century. There is no doubt that remarkable

changes

may take

tir

place

in six years.
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Bragg, the man wliotpved Cleveland “for
the enemies he had made" lacks the mental
balance as well as the comprehensive and
accurate knowledge of trade and commercial
questions necessary for the wise performance
of the duties of Minister to Mexico. General
Bragg’s friends will probably urge that he is
as well qualified as his two Immediate predeThis brings up a matter very little
cessors.
thought of by Americans, but yet a matter of
great importance. Mexico, next to Canada,
is our nearest neighbor. It is a country of
great resources, some of them almost entirely
undeveloped, others developed crudely and
imperfectly. A train of cars may run from
Maine to the city of Mexico over a continuous railroad; a long frontier brings people
of the two countries into constant contact.
Yet the relations of the two countries are
anything but friendly. The merchants of
England and Germany are more favored
than the merchants of our own country; and
when Mexico wants the advantages of foreign capital it is to Germany and not to the
United States that she turns. A suitable
minister at the city of Mexico might do a
great deal towards bringing about good feeling between the two peoples. But he must
have the address of a diplomat, with the
character to command the respect of the
Mexicans at the same time that he gains
their good will. Such a man would obtain
permanent and valuable advantages for this
country, and at the same time improve the

relations between the two countries. Politicians picked up at random, as this administration has picked them up, will hardly do.
In a letter to the Advertiser published last
evening, Mr. Theodore C. Woodbury contends that prohibition has proved a failure
in the larger cities of Maine and favors a
trial of high license.
It cannot be denied
that the effect of prohibition in the cities
has not come up to the expectations of its
>

friends. The rum shop has not been abolished and drunkenness is still common. Various causes are assigned for this failure or
partial failure, such as lack of an energetic
public sentiment, the machinations of politicians and the wilful negligence or inefficiency of the officers. Probably each pud all
of these things have contributed something.
Would these obstacles be removed if a license

adopted? If they would not
is no reason to suppose that
license would prove any more effective

system

were

then there

high

than our

present system.

Lowell, Massa-

chusetts, hns had license for many years.
What is Lowell’s record? During the last
ten years the number of rum shops in the
city has doubled and drunkenness has increased in almost as great a ratio. The
same causes that operate to weaken prohibition in Portland operate also to weaken

“THE E3NTD IJS NOT

Our Carloads of UPHOLSTERED GOODS just received show ample proof of our confidence in the judgment of the people of Maine and their ability to gratify their tastes when
an opportunity is offered, and certainly the elegant Plush and Leather Upholftered Couch-

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets,

served for

was

as

colonel

retired in 1862

from active service.
A confederate veteran of

Georgia wrote to
General Beauregard, enclosing a dollar for a
ticket in the Louisiana lottery, whose drawings tlie general is advertised as superintending. Tlie old soldier said that he had fought
under the general for four years, and lie
wanted him to select a ticket that would
draw a prize in the lottery. It is said that
Beauregard sent hack the ticket as requested,
but wrote: “My Dear Old Comrade—If you
will stick to the Louisiana lottery you will
be as poor as you were at the close of the cruel
war, and you will not have enough left to
load a popgun."
Gen. Abner Doubleday, who fired the first
gun for the Union from Fort Sumter 27 years
ago and fought from that time till his renown culminated atGettysburg,and who had
previously served 40 years afar as a lieutenant in tlie regular army under Gen. Zachary
Taylor iu Alexico, looks very vigorous as he
walks sprily through the New York streets
down town or up town in civilian garb. The
dashing aud adventurous young lieutenant
of the old times of the Mexican war is now a
dignified and reserved veteran on the retired
list, and is not easily led to tell of the exploits of his early life, but prefers to converse upon the living and stirring questions
of to-day, upon which his opinions are both

progressive and decided.
There is a certain similarity between the
career of the musical prodigy, Josef Hofmann, whose performances on the piano are
even now delighting American audiences,
and the early life of Henry Herz, who has
just died in Paris. Thirty or more years ago
Henry Herz was the wonder of the musical
world and was hailed as a second Mozart'
At six years of age he played the piano in
public and followed the career for several

years. He, too, improvised on themes selected by liis audiences, to the delight of his

hearers. After a few years of this life he
was taken to the Paris Conservatoire and
made to study. Here, too, he succeeded, but
after a single year was off to America to
make money. Later he found more lucrative
business in the manufacture of pianos, and
for the last 20 years he has given it his whole
attention, and during that time he has not
played in public. He was at once nianist,
composer and manufacture, and was successful in each character.
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Cuticura.

SCROFULOUS ULCERS.
James E. Richardson Custom House. New Orleans, on oath says: “In 1870 Scrofulous Ulcers
broke out on my body until I was a mass corruption. Everything known to the medical faculty
I became a mere wreck.
At
was tried in vain.
times could not lift my hands to my head, conld
in
constant
and
In
was
looked
not turn
bed;
pain
upon life as a curse. No relief or cure in ten
years. In 1880 I heard of the Cuticuka Remeeies, used them, and was perfectly cured.”
Sworn to before U. S. Com. J. D. Crawford.

ALTERATIVE.

TAYLOR & TAYLOR, Druggists
Frankforl, Kan.

scrofulousT
inherited,
and
And
Humors, witb Loss of
Contagious
Eruptions of the

Hair,

Skin, are positively cured by
Cuticuka and Cuticura Soap externally, and
Cuticuka Resolvent internally, when all other
medicines fail.
Sold everywhere. Price; Cuticura, 50ctSoAP,
Prepared by the Pccttek
26c; Resolvent, $1.
Drug and ChkmicalCo Boston. Mass.
to
Cure Skin Diseases,” 64
cyseud for “How
pages, 60 Illustrations, ami 100 testimonials.

ens

$10.00 Suit
“
15.00

digestion.

stomach,

DIURETIC.

_

_

In its composition the best and most
active diureticsof the Materia Medica
arc combined scientifically with other
effective remedies for diseases of the
kidneys. It can be relied on to give
quick relief and speedy cure.
___Hundredaof testimonials have been received

For The NERVOUS
The DEBILITATED

WELLS,

A Pirn
1 IlC /lUlJL/.

25.00
30.00
35.00
40.00

Price $1.00.

Bold b7 Druggists.
RICHARDSON & CO., Prop’s
LURLINGTON, VT.
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Overcoat for
“

$ 8.00

“.12.00
“
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14.40

“

“

“
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“

“

“

“
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“

“

11

“
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“.16.00
11

20.00

24.00

to measure,
1
“

28.00

32.00

HASKELL & JONES,

Farrington’s

tie

HATE—$4.000—Vs

clerks

W.

11-1

Lancaster

Building,

decSl

travelling repre-

England

States
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Have

for

Northern Banking Co’s
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—Stock and Btoie situated at
North Brldgton, Me.: a good chance to make
money; investigations solicited. H. W, LOVEJOY & CO.17-1

which are

A

FOB

Mostly in Small Sizes. These suits previously
15,18,20, and 23 dollars. I have marked
them at the uniformly low price of $12 per suit.
This lot of goods is a bargain to anyone that

w'c

always have

at these sales.

COME EARLY IF YOU WANT SOME OF THESE IMMENSE BARGAINS.

Sale will commence at 8.30

a. m.

J. M. DYER &

CO.,

NO. 511 CONGRESS STREET.
Ian 16
__dlw
It don’t matter what other people advertise,

fitted.

SUITS

I

the center of the world for

am

Prices Lower Than Ever.

180-MIDDLE STREET-182
IV

Exoliange

ear

FRANKi". CLARK,

Street
dtf

janl4

9

SIS

Greatest Effort Ever Made AGENCY
tlcc23

-—

BY

-—

GRAND CLOSING OUT SALE

Including several lots suitable for Spring at lower prices than yet known.
few of the lots are as follows:
Lot IV'o.

1-59 inch
9—48 “

$1.50 Electrics for

1.00 French Serges lor
“ »
“
“
1.95
3—50 “
“
“
Bisons “
4 -44
1.95
“
*
5—49 “
1.95
Serges “
6—49 “
1.95 Dr>i|> de Alma “
“
“
“
“
7—40 “
1.00
8-40 “
1.95 Cashmere Barrittz for
“
*
9—49
1.00 French Armures for
“
•
10—40 “
.75
Diiigouuls for
“
11—36
.50 Flannel Dress tioods for
19—95-ccnt Arlington Poplins for
A large number of other lots at a great reduction.

“
“

49

hallTldavis,

“
“

■

“
“
“
“

FANCY

SPECIALTIES IN

EXQUISITE PERFUMES.
ripie

.47 1*9
.35

commence

Friday

,

TERMS

TURNER
jan!2

.99

.10

Jockey Club,
New Mown Hay,

YlangYlang,

$1.30
1.25

1.00
.75

.75
1.00
.75

Stephanotis,
Patchouly,
West End,

Heilotrope,

Wlilte Heilotrope,
Caslimere Lily.
The three last odors being of the most
site fragrance.

exqui-

35 cents
per ounce.
.
35

Lubin’s at
“
Atkins’

_10-1
A coat marked F. W. Nelson, Vo. 14,
Steamer 5, was lost at the tire last night.
Please return it to Steamer 5’s House.
10-1

Beicliardt's Satchct Powder at 25 cents per
ounce, in all

odors, superior

HOOM.
LET-With board,
central part of city,
in private family suitable
TO
large sunny
for two
and
in

room
or a

gentlemen

gentleman
wife. Address A. A. A„ Press Office.16-1

LET-Single

room or

LET-A very pleasant furnished front
with bay window on first floor at 161
Cumberland St. Enquire at the HOUSE. 17 tf

BROS.

declG

Congress

ap-

Carrier No. 9, City.

be

young

__16-1
ED—Salesman to sell

A Last Chance Before it is

SALK

BY

—

CO.,

32 EXC1IANOE STItEET.
dlw
INDICATION A

TOO

I..

Hooded by every young man,
a short tpaoo of time at

(1 in

I

can

bo acaulr-

Shaw’s Business College.
°
PORTLAND, ME.

Photographer,

thorough and experienced teach,
re employed.
Rooms open for btuineae day
ud evening six days each week. Nor full
parIculan send for catalogue.
I’. L. SHAW. Principal.

decia_

"

None

c

bnt

Jan9
I

1

514

Given to private pupils bjr tbe subscriber,
«

r.

W.

—

COLCORD
dtl

CALIFORNIA EXCURSIONS!
AN D

Other

T be sole agency ol this world Irouowncd
iustru-

I

I

iAMUEL

THURSTON,

Ao. 3 Free Street llloek, Pori
M

■

TUNING TO ORDER.

Point*

West!

The following date, are announced for the UnTicket Office Excursion* to California and
Ithcr Western Point*: Jaa. Aid, Prb. I4lb,
|}ib, flunk I jik. Mik. Only excursions at
ate* named through to Pacific coast In first-class
For price ami further particulars, call or
ar*.
ou

■

end for circular to

.uio.

|H—Aak far the HI HOKTT OHOAN

Iyl5

—

PKMMONALLV PONDVC'TKD.

menu

No. 12
14-1

WEDDINO
INVITATIONS engraved or printed. W. W,
L DAVIS A CO., Engravers, 43 West Street
, it Mon. 20 samples and estimates sent tree.
eodfiin
Janl4

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

eruled to.

housework lu a

at

—

USE JOB PBISTlSti A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mall or telephone promptly atnoslUoutf

(ITANTED-A good capable girl for general
Apply

AND

pbintekn’ Extu.ixea.

®7 i -a

HELP.

street.

MARKS

Job Printer

143 I'lUKI. STREET.
Jan24

du

Book, Card

ISTRLCTIOX l\ ENGLISH MV CLASS
ICAL STIVIES

WANTED—A

Deerlng

CONGRESS STREET.

WE M.

eodtl

gentleman of good address,
who can give good references and who has
and
niergy
perseverance; a good salary If suttible; paid weekly. Apply from 8.30 to 9.30 a. m.
nut from 12.30 to 2.3o and 6.30 to 8 p. m., to MR.
lOHN BROWN, 6 Tolinan Place.
24-8

L*7ANTED—Good Cook.

(.ATE.

cVteoo\^

12.1

eodtl

FOB

Ljanlodiw

Stenographer and
lady with practical
tfice experience. Address BOX 1936, city.

and Franklin Streets.

Christmas.

]anl2

well
to the trade, pre
[erred. Liberal arrangements with a good man.
Address 188-194 Railroad Ave., Jersey City. N.

T FRANKLIN ST.

the week;

ncreaslng.

Hue of

small fauilly. Enquire at
King left-hand bell, 14-1

of

give a few for

■

vicinity on
tcqualnted and is selling goods

FEMALE

(If weather is fair at the last

We have thus far been able to keep up with our
work, notwithstanding the large quantity we have
had to do. which still gives those who wish to sit
for presents

H. M. PAYSON &

goods
to ttie furniture and bedding trade in PortWAN
commission. One who Is
land and
a

sittings

teservoirs.20,000,000 gallons

—

A

IX7ANTED
Position as
TV
Typewriter by a young

GEORGE C. FRYE,
Corner

1

to 16
of

—

any in the market.

CASH.

14

we ean

dates.12 miles east Iron
tended debt.$05,000
Earnings considerably exceed all operating exI >enses and Interest on the bonds, and are steadily

with his pa-

writing

man.

janlOdtf

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

Constructed 1883-4.

position
generally useful; salary
so
object as permanent position;
first-class retereuce. Address b., box 634, City.
a

twelve lessons. Gentlemen $6.00

111

Cravitation Water Works.

J

BELT.

care

Terms for

Ladles $3.00.

eodtf

Bonded debt, none.
Three railroads run there, viz:—The PennsylvaI
the
Baltimore
& Ohio, and the Pittsburgh and
nia,
ileKeesport. Chief tndustrtes. machine shops,
ar shops, foundries, flouring mills,
planing mills,
aid coke.

room

preferred.
plicant, OFFICE BOY,

Begianrm lannirare*

JO Year Bonds, without option.
PRINCIPAL and INTEREST GUARANTEED.
’opulatlon estimated at.
8,500
Paxable valuation.$2,250,000
teal valuation. 4,000,000

Address
11-1

fllO LET-1 large square room, furnished,
A
ample closet room, bath room, uccommoda.
tionsou same floor, open grate. 106PAKK8T_10-3
flio LET-Pleasant rooms, furnished or unX furnished, at 201 OXFORD ST.
XO-l
mo I.ET-Stole Nos. 117.119 Middle St., one
X of the finest stores In the city; suitable lor
wholesale, or retail, or both, with a lovely basement; dry and lighted on three sides; almost
equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Enquire of H, E. THOMPSON, 164
Brackett st.
24-4

Ofilce Boy
who resides
WANTED-An
years of age,
rents
Address in hand

Boston,

Saturday Evening, Jan. 14th.

$50,000

suite; steam, hot and

C. U., Advertiser Office.

MALE

of

Dancing

Connellsville, Pennsylvania,

LONT—

Tv

to

dec28

———^

v v

City, hr the

CONCERT CO.,
Consisting of the

WATER COMPANY 6s.

IF

a

CONCERT

—

t'Z-aw_I
Class.

Securities!

STERLINC EXCHANCE

LOUT—Friday,

can
an

Marie Stuart,
Ess. Bouquet,

TO

m

ROSSINI TKIO.
MISS ETTA C. STERLING, Soprano:
MISS MAY E. CATES, 1st Contralto;
MISS EMMA E. RICE. 2d Contralto.
Miss Carrie E. Hale, Elocutionist;
Mr. J. Aldrich Lihiiey,the Celebrated Baritone;
Mr. J. E. Cates. Xylophonist;
Mtsa Catherine Write Prescott, Pianist.
Admission, 35c.; Reserved Seats, 50c. For sale
at Stockbrldge’s Music Store.
tanI7dtd

lrawn and Letters of Credit Issued,
available In all the principal
cities In Europe.

AND FOUND.

LOST

where he
WANTED—By
much of
not

Musk,

Of Ihia

ROSSINI

DEALERS IN--

Investment

all in

__16-1

ounce.

■Wild. Rose,

Morning.

Utl

buildings,

barn

from

the extreme low

Or sold in any quantity
price of 20 cents per
Wood Violet,
White Rose,
at

BLACK SILKS AND SATIN RHADAMES.

will

;

good condition; three minutes walk from post office and Maine Central It. K. Station; the farm
contains about 100 acres, nearly equally divided
between wood, pasture and tillage;
all excellent
for hay and farm crops;
would make a splendid
dairy or stock farm, or country place for a man
doing business in the city.
The many trains each way on the Maine Central
It. It. give rapid and frequent communication with
Lewiston, Auburn and Portland, and all points
east and west.
For particulars and terms Inquire of
ABA UUNH31AN, Auburn, lie.,
or on the premises.
aug22eod&wtf

one

.59
“.1.00

Sale

the

new

Stoppered Bottles only

jhh.

MISS ETTA C. STERLINC

eodtf

—

homestead

of
late Captain Thomas
THEcommodious
and modMorse, In Gray, Maine; house
amt out

TO

titninu,

COIfLiUjTltf

DUO

218 Middle Street, Portland, Me,,

FARM FOR SALE.

—

$1.50 each.

.60
.55
.55

VELVETS.

...
Lot No. 1—24 inch $2.00 Satin Ithadnincs for
“
“
“
“
“
...
2.00
2—21
The best value we ever of i'ered at this price.
“
...
3—21 iucli $1.50 Satin Itlmdaiue for
“
“
“
“
1.00
4—
“
»
1.00 Black Silks for ....
5—20
“
«
1.50 Colored Satin Kliadaiue for
6—21
“
“
1.25 Silk ltcuiiiants for
7—24

sxiracis in duik 2

One-Half Pint Class

.50
.55

for
$1.50 quality
“
9.50

REITC H ARDT’S

JanlSdtd

cts.

lutouHi

uni

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

second-hand 12 horse power
14 horse power boiler with
pump, inspirator and all fittings at a bargain. Address, B1DUKFOKD STOVE FOUNI)KY, lliddeford. Me.ocStf

WJ&Mlin

Sale of seats commence* Friday.Jan. 20. Prices,

$1.00, 75, 50 and 35

Building.

JelO

one

TOcold water, etc.; very fine location.

I

.50
.03

STREET.

EXCHANGE

The Successful Four Act Comedy,

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

SAI.E-l

FOR
engine, and
heated

THk FKKHON who took a Silk Umbrella from Congress Square Church will notify
by postal where It can be found, they will confer a
favor on T. II. KANDALL, City Ahns House.

BONDS

SON.

AND

TVBMDAY, JAN. 34,

City, County and Hail road Bonds, and
>ther First-Class Securities.

Berry,

Having been appointed Agent by the American Bank Note Company
oZ New Vork, I am now prepared to furnish

$1.00

■

“

A

IjlOR
Blaisdell

tltf

of every description through this company, which Is the largest and
most reliable house in the Cuited States, estimates given on engravSatisfaction guaranteed.
Samples furnished.
ing of all kinds.

Story,

DOMBEY

—

SALE
Air Tight Weather Strips.
A
67 Cross street, are now
fllliug orders for their patent air tight weather
strips. It takes the place of outside doors and
windows, as It keeps out the cold in winter and
dust In summer. 07 CKOSS ST.
24-3

Hunting,

—

STATE OF MAINE.

FOR THE

CO.,

can

Oct. 13, ’88, a wolf robe near
corner of Portland and Hanover St.
A suitable reward will be paid for return of same to
CITY HOTEL STABLE, 35 Green St.
14-1

jan2

WINTER DRESS GOODS

street.

Congress

ENGRAVED

TURNER BROTHERS.

The best whip for winters use
get 75 cents. JAS. S. Me
you
ULAUFLIN, manufacturer of custom harnesses
anti dealer in horse outfit, 61 Preble bt.
6-2

Act Comedietta,

HuMband

LAID-

First National Dank

One

And Broughams Dramatization of Dlcken’s Great

TRUST COMPANY

stories, large
good
barn, stable and other outbuildings, will tie sold
low at a bargain, by FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
of Biddeford,
7-4

ern

MONDAY, JAN. 33,
Wolf’s

,32 Exchange Street.

POET

Jan. 23 and 24,

Tuesday,

W. J. FLORENCE.

BANKERS.

cars on

THEATRE.

The National Favorite,

RAILWAY,

II. ill. PAYSOU &

HA I.K-

PHOTOGRAPH
ALBUMS
FARRINGTON,

J.

IJSOB

JsORthat

that have sold all the season at 6, 7,8, and 10
dollars, I have marked at $5 per suit. This sale
is worthy of your attention. Call and Examine

C.

WRY._11-1

MALE—Stock of Dry Goods, and flrstclass store to rent to tbe buyer; In Bruns
wick. METCALF & HOOKER.11-1

worn over

sold at

CHILDREN’S

corner

a

MEN’S AND YOUTH’S SUITS,

can be

one

and

Monday

Portland Water Co. I* and 6*.
Hiddeford and Mar* Water Co. 5a.
Maine Central K. K. Coo«ol 7m.
Caac* National Hank Mtoek.
Firat National Hank Miork.
Merchanla* National Hunk Mtoek.
Firat Nalioual Hank su»« k, of Hutu.
n»id many other drairable aecuritiea.

Goods,
Silks, Velvets,
J-SOKE MC'BEENINCSN —Called "Breeze,”
Damasks, Flannels, White Goods, Ginghams,
bushel at the GAS
VJ for sale, two cents
B. & M. R. R.
Prints, Cotton Flannel, C iuGhf Hamburg EdgWORKS;4three cents!, b.
track.___ 10-1
ings, Cottons, Cambrics, Silesia, Cloakt'BEEI'EKM—-"Arctic Ice Creepers "can
Odd lots of Gloves, Hose,
ICE
be
rubbers. Snow Shoes and Inings, &c.
Tanned Moccasins,for sale by G.L. BAILEY,
dian
Beaded Ornaments andTrimmings, Napkins, Tow- 203 Middle St.10-1
MALE—The James Andrews’ li useels, Ladies’ and Cents* Merino Underwear, &c.
dead In Biddeford. consisting of 10 acres of
FOB
We shall have extra clerks to wait on the {great rush of customers
land, brick house with ell. 2
that

PORTLAND

Firm .VIortgage tt*, due 1904.

MALE—One

o.

—

ST. LOUIS STREET

St._12-1
JONES &

FOR

$40,000.00

we

built by Zenas
almost good
HASKELL, 470 Con-

ner

90 Park St., between 2 ami 5 p. m.
Number of
seats limited to 80.
Jan. 20, Tennyson
Feb. 24, Wordsworth.
27, Mrs. Browning. Mar. 2, sheilev,
Feb. 8, Kossettl.
», Jean fugelow.
10, Mattbcw Arnold. •* IB, Swinburne.
•*
17, Keats.
23, Browning.
JanlO
diot

January Investments

sleigh
FOB
Thompson Jr.; used but little;
of B. F.

ton St.

MODERN ENGLISH POETS,

At No. »« Park St., on Friday Afternoons at 4 o’clock, beginning Jan. 20.
Tickets for Ihe Course, 32.50, to be nbtalnad at

BONDS
—

READINGS
—FBOM—

TT&Stf

a
get
arrived this morning. AMOS WINSLOW &
No.
2
Milk
Street Market.
CO.,
12-1
Telephone 345.

ner

TEN
or

FOR SALE BY THE COMPANY.
decs

MALE—First class horses at good bargains at the new Sales Stable, at Town House
Gentlemen's driving
Corner, Cape Elizabeth.
horses a specialty.
We have some good ones on
band which we will! dispose of at good bargains.
ARTHUR DYER and HOWARD E. DYER, Proprietors, F. 0. Address, 674 Congress St., Port-

gress

MRS. JOHN A. BILLOWS,

la connection with Him. Caswell’s classes Id
Kagliah Literature, will glVf

a

Having* flank*,
the <*uarnnleed Mortgage L«nun,
7 and 8 per cent intereaf.

ELKNAl'E—In excellent consuitable for Church,
bargain,
Public Hall.
Enquire at 188
COMMERCIAL STREET.16-1

—Fine

—

I. egal Investment for

1,ABBE
dition at a
School house or

Enquire

IX THE

Every Eveuiug at 8. Saturday Matinee at 2.30.
At Papular Price*— IO, 13, 33 and 33 cl*.
JanlB
dtl

5 PER CENT DEBENTURE RONDS

_

MALE

HALE

COMEDY MIWKUIT! CD.

<1 u

MALE—Boi”rht and sold “8. wall Car
nd "American Railway
Heater” stock
Gate” stock, by N. b, GARDINER, Broker. No.
40 Exchange
17 1

an

COMMENCING MONDAY, JAN. 16.

BYRNE AND ABRAMS'

>iu

INVEST JANUARY DIVIDENDS

SHOW'

Roll Dash Traverse Run19 AND 20 FOB Fung,
Straight Dash Traverse Run.
Fore and CotPung. will be sold low,

Table

r.urujn:.

hand and otter
line of

full

Jana

that

Dress

a

Ma.vaukk.

....

THES

CAREFULLY SELECTED SECURITIES for INVESTORS

17 cents; chickens IS

WE WILE SELL, it EG A It I» LESS OF COST,

on

sale

Congress Street.
FOB
oodtf

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, JAN. 18,

line in

always

CANE* FOB MALE—Two upright
cases, 7Vi let long, 4 feet high, 2Vi feet
wide, cost *40 each: price 216. F. O. BAILEY
17-1
& CO., 18 Exchange

as new.

ONE WEEK

Opp. Lincoln Park.

•

C. H. KNOWLTON,

Letters of Credit issued and Bills
of Exchange drawn,

land^16-1

RELIABLE CLOTHING! Annual Remnant Sale!

PARK (iARDEA,

—

(LIMITED)

MALE-Turkeys
not
old lot that
FOB
cents; these turkeys
fresh lot
have to advertise to
rid of them but

Remnants of

.1IIJSIC KV (HANDLER

Jan 13dlw

AMERICAS EXCHANGE IV ELROPE.

avauauiu 111 au mu

LONGSHOREMEN'S

TICKETS, admitting Gent and Ladies. 7S CENTS

mu,

AGENTS FOB

—

ball

—

THURSDAY EVENING, JANUARY 19, 88.

tf

POKTLAND,

1st

a

nected.
Washington St.. Boston, for the sale of
Picture Frames, Artist Materials anil Art Goods
established 8 years, splendid showy store, will
stand tbe most thorough Investigation and is one
of the best openings on my hooks, best of reference given and required, enjoys a 1st class patronage and will show up well, good reasons for
selling, a partner retires from tbe business, a
clmnee seldom met with, no bonus, a bargain at
W. F. CARRUTHKRS, 24 Treinout
the price.
13-1
Row, Boston.

OK THE

S.

Benovolent Society!
CITY
HALL.

BALTM1UKE.

on

1NOK

"n

IB.

annual

PORTLAND

P. SMITH,

SWAN & BARRETT,

'12-1

as much as
Being desirous of reducing stock
I take acwhen
before
February 1st,
possible
count of stock, I have marked my entire stock
from 10 to 50 per cent below former prices. First
I call your attention to OVERCOATS.
Which formerly sold for $12, $15, $18, $20
and $25,1 have marked at the extremely low prices, 10,12,15,16, and 20 dollars.
These goods are Thoroughly Made and Perfect
Next I call your especial attention to a
in Fit.
of
lot

&

S.
—

WILSON, COLSTON & CO.,

to

MALE-In this city, a cash grocery business, a line chance for the right man. For
further particulars call on JOHN S. El l /,, Japan
Tea Store, Corner Washington and Cumberland
Sts. S ock can be reduced to suit purchaser.

470

NINTH

PHII.JlOEI.PHU.
as

L.

P.

BOSTON.

at TURNER

class manufacturing business witli store
FOK

St._

paper

by
Kasse't. Es<| of this city.
Seats free to the public.
ILL. BAILEY,
1 ComAMBHOMK G1DDING9, mltTHOS.
) tee.
LAUOHLIN,
JanlCtd

per

Wauled.
experienced man to act
sentative iu the New
Investment Bonds for

a

INVENTORS
K. II.
will be read

C. H. VENNER & CO..

with

cured
cough that can’t
WANTED—A
Way’s Compound Syrup ot Lungwort.
reduced
26 cents
bottle.13-1

WANTED—Experienced
BROS.

which, occasion

mi

PORTLAND, HE,

a

13-1

are

UTERINE PAMS

janl8

“

Scmi-Annnal Mark Down Sale of

oily skin
Pill ELKS, black-heads, chapped
I lltl prevented by Cuticuka Medicated Soap,

and

or

“

18.00
20.00

and

And Weakness instantly relieved by
tile Calirurii Asti.PulB l-lnslcr, a
Perfect Antidote to Pain, lnllaiiimatlou
and Weakness. A new, instantaneous
mialllble paiu killing plaster. 26 cents.

eye beans B cents

quart, improved 8 cents; best pea beans 8 cents.

to

Association Course will be
given on

THURSDAY EVENING, JAN. 19, at 7.30 0 CLOCK.

Woodbury & Moulton

WANT8.

Price

K.

is/l.

Entertainment!

(

D—Housekeepers to know that they
can buy beaus cheaper at Rounds, Cor.
Franklin and Oxford St., than at any place in
yellow

the M. C. M.

in

WANTED

common

C. R. R. to all holding

<57

num.

Corner India and Commercial streets. Portland.
Apply to AUG. P. FULLER.
Jau5tf

M.

on

Th®

The City of Omaha now has a population of
100,000, and is entirely dependent upon these
works for Its watersupply. as Is also .South Omaha,
where the large pork packing establishments are
located.
These bonds are listed on tho New York Stock
Exchange, and the undersigned offer at 103 and
Interest subject to advance in price, the #800,000
last Issued.

F«B MALE

Commencing Monday, Jan. 3d, and continuing until March 1st, we
will sell Winter Weight Clothing ol' all kinds, both ready made
and to measure, for CASH only at 30 per cent below our reguWe make this offer to reduce stock aud also to
lar prices.
give our customers the advantage of very low prices.

A LAXATIVE.
Acting mildlybut surely on th e bowels
it cures habitual constipation, and
promotes a regular habit. It strengththe
and aids

ONE OF THE WORST CASES.

We have been selling your Cuticura Remedies, for years, and have the |flrst complaint yet
Ono of the worst
to receive from a purchaser.
cases of Scrofula I ever saw was cured by the use
of five bottles of Cuticuka Resolvent, CutiThe Soap takes the
itiia, Cuticuka Soap.
“cake” here as a medicinal soap.

Portland.

ja.ISnNTOXJPg-OE3MESJ>ffT.

It drives out the poisonous humors of
the blood purifying and enriching it,
and so overcoming those diseases
resulting from impure or impoverished blood.

T:1-'..!!,,
178,000

terest.

International House,

Portland;

Half fare
ticket*.

T° ROM disturbance the
uoors win be
kept closed during the performance
r :>>v number
ou the program me.
JanlZdlw

BANKERS,

HASKELL & JONES.

the best and safest
It strengthens und

quiets the nervous system, curing
Nervous Weakness, Hysteria, Sleeplessuess, &c.

Vfla B
''

are

Nerve Tonics.

Scrofulous, Inherited and Contagious Humors Cured by
Through the medium of one of your books received through Mr. Frank T. Wray, .Druggist, Apollo,
1'a., 1 became acquainted with your Cuticuka
Remedies, and take this opportunity to testify
to you that their use has permanently cured
me of one of the worst cases of blood poisoning, in connection with erysipelas, tlpit I have
ever seen, and this after having been pronounced
incurable by some of the best physicians in our
country. 1 take great pleasure in forwarding to
you tins testimonial, unsolicited as it is by you, in
order that others suffering from similar maladies
may bo encouraged to give your Cuticuka Remedies a trial.
P.8. WHITLINHER, Leechburg, Pa.
Reference: Frank T. Wray, Druggist, Appollo,
Pa.

55,000
Earnings Increasing at the rate of #50,000 per an-

Present basis, gross earnings.
net earulugs.
Surplus, sfter paying expenses and In-

BCMINE** CHANCE*.

dtf

Celery and Coca, tho prominent inrn.

®

PECULIAR.

two years

---------

A NERVE TONIC.

much shorter and easier than has been expected. That a private enterprise has been
able to complete so difficult and delicate a
work as tbis great casting is a cause of con-

He

LEASE !

CO.,

1anl3

bored and tested,
country. If,
the gun shall be found able to bear the tests
prescribed for the built-up guus, the task of
arming the vessels of the new navy will be

1834.

Bonds outstanding. ...#i,0<‘0,0<io
Annual interest charge.

AN

THE ATKINSON HOUSE FURNISHING

when

during tlie rebellion and

KBNT-For man and wife without
children, at 144 Lincoln Hired. Enquire at
TREASURER'S OFFICE, Portland and Rochester Railroad._13-1

a prominent New
place
York Banking House.
Highest references required. Address P. O- BOX 1103, New York.
eod3t
Jan IB

terms of this appropriation the casting was
made at Pittsburg. The casting of this great
six-inch steel cannon was a notable event in
the history of tho Bessemer steel industry of

Airs. Anna B. Cheatham, widow of the
Confederate general, B. F. Cheatham, is
dead. She succeeded her husband as postmaster at Nashville, Tennessee.
It is reported of the member of Congress
fram tlie Second New Jersey District that
wiien asked bow be came to introduce so
many bills in the House of Representatives,
lie replied: "Well, you see, I sit and think;
then an idea comes into my head and I write
a bill about it."
Gen. Washington Seawall died at San
Francisco Monday at the age of 86. He was
a graduate of West Point, had a long career
in the West as an Indian fighter and was
stationed with the 2d United States infantry
at Monterey, Cal., in 1849. His title came
from liis appointment as adjutant-general
and aide-de-camp on Gen. Arbuckle's staff in

Couches with movable heads that can be elevated or lowered to any position, are among the
novelties in this department, ail of which should be seen to know what there is in the world
and what can be obtained as the fancy dictates and the pocketbook permits. The prices on
all of the above mentioned are surprisingly low. A visit to our store will convince you that
the goods and prices will warrant all we have said in their favor, and much more would be
allowable.

TtekeU. including Reserved Meats, 75 cents and

•1.00,

concert

After lHurrll 1, 18S8,ilie

YET.”

WORKS,

AND SOLOISTS.

n#:biuska.

SffiAl.i.

the time and expense of the construction
of ordnance, added the substantial encouragement of an appropriation. Under the

PERSONAL AND

DIMM

60

MUSICIANS

60

WAITIR

l'—The public know where to go to get
from Rheumatism and Neuralgia. C.
WAY & CO., sells Newell’s Mixture for 50 cents
13 1
bottle.
per

Lounges ami Parlor Suits that never fail to bring forth words of praise and delight leave
nothing to be desired in this direction. We have now to show a line of some very beautiful
Easy Chairs upholstered very handsomely In the finest of plush, the sides and back formed
by an unique arrangement of highly polished and beautifully shaped horns—excellent care
having been used in their selection tiiat the forms were uniform and suitable for the purpose. Polished Hoofs are attached to the legs, making all in all very ornamental chairs,
and their value is not lessened by the quantity manufactured.
Corner Chairs that are very odd and beautiful, as well as other Easy Chairs not heretofore seen in this vicinity, are displayed in great numbers. Reclining Platform Rockers and

ORCHESTRA.

(Secured by Tlorlgngr upon ibc

l.ic

es,

18

By the BOSTON

—:_

company,

Til relief

Here we are again offering other attractions in the Furnishing Line, and just so long a
American skill and ingenuity furnish the material, so long will there be some channel
through which it must pass to reach those for whom the products are intended. As water
seeks its level, so will all that is the highest in art choose for itself a medium which is best
suited for its advancement and disposal. That we, THE ATKINSON HOUSE FURNISHING CO., have risen to an enviable position in the House Furnishing Line is to be
seen by an inspection of a stock of goods that it was thought not possible to carry in Maine
other than at a loss, and it is daily demonstrated to us that while we now have as fine a line
of goods and as elegant in every way as is found this side of New York.

City Hall, Wednesday Evening, Jan,

park,

TO

—

AMERICAN MM WORKS

•

Til

IrtHL'KD HY TIIK

——:—

AT

—

the

KENT—A house on the corner< I Franklin
com
and Congress St*., opposite the
tabling 10 rooms, suitable fora boarding house.
Also a hue location on Free St., fora boarding
17-tf
house. Apply at 320 CONGRESS ST.

sen

for twenty-five years.

take

IX'

«-»»

Congress, desiring to test a
method which, if leasable, would greatly les-

fidence that the American people are yet
able to arm and defend themselves, even
though they have neglected the art of war

To

15th STOCKBRIDGE

Twenty-Year Bonds

agency ol
weight
s; sizes 78x18x18 Indies
800 Hist ret:
other
sizes
in proporprice 81 ;
tion. 8 ran ,1 mob
tale a permanent buslet meet a demand neviness ...i home. These
er before supplied by oilier safe companies, as we
are not governed by the Safe Pool.
Alpine Safe
nov23W&S3in
Co., Cincinnati. O.
ANTED—MAN
V|7
it
our si.

and

this

side.
time

's-_

difficult and laborious work. For the great
cannon such as are used by the nations most
advanced in the art of warfare years are required for construction. This great length
of time is required because the cuds are not
cast, but built. Between the old-fashioned
cannon cast in a mould, and the modern

aged them,

The confirmation of Lamar has been a foregone conclusion ever since Senator Stewart
announced that he should vote for it, for it
was known that Kiddlsberger was on that

WANTED-At

Croat Cars
Tim news llisU:.
Kst:ng »»ff the »(«*! gun,
perforin. (I ;.t I’iU.-vurg the ulhor i*.:y, is
found to Jiave buc:i siiecessfu! is an item of
In these
news of considerable importance.
days the construction of a cannon is a very

message of 1886 that related to the public
lands was written by him also. The reason
thai influenced Secretary Lamar to dismiss a
man who had enjoyed the confidence of himself and the President just as he was about
to step out himself, naturally is made the

a

Uood agents hi all
Maine cities to sell latest ami best selling
in
house
and hotel. W -,
Wanted
novelty.
every
10-1
Press Office.
once.

nrMK.n»:.viN.

a

SIX PERCENT

Maine.13-1

frame laws in accord with it.

the one of most weight, has been the difficulty of producing steel in large masses.
But there have been all the time able advocates of the old fashioned method of manufacture. Recent advances in the art of producing steel in largo masses have encour-

timn lwmn n'cirl/iiur fnr liia ram/,ral

AUENTM

,.

comment in Washington.
Le Barnes lias
been in the office a great many) years, and
had been regarded as an extraordinarily efficient man. He wrote an important part of
Mr. Lamar’s last annuM report, and it is
asserted that that part of the President's

Innrr

WANTED—For canvassing in an
established business. Address giving age
and previous occupation. BOX 12!>8, Portland,

■

■

rilUNVUl.

WANTED.

AUENTM

per-.ci-and n•• on:..'... 'i.n.r that t't" l:coo-n
tu.: :t w *r be t,.loot it a m*.’ irom th u:d
heratm* they ire .lii'cc ed hy pitio.y polices
no J pi ice.I in the h md.s of a hoard n t Halils
t" lie so ffected So tlicl judging from lliccxpcriencc ol Lowed we are md going to gain
anything by substituting liccii c for probitdti- it. ilesides the possibility that we can
chaicge 're: prohibition to Hr n-c even if we
dc ire to Is rai mimic that it i- Hardyv worth
talking about, Prohibition is in our cousti
tution un i our Vg... .mires mv compellcil io

The dismissal of Mr. Le Barnes, clerk in
tlie land office, by Mr. Lamar just before the
latter resigned, is causing a good deal of

oblige certain land grabbers who have for

».

is the mayor of Lowell in Ids last inaugural
appealing to the licensing board to di-eiiitinue the granting "f license p. i|k,..pi,p.Me

behind the trunnions only and then gradually forward. Now the built-up gun, the one
adopted not only by the leading governments
of Europe, but by our own, is formed of several distinct forgings. Upon a main steel tube
are shrunk hoops or jackets of metal designed to re-enforce it to the required extent
in proportion to the differences of strain that
will be brought upon it at different points.
There are several reasons why this method
of making great guns is preferred.' It is
thought that higher power is gained in proportion to the weight of the gun than by the
other method; and that the strength of the
guu may be better distributed at the points
of greatest strain. Another reason, perhaps

subject of much conjecture. The prevailing
impression Is that Lamar dismissed him to

^

OTIHt'K MAMKOI

the
license as a means of suppressing
is
saloons in Lowell. The licensing board
affected by political influence, the board is
careless ns to the kind of persons to whom
licenses are granted and public sentiment Is
Here
not strong enough to cure the evil.

dtl

Union
40
Janll

Ticket Office,
STREET,

EXCHANCE

Partlnnd, IHa.

eod2w>

|

i'HK

stocks:

PRESS.

.WJsrKSsami^^g;
and
Exchange 8t.; Goold, coruer Congress
Chisholm, l6o Congress 8t ; Uop243 Con
Motrill,
Park,
corner
Kins Commercial,
< ongi'CRS St»i Heardswortll,
press St : Hess. MW
f>7 I. (ill! si.: Harley. corner York and Tate. Sts.,
and of t'hisliolro Bros,
11 ctt. 243 Spring 8t.»
alllraiiis rnunlng out of the dtv.
gc, !
Aid ell', Haskell & lleyuolds.
Ai,usra, J. P. Pierce.
Bail J. O. Shaw.
Biddvford, F. M. Buruham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Boston, Mass., American House,
inunswlek, B. I- Dennison.
( inilerland Mills, K. S. Kavmoud.
I imiariscotta, K. W. Dunbar.
I ic port, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryebnrg, J.C. Gerry.
Evans.
Fall-Held, E. H.
Farmington. White & Marwick.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
c il.am, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
! ,rw iston, Chandler & Estes.
1,,,:.. island, T. M. GlendenntuK.
Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, E. A. Tliomas.
Norway, S. I.. Crockett, A. 0. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg,
tlrrs Island. 8. C. Prince & Son.
Kiel,mond, G. A. Beale.
Book laud, O. S. Andrews, R. H. Burnham & Will.
II. Hyde.
2

^n

Sts.f

lie’s,.ml

& Co., Win. Htackpote.
8aeo,‘Vl.PihA.'Kendrick
M.
So.

Gerry.

Paris,

Sprtugvale, C. H. Pierce.
Skowliegan—Bfxhy & Buck.

_

1 did not know you were

1 1 am not azactly engaged »* 5*1,
““(SST-Which
to he of that apn> dispo1 feels
but
I

as

myself

could love hnny man, roam!

98%
98%
28%
28%
04%
64%
Northwestern.109% 108%
76%
St. Paul. 76%
Omaha common.... 40%
40%
Union Pacific. 67%
67%
western Union. 78%
78%
Oregon Treweon... 22%
21%
Oregon Navi....
130%
lielaware. L. ft V-'.130%
Delaware &• II —106% lt'6%
*8%
78%
.leiwey Ceutral.
65%
06%
fill la ft Heading
24
Peeking Valley...
87%
, nettic Mail.
18%
17%
Kansas Texas. 18%
62
62%
62%
;. uaiBvuie x N...
38%
38%
N. Y. & N. K.38%
23
23%
h’tehiuoud Terminal 23%
45
44%
Nol'forU ft West pfd 44%
Stocks ny Associated Press:
Central Pacific.
common.

auaaaaoutneru.

...

8'. Pan'preferred.
K leun, new..
hast Teun, 1st nrei..

(mamma’s volunteer secretary)—How’ls
know what
,L: answered, Kitty? I don’t
at home on the
to
(Heads): 'Mrs. Fllrmode
o
clock.
six
to
30th lust., from four
mamma did
Kit v-We 1.1 should write and say
had been away, but
not know Mrs. Filztaode
two hours!
wonders she should return to stop only

say”

11

Kl

German

ilYlfirft.

Tifilt

M<l., "believes In Salvation Oil for rheumatism.”
Often the fondest mother’s care ts no protection
Dr. Bull’s
against coughs, colds and hoarseness.
Syrup should he kept in readiness. 25 cts.

Cough

"Pa, here’s a piece in the paper about parasites.
YVhat is parasites?”
"Parasites, my boy? Why parasites are the
to
people who live in Parts. Think you ought
know that, aud you in tiro Third Header.
Tho Table Robs more than theThief”
Over-iudulgeuee at the table robs many a one
is not
of good health, and without health life
such
worth living. Little Hop Pills always cure
sell
excesses and regulate the liver. All druggists

Try. Judge.

hem.

17%
02%
38%
28
4.>

IJSfie Cleft Weal

Lady—Did what?

,.

If you are nervous or dyspeptic try
Carter's Little Nerve Pills. Dyspepsia makes
makes you dyspepyou nervous, and nervousness
tic: either one renders you miserable, and these
little pills cure both.
Jack Bowbell (beginning his song)—’Appy
land, ’appy land!—
Tom Belgravc—One moment—excuse me, my
would
dear fellow—but don’t you think the song
H s just a
go better if you were to sound your

’jack

Bowbell—F.h? Sound my H’s? (Chuckles.)
Shows how much you know about music!—no
Apsuch note—only goes up to U! (Continues.)
py land, ’appy laud!-

do |0‘ 1
Houston * Texas.
Mobile ft Ob".
Obieag«'A Alton.
Alton ft Terre Hauie.

.7,,

™

.‘4
1

”4
37

ft Quincy
pref...'48}4

Burlington

York

MBJOMMERGIIiL.
FREICHTS.

following are recent charters:
fJUnrk Hancock, Portland to Point-a-Pitre,shooks
aud heads 17c,
Brig Edith, Portland to St. Louis, Senegal, lump

81900.

Schr Lillian M. Warren Hocklaud to New York,
lime 20c.
Schr Benj. C. Cromwell, Portlaud to Cardenas,
empty lilids 75c.
Schr City of Augusta, Clark’s Cove to Norfolk,
ice at private terms.
Scbr Jolm Procter, Portland to Glen Cove,syrup
bbls at private terms.
Schr Apphia & Amelia, Portland to Woods’
to
HoU, bone black, lump sum StOO; aud lack
F.rttand. guano $1 40 l> ton.
»->i<rcad Receipts.
PORT 1 .AMl..Jan- 17- *'•87.
Pori
riteeitcd *I> Mttinr Central Railroad— For
for ci.i
mis

Dil<Keliaiie.-i» merchandise;
99 ears

r.wds

eantins*
.<t*“

merehm*

miHcellannoa*

___

■

Kimr.

Silver

Ueadwood. 1 90
21 00
< 'on. Cal. A Va.
*
Brunswick
<Jo
••

Tornado
liale & Norcrons.

1 00

—.

vvi UVV

Itt/SIUM

9v*

KIWI

BOeTtiN Jan.17. 1987—Tec following arc today’s ain.iM5.ua or Provisions, fiv.;
Pork—Icing cut 17 60*18 CO;sliort cut, 17 768
18 26; la ks 18 36®18'60; light backs 17 2o;

pork tongues I<’• 00.
Lard-thoice at 8Vt®8t4c Plbtntcs; 8»4®<)c
iu 10-lb palls; 9®9t4c iu 6-lb pails.
Hams at :iOV4®12e, according | to size and
cure; pressed bams llMi@f2c.
couxiHogs-Choice city dressed nog 3/ic t a...

^Butter—Western

at
extra fresh ma t'flrst vtes30i‘: Some fancy Elgin 32 a3.Sc; exlra
do
at
firsts
«o
22®26c;
>4
20*280;
tem creamv
exJune 20a 23c; New York fall made creamery,
at 30
tra at 2'"c; \ ermont fresh made extra entry
The above Quo@31 c; do extra firsts 27@29c.
tations are receivers' prices for strictly whole-

creamery

Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at lSVfc&l J'Ytc; Ohio
choice t IVY* 12e; Northern sage at 14c. Jobbing
prices Vkc higher.
Kafirs—Eastern fresh nominal V4.H25c: do firsts
22823c; exira Viland N H 24@26c ;chotc, Canada
21*23o; good t" fresh Western 21®22c ;MicliUan
fresli 23*24c; Nova Scotia at 22 @2Je, |Jobbing
price Va®tc higher.
...
at
Beans—Choice small N Y Hand picked pea
hand
21668.2 60 p bush; choice New York arize
do
cd do v. 4o*2 r;0:,pmRll Vermont hand picked
sale lots.

at 17 OOffilS 00 ; fa.r to
Eastern hue .-*12* ft 6,
KcMNiat
East swale
*12*814;
door to Lidlbiery
9 60
straw, oitolee, 17 *>0a,S 18 60; oat straw

prime hay

ltl^Sll.

Jiye

ltose 8:'®85c P hush ;do Ile^Potatoes Houltou
Aroostook Hose at 80c; do hebrons

U

83®8Be;

Pmibfy-Nortbern young fresh Hilled turkeys,
choice nominal 16c; do fair to good n®14c: Weskilled turkeys, choice, at 18*
choice at
13V4c; Northern Ires killed eliickeus,
to
fair
good 12@14c.
16c;

tern young fre h

Watertown Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph.)
WATERTOWN, Jan. 17,1888.—Cattle market
UlMa'rket Beef—Extra 6 60®G 76 ;first quality 6®
at
6 25; second quality 5 00®6 6(1; third quality
4

00®4 60.

Receipts of cattle 1644.oxen
pah' 890®*148.
Store Cattle—Working
at
Farrow Cows at «15@$30; fancy
8

$50**76^

and Calves 26®»4-<: yearbugs
years old *14*12.,, tluee

Cows

60@$18:

*wo

7,615;
'es«1ife2-’S*ce!pts
CV< northern dressed 7®7ViC.

Western

fat, live.®

;

tu lots J 00
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 1329;
@S4 26; extra 4 5o@6 09.
Veal Calves 2Vi®6V4C.

Ciriicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.]
OHli ’A00. Jan. 17, 1888-Cattle marget-relower on
elpts 13,000; shipments 4000; weak and
2 <>0*5 On:
common; extra 4 26*6 85; steers at
hulls
aud
Stockers aim mixed at 2 00*3 60; cows,
mixed 1 6o®2 16; Texas cattle 1 9o,®3 09.
slow
Hogs, receipts 21,000; shipments 7000;
and lower cm common: mixedn 00®6 55; heavy
at 3 26
at 6 J.un 6 85 ; light at 4 86®5 35; skips
COOO;
®8hce'i>—receipts
at 3

shipments 1000; lower;
natives
0O®3 66-.Western 4 6(>®6 10;Texaus
2|50®3 76. Lambs at 4 76®6 25.

Monday’s quotations.

op-**.

te::“
Closing.

Jan.

Fet>.

May

11%

11*
78
11*

Sitt
84/1
$?&

Feb.

May.

it,9

li%

r4

77/i

■

roKK.

.rail.

\T

HKfr;;:.
1
.uv.'t

54
*
5414

4b

C1obu>;

Tuesday's quotations.
WBBAT.
onei.tna

V-r

Jan.
77%

..

r

i:'

77%
77%

77%

77%
77*
OUHK*
Mf“-

oK555:v.v.

May

Fell.

■

48%
48%

77%

8*V»
84%
8»%

77,/»

8b*

48%

54%

48%

68%
63%

48%

List.
Portland Dally Prose Stock
Connoted by 8 wait A Baurktt,
Brokers, 186 Middle erreet
8

Bankers and

I O C K k

Asket

FarVaiue. 15I.L

OrscriiiCo.-.s.
Canal National

}

Bank.JJ"; ‘£8

Flffct Nat.onul

*1?
61

BrdiU.4J
60

;tu.erlaud National Bank.. ,40
76
National liana..

121

J"
‘jg

Merchants’
National Traders’ Bank.100 138

140

"{?

Portland Company.
OP
Portiaud Gas Company. 60
BONUS.
8taie of Maine 8s, due 1889 ..,.102
Portland City Ca.MuulolpT variouslOO
Portland City 6s, K. It. aid 1907...123
Bali) Oily 6s, Mum various.10J
Bath Oily 6s K. It. aid various....101
Bangui-City 6*. long K. K. a<«'....118
Raimoi Cltv 6s, olig Muu.12J
Belfast City 6s, R. H. aid- 104
And. fi Ken. B. p. r,. various... 103
Portland i: Kcu. R. R. 6s, 1896 109
Leeds & FarmlDg’tn R. R. 6s.109
Maine Central K. K. 1st mt* 7s. .118
Maine Central R. K. C« usol 7s —182
Maine Central R. R. 8kg Fund 6s. 106
Co. 1st mtg 6s.... 100%
Portland Water
'•
2d mtg 6s.106
3d mtg 6s... .110

fo

104
llo

126
loo
103

}J£

Jj>
;•/>
104
1 11
1 11
IjO
134
106

106
112

Boston stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
The tom.whig quotations ol stocks are receive*
..
ffijh®foper
Aten.,

Mexican

and Hants Fe Railroad.
Central B 78...
a

"128%
*34%

14%
Mexican Central.....
..,.17
Wisconsin central.....
«6%
Mexican Central 48.
Railroad.
37%
New Vurk and New England
do met

fn n.lT, Bonthli

Railroad
... 42%
Railroad com
;
jjqjjt u here Marquette
ref..■■■■■
ei
Railroad
Eastern
pref.;128|
zlu
Bell telephone.
(

a

n

•Ex-dividend.__
[By Telegraph-]

1888.—Money on call
•
Jan.
U- 17
yOKR. J'
NEW vriitk
to 4 per cent.;
has been easy, ranging ,Yw' percent. Prime pa
at
P"
duU £ d
last loan 2%. c osing
J
“terlin
gteady- jtan
per at r>%r®7%.
o
houds dun bu(
steady, Ooveinmei“t lieavy.
g(ock market
road bonds quiet and
flrst prices,
(
at shade
as
very dull and steady
.chance aggrrStock Excnange

i^

at the
lie irsnsacnoUB
shares

gated 110.200

rue louowmg are

to-day

..Mirations
quotations

of

Govern’

men! securities
.
United Wales hoods, 8s...
120%
New 4s, teg.
.'iZ0%
•
...
New ,s,
ioa
Nev 4V»s, reg ..
.ki8
New 4%», coup.....
na»A
••

ilentrHl.l’aclllo ..11
Sl4^
............
Ists....
Denver A

uomosttc Markets.

It, Or.

1888.
NEW YORK. Jan. 17,
the Petroleum Exchange to-day the iiecline
9
><ft to
front
down
the
carri-d
price
In crude oil
the
8514 c* with very Utile excitement. 1 fading
sales
nearly
10,000,total
two
years;
largest for
<100 bbts. The flurry is believed was caused by
the Standaid Oi< Co. unloading holdings.
exFlour marker—rec-eiois 34,693 packages;
19
ports 10,926 bbls and 21,262 sacks ;dull ;sales
in

Flour quotations- Fine at 2 10*2 70; superfine
to gone
Western ar.d Stale 2 60*3 00; common
to
extra Western and State at 2 05®,3 4 a; good
ohotee <to at 3 50*6 10; common to choice White
on
<-t
4
40*4
70;
fancy
»t
extra
wheat West<-:u
at 2 95
c- 17 5 ii 5 10; common to good extra Ohio
at 3 00*
Lotus
extra
St
to
obotce
common
t-5 10;
to urtuh a.
5 10. pater* Minnesota extra good
4 80,a5>10.
* 40 a 4 7f». choice to fancy do At
4
60&4 < 5;
clutiVflYi 2,50<> bbls city mili extra at
i<mo hblH nnt* do 2 10(3)2 70; 1700 bbis superfine
a
in
2 50a3 00; 900 Obis extra no a
5100 bbls winter wheat extra at 2 9o*n 10;
10. South7.000 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 95*6
coimnou to fair
ern flour steaoy and lairly active;
4
10*5 OO. Kye
extra 3 30*4 00; good to choice
\l lirni-rrflour is ill fair demand and
sales
eeiois 14,300 bush; exports 5G,57o bush,
;No
and
Bpring
lower
shade
quiet
bush;
110.000
91c
eb‘v.
at
90%*91C
nominal at 91c; No 2 Ited

jn-

do hand Grants.

do Kinking Funds.

[Sheet.
Pipe. 7 @7%
I Pig.5 00@5 52
1

Ship.....4 %@ 5
Leather.
Crackers 4>lb..(>aHV4
Coni.
I New York—
Cumberland..
@5 601 Light. 21® 22
Acadia.
I Mid weight. 23@ 24
1®
u 7 50
Chestnut.
Heavy. 23® 25
60
Slaughter
33® 36
Franklin.
®8
@7 60; Goodd’mgd. 21ia 22
Lehigh.
Am calf. 90@1 00
Coftu.
1.11 in her.
I
Klo. roasted 23@26
South piue,30 00®40 00
lava do.... 28 @32
[Clear piue—
Cooperage.
*6tia*66
H hhd shooks and lids—
Uppers.
Mol. citv...l 60@1 76' Select .|46@*56
Sue. city... 95® 1 061 Finecoimnon$36®*42
Bug. a’dahk 60@ 70|8pruce.(13@614
Hemlock.$11@$12
P ne sugar—
Box shooks
@ 481 Clapboards—
I Spruce. X.. *28@$30
8 war Heading—
spruce 36 in 18@ 20: Clear.*2C®*28
Piue
18® 20 j 2d clear.«20@$23
20! Nol.S35®$16
Hard pine
221 Ptne. *26@*50
MoJ. heading
I Shingles—
Hooos—
S26i X cedar... 8 5'@3 76
New 14 ft
Old
220®S23| Clear cedar.h .0@3 25
X Nol....
UO®2 60
Short do 8 ft #10@$12
7 ft
S8| No 1 cedi' ,126@il7t>
Pop’r staves *12@*14 Spruce. ...126@160
121 Latn*—
Spruce rough
I Spruce—' 2 00@2 16
Oakund
Lime—Cement.
staves
$12 50@$14l
1 ub
•! Lime » cask..
Cordage.

!

Ainerii

id

fs

u

whwih»<

1
Matches.
11
Russia.
Manilla
12Vi®13Va iStar. 4* gross
IDirigo. 39®
Manilla Boll Rope 14

Sisal.UVi®12Vii

I

Strugs uuil
Acid Oxalic
tart....

Dyes.
i2@14l
60® 621

Ammonia—
cart,.

16S20

Ashes, pot..
Rais coaDia..
Beeswax.

T

654®

Blch powders
Borax.
Brimstone....

8|

66
33
5
12

do®
30®

lo®
2Vi«

Vi
Copperas.1 39!
Cream tartar.
lix. logwood.

12(
7
1
2'

Gumarablc.
Aloes cape_
..

Camphor_

copper—

YM Bolts.,
Bottoms..
Tm—

14
26
17
20

(2

30®32
.20
40®

Straits..

English..... 37®
Char. I. C .6 76®G

8|

28

28

14x48 com
14x48 piapisbed.
Bolts.
YMsheatn

Ingot.

4'

Cochineal....

60
41

Metals.

42
40
26

X..800§B_6o

Char. I.
Terne.6 2o(i //0
17!Coke.6 2,>o ooO
1 26 Antimony.
14®16
25|Zlnc.7 00®'8 00
22
281 Solder VixVi-

Molasses.
60® 661
Opium.4 60®4 761 Porto Rico...
Shellac. 26® 30 Barbadoes....
Indigo. 86®1 00 Cienluegos....
iodine.4 25®4 38 Boiling.
2 00 Fancy Ponce..
Ipecac.
Nails.
Licorice, rt... 16® 20
[Alex. 84® 40 Cask.2 15®225
Narnl ft tores.
Morpnme.3 10®3 36i
Oil bergamot.276S3 00 Tar t> bbl... 3 26®3 60
Cod liver.1 60®2 ooiCoal Tar—8 26—3 60
Lemon.2 25®2 60|Pitch (C Tar)3 26®3 60
Olive.1 26® 1 761 Wil. Pitch....3 00®3 26
Pepvt.3 00®3 60|Rosln.3 01X94 00
Wmtergieen..2 20®2 30iTurpt’ne, gall 47® 64
Potass br’mde 46® 63: Oakum. 8Vi®9ti
Oil.
®8V%
Chlorate. 20® 221
iodide.3 10®3 261 Linseed. 68® 63
66
72IBoiled.
60,®
Quicksilver..
06@70l Sperm.1 00® 1 16
Quinine.
Ktrnuebarb.. 76®160iWhale. 60® 60
30® 3o
Rt snake. 36® 40|Baiuk.
Saltpetre. 10® 16! Shore. 28® 33
® 33
Senna. 26® 30IPorgie
Cauaryseeu..
4®4Vi Lard. 60® 70
Cardamons...1 00®1 76|Castor.1 2o@l 30
Soda, bi-caib.3% ® 6% 1 Neatsfoot. 90®1 00
SIElaine. 62® 60
Sal.2 Vi®
Paints.
Sulpur.2Vi® 3Vi I
Sugar lead... 20® 221 pure gro no ld660®7 00
leade 00®6 26
dry
White wax.
66® 60|Pure
8 EngVenRed.
6®
Vitrol. blue..
3® 3Vi.
Lead
Red
7® 7 Vi
*101
bean.
*
lO®
Vanilla,
lAin. Zmx.6 00®7 00
Rochelle Yellow—2Vi
OucV.
Kice.
33
No 1.
.30 Rice, p lb.... 6Vi® 7
No 3.
‘20 Rangoon. 6y ®6>4
No 10.
Nnlcrnlus.
;16i
g oz.
20 Saleratus.
6® 6 Vi
10 oz.
Npices.
4!nu|*ow<lcr—Nhot.
Blasting.3 60®4 00 Cassia, pure.. 16«i 07
Sporting.6 26@6 60 Cloves. 33® 36
6
Ginger. 13® 16
Drop shot....
Mace.
7
Buck.
..

...

[Nutmegs.

liny.

!

I'8§| 10

Straw

Pepper.

<6®

22®

80
28
6

Laundry.3Vi@

Teas.
Iron.
Common.
2Vi®2V* SoucUong. 18® 60
Nefined. 2Vi®2>(4 Oolong.. 20® 80
do choice.. 35® 60
4
®4Vi
Rorwny..
25® 30
.12
@ 15 Japan....
Caststcel
German steel 6
(&7 | (to choice.. 3uv» 40
Tobacco.
8
Shoe steel....
Best brands.. 50® 60
Sheet ironCommon_ 35i@4V4 Medium. 30® 40
Common. 25® 30
H C
4® 4Vi

nominal
h, 92%®92%c delivered; Neil Ked
dulL
at 93%c: No 1 White nominal at 93%c. Kye
bush;
64,260
Corn—receipts
is
steady.
Barley
bush;
steady
expons 6173 bush; sales 171,000
and fairly active ;No 3 at 60% c jsteamer at 60y*c
elev, 01 %c delivered; No 2 at 61%c elev, 62%@
62X-sC delivered, HI Vic fob. Owis-receipts 9*,bush:
120 bush, exports 99 bush: rales '82.000 do
at
No 3 at 38c; White
higher, closing steady;
at
do
White
41%*
39V4 *39%c; No 2 at 38% c;
do at 42%c; Mixed
u 41 % c;No 1 nominal;White
Western at 37*40c; White do at 40*4t.c. Cotfee
—fair Klo dull and nominal 17% c. isogardull
and nominal: refined quiet but firm; C at 6%*
C 6 6-116*
6%c Kxtia CBX'8*Hc; White Kxtra
standard
6%c; Yellow 6%c; oil A 6%@8 81-100;
A at 7c,
A (js/ac: Mould A 7 Vi c; Confect loners
at
7->.sC;
graopowdered
cut loa! and crushed 8c;
ulat.e ; 7 Vi Cubes at 7%c. HeU-nlenm steady—
111 in;
and
active
united at8U%c. l'ork Is fairly
Beef steadv. I.»rd lower and moderately active;
7
steam
56;
Western steam at 7 67%*|7 70; city
refined quoted at 7 80 for Contiiteut; b A at b 40.
demaud
firm:
Chcrar
Is
ou
fine.
linur.i-llriii
fair.
Kreiahts to Liverpool dull.
CUIGAUO. Jan. 17. 1888,-The Flour market
at 4 oo*
s quiet; choice to fancy winter pattmts
Mich
4 25 1) bbl; Southern winter at 3 60*3 86;
winters 3 60*4 05; fair to
Wisconsin
and
Igao
Minto
holoe
fancy
choice seconds 2 60*3 80c;
No 2
nesota patents at 4 36*4 50. Wheat weak;
orn Is
t
No2Kedat82c.
Spring at 77%®78%c:
dull: No 2 at 48%e. cats—No2 at Jl@Bl%c.
ProvisNo 2 live'-Sc. Barley—N'> 2 at 76®86c. Lara
at
ions weak—Mess Pork at 14 70*14.6.
short
6
at
00;
90*6
7 85
Dry salted shoulders
clear sides 8 16*8 20. Whiskey 1,10.
Receipts—Flour, 14,000 hhls; .wheat ..13,too
bush: coin 86.0UO bush; eats 8S,oOc lush; rye
SOOCxbuih; barley, 87,000 bush.
SO,OoO
Shipments-Flour. 20.0001 bbls; wheat,
bush- rye
hash: corn. 119,000 busb-.loats. 68,O'h)
400 I’busb.barley 40,000 hush.
market is
ST LOU18.Jan. 17, 1888.—The Flour
Wheat Is lower hut Urm;
firm with fair demand.
at 48*48%.
n, 9 Redat82%*83%c. Corn Arm
at 65c.
Oats—little dolnglat 32c. Kye nominally
steady at
R?Hev steady 70*87%. Whiskey
15 00*
at
mess
lmrk-new
duff
M-6
meatsLard at 7 16*7 2o. Dry salted ribs at
6 26
clear
7
clear
67%
1
shouiders at 6 OOjJUnig
00. bacon shoul7 75; short clear at 7 87%*8
ribs 8 60,
ders at 6 50; long clear at » 60; clear
00.
short clear at 8 70. Hams steady lo 25*12
husli,
2.000
wheat
Flour. 1,000 bbls,
bush, l ar.cy 2,600
corn I38,o00,busli,i oats 11,000

/.

j

Gal v

?V.

7®8Vj Natural leaf.. 60®

70

......

Provisions

8T/ e,:"

'TSfffiSXEK?'
bush,corn 80,000

9,000 bbls, wheat 6.000
hush, oats 16,000 bush, arley
bush.
0.000
bush,
rye
O.ou-'
1 White
DBTKOIT. Jan.17, 1888.-Wlieat-No
atone;
at 61c.

xvrtu

at

Of7»v

Sunsets.4 31
Mwnsets

*>

■••3

j.^.::::io i2)H<><gKt

—

At Si Thomas 8tli inst, ship Undaunted, Hamilton, Hum Philadelphia lor Hlogo, wig orders.
Sid fm Cieutuegos loth Inst, brig Mary Bartlett,
Thompson, New York.
At Cienloegos Jail 10, barque N- ptuue, Hill. lor
North ol llatteras; brig Daisy Boynton, Harding,
do. lug;
schs Waldenmr, Coggins, ldg; Lizzie
Earn ntruck, do; Elva E Pettengill. Dodge, do.
Ar at Havana 15th inst, barque Mendoza, Lice,
Baitimoic.
Sid 14th. barque Havana, Simmons, New York;
11th, Faysou Tucker, Tucaer, Sagua.
At Maianzas Jail 10th, barque Carrie K Long,
Park, lor North of llatteras, ldg; Edw Cushing,
Dow, disg; Arthur C Wade, Sherman, wtg; brigs
Ernestine, Whittier, for Philadelphia, ldg; Teuerlffo, Tracv. and Screamer, Berry, tor North of
llatteras; David Bugbee, Stowers, for do; sch
S M Bird, Merrill, wtg.
Ar at Cardenas 10lb lust, barque J B Kabel,
11th, sell Grace Davis,
Sawyer, Philadelphia:
Dyer. Portland.
At Cardenas Jan 10. barque Hannah Me Loin,
for New York; Ocean Pearl, Stetson, uuc; schs
Maggie Dalliug, Dalllng, for Philadelphia; Susau
P Thurlow, for do; Belle Hooper, une,
Arat St John, NB. 14th. sell Julia S, Odell,
Portland; 16th. YV P Hunt, Poland, Gloucester;
Oaseo, Bennett, Kockland.

Spoken.
21, lat 16 S. ion 26, ship San Joaquiu,
Drlnkwater, from New York for Calcutta.
Dec 13, lat 45, lat 60, ship Louis Walsh, Peudie
ton, from New York for Havre.
Nov

_

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON, Jan. 17. 1888.—Consols

102 9-10

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Jan. 10, 1888.
tollowtug ore to-day’s closing quotations of
Grain, Provisions. Sc.:
Flour.
Crain.
I
flMxUCorn.
Buperhne ana
L,
low grades.2 76®8 76 Corn, hag lots—70 a, 71
Meal, bag lots. ..87®"8
X Spring aud
46®47
XX Spring..4 16®4 36 Oats, car lots
47®48
Oats, bag lots
Patent Spring
60
Cottonseed.
6Vs®6
Wheats.-..
car lots..24 50®26 00
Miob. straight
roller .460®4 75| do bag...26 6O®20 00
clear do....4 26»4 60|Hack’dBr’n
00
stone ground* 26®4 361 car low.. 23 00®24

Paint, or Woodwork,

washed in the old

rubbing, twisting,
wrecking way. Join
that large army of

sensible, economical people, who

from experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed on each package, saves

time, labor, rubbing, wear and
Your Clothes

by washing

are

than

your advantage

tear.

worn out more

It is to
try Pearline.

wearing.

to

JAMES PYLE,

New York.

Sold Everywhere.
Ieb38

CONOKEM* 8T. STATION.

_eod&wnrmlT

minutes later where through tickets and
bta m il fer principal
baggage checks may he
Ill* night -ipiesh will
point,. Fast ami West.
Sleeping car attached,rime eve y nighi hut.dsj*
Included, through to Bangor Liif not tc slowl egau on Monday mornings ir to liellart sod
Doxtci or beyond Haugorot, Sunday mori.ingi..
Trains are due in Portland a»follows: Then,- in
log train (rum Waterville, Augusta .mo bath
H.46 a. in.; Lewiston, 8.60 a. to., day trail a
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.m.
The olternmin trains frvm Bangor, Walsnllle,
Baih. Augusta aud K» gland ai 6.40 p. m.,
l-ewlstou, 6.50 p. m. Night Pullman at 1.60

eight

a. in.

fl.iniii«-«t Tickets, drss n.J seven*! rinse, fei
all points in Iks IVevir.ccs ew sole at res
dnerd rales.
FAYSON TUCK Eli. liem-rai Manage,.
kel Art
F. E. BOOTHPY.GeE't pars
octtldU
Port tarn Oct.2!'. l«87

mv»
On

Indigestion

BEST REMEDY FOR CURING

flBtn Street ana Fourth Avenue. rJew lark.
Price 10, 36 ami 76 Cent*.
For sale by all the best Druggists.
eoii&wlynrm
mb2l

JOHNSON'
ANODYNE

LINIMENT
XN“TERIT-AJLi

LIQUID FOOD.

ohitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleoding
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, DysKidney Troubles,
entery, Chrome Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and Soreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

&

1, 1885,
1, 1886,
1, 1887,
1,

We are now having an average of 100
operations each mouth. Xo hospital iu
London is doing any more, and only two
We challenge any other hosas much.
pital to show such a record where our

Liquid

CO., BOSTON, MASS.

Food is not used.

fact that no two beeves or sheep are
reasou of our different brands being
different in flavor. All brands are made by the
The letter represents the day of
same formula.
make, and the figure the tank. If richer, It is
stronger ill smell and flavor, and will bear a greater reduction ami you may change the tlavor as often as you may desire.
From the
alike is the

The benefit of our Free Surgical Hospital foi Won en is being recognized in
all parts of the United States by the medical profession, as they are sending ladies suffering for the want of an operation (known as capital case) front all sections.
Our Free Home for Homeless Boys contains 50 beds, and is located at 11 to 21
When any of
Causeway street, Boston.
the boys suffer from Scrofula, Eczema or
other skin diseases,i hey recover quickly
by the use of our Liquid Food.
In addition to our
rn

rnrr

nnno

The Surgical Staff of Murdoch’s Free
Hospital for Women are iu daily attendance, except Saturdays, to examine patients, and assign beds.

EVERY BED FREE.
MlRDOCk'S l.l(|UII FOOD co„ bostos.

Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay —D

Choate.

CORRESPONDENT.
FRIENDSHIP. Jan 16-Ar, sch Willie Seavey,
Portlaud.
Simmons,
BED BEACH,Jan 17—Cld, sell Portland Packet,
Gardner, Boston.
ltOCKPOBT-Ar 16th. sell Mattie II Bussell,
West
Larrabeo, Portlaud, to complete cargo for
ludles.
FROM OUR

at
Sch John Bird, of Bocklano, 330 tons, built at
Bockport In 1S70, has been sold to parties
jouesport at $4,000.
KBOM MEHCH ANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ini Manila Dec C, barque Furness

Abbey,
Sid
Cuinu, New York.
Sid lm Singapore Dec 17, ship Oneida, McGil-

Cotton from Free to Fore.
Danforth from High to Center.
Winter from Gray to Danforth.
Danforth from Vaughan to West Commercial.
Oxford from Washington to Andersou.

eod&w-nnnly

angi2

Mkin-tiucceaa Nsap is peerless in cases of 8kin
disease. Use for toilet, bath ana shaving.
Palmer’s ftkin Success has cured many of
the most stubborn skin and scalp disorders.

......

HIGHLY ENDORSED

York.

H Haskell, Silsbee. from Baltimore for
oil Hog
Providence, carried away Jibboom lBtb,
anhored In Hampton Hoads.
and
Island,
Sell C

Domestic Poirs.
OALVKSTON—Ar lltn, sell J B Holden, Look,

etc.

■V

TMf

2*f

tS

Medical Profession.
FOR rough or scaly
skin.
Indispensable
for the Toilet. Peer-

less

asa

Perfect

Preservative.

as a

healer.

Manufactured by Dr. F. S. HirTfniNSoR & Co..
Enosburgh Falls, Vt.,U. S. A. Price $1.00 a bottle,
6 bottles for $5.00. Send for Circular and Testimonials.
for salt by Druggists and Dealers

Send 16 rents for 'TOO
treat them."
■

in

Medicine

emergencies and how to
aue6eod 1 y

At druggists, ‘Skin-Success’
85c. A 75c. -Skin-Success Soap’
85c. Palmer CkemicalCo.,N.Y.

Itching of the Mkin causing torture and loss
of sleep, is banished by Skin-Success Soap.
11» 'kin-Surrrn Noop and skin eruptions
of children will be prevented and the skin kept

^APALACHICOLA Cld 12tn, sch Dora Mat‘'NE \V*ORLKANS—Ar*16tb, ship Cora, Appleby,

on

17

Temple street, east side, Nos.

8

poles on Congress street, south side, front
Temple to Centre streets.
Seven poles on Exchange street, west side, Nos.

to 132.
Thirteen poles on Middle street, both sides, Nos.
264 to Exchange.
Three poles on Plum street, west side, Nos. 12
76

to 48.
Five
to 82.

poles ou Union street,

west

side, Nos. 32

poles on Congress street, north side, from
Myrtle street to No. 471.
Notice is hereby given that the Mayor and Aldermen will give a hearing to all parties interested at their room, City Building, ou Monday, February 6th, 1888, at 7.30 p. m.
By Order of the Board.
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.

Does not become putrid like most
other meat extracts. Is retained by the most
Irritable stomach. Creates new and vitalized
blood faster than any other preparation. Sus-

months by Injection. Is daily saving
tains life
life in cases of Phthisis, Typhoid and Relapsing
Fever, Diphtheria, Bright’s Disease, Neuralgia,
Pneumonia, Anaemia, Marasmus, and all Diseases
of Children. Builds up the system after severe
surgical operations. Soothes and alleviates
ulcerated and cancerous conditions of the
stomach and rectum. Is the only nutrient that
for

will permanently cure nervous prostration and
debility. Feeble Infants and children and their
exhausted mothers thrive wonderfully. Contalus no medication whatever. 12 oz. contains
the strength of 10 lbs. of meat. If your druggist
does not keep It, we will send a 12 oz. bottle,
express paid, on receipt of One Dollar.

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston. Mass.
eodem

octlO

SPOKANE &PALOUSE
(NORTHERN PACIFIC GUARANTEED*

Railway Company.
EIRNT nOKTtUCIi, WINKING FEND
NIX PER CENT, GOI-D BOND*,

DUE MAY 1,1036.
INTEREST N1AY 1 AND NOV. 1, PAYABLE IN NEW YORK.
DATED MAY 1, 1886.

For price of bonds and further particulars apply to

Brewster, Cobb k Eslabrook,

Is hereby given that tbo partnership
lately existing between John J. Roche and
Albert E. Eaton was dissolved on this sixteenth
dav of January, 1888, by mutual consent, and
Albert E. Eaton. Is authorized to settle ail debts
due to and by the
^ EocnK
ALBERT E. EATON.

JVE WILL DO IT QUICKLY.
W12 WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL-

company

Janl7d8w

_

B. THURSTON &

NEWPOKT NEWS—Sid 14th, sch King Phillip,
*"
MO N HOE—In Hampton Hoads 14th
New York;
sells Win H Bailey, from Baltimore for
I \ic\ H iiussell do for Portland; Cliilde Harold,
B W Morse,
arid
Morse,
E
J
Annie
OufOT Boston;
do for do; Charles H Haskell, do for Providence,
Oliver S Barrett, do for Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 13th, sch C B Church, Con-

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,

EOKTKESff

Pit ii.aiiKLPHIA

HeJ®r>AV,^er5'
Cld loth, sch

—

eb9

eodtt

CHEW FOREE’S

Alfaretta

_

Sid 10th, brig Don Jacinto, for Matanzas.
Passed the Cate 14th, brig Mary Stewart, from
New York for Bangor; schs Telegraph, Weekawken for Portland; Etna, Foss, do for do; Louisa
Smith, Fort Jolmsou tor New Bedford.

The Rambler, new Stories by Thos. W.
Knox. Rose Hawthorn anti others. Send
50 cents and yon will leeelvc the paper
every month for one year.

DA SILVA &

Campbell. Campbell:Havana; Tnos R Plllsbury,

Pitcher, Matanzas.
,„ii,
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 16tb. sell M Luella
Wood, with mainsail spilt.
NEW YORK—Ar 16th, schs Ada Ba ley, White,
Bostoni;
Pensacola; Edw C A True, McLaughlin, Fiantis.
Nellie Doe, Providence; Cornelia Soule.
from
Oreenlaw.
Webster.
Haul
Tenant’s Harbor;
Providence, Mary F Pike. Noble, New Haven.
San
Francisco;
Nichols,
Cld 16th, ship Iroquois,
Ella
schs Nellie Woodbury, Hodgkins, Cayenne;
A Warner, Holbrook. Ponce; D M French, French
St Pierre; Fannie Whitmore, Whitmore, Feruan-

OUT NEXT WEEK.

(»e found on
."

file at Gets

Co'b NcwKpajuif

YOSLH-

CO.,

l.oudou. C.un.

SOUTHERN YELLOW PINF

by Dr. t:. T. FIMK, 9
Pleasant *t..Auburn,Me.

Cure guaranteed. At U. S. Hotel, I’urtland,Itooill
4
Refer18,every Saturday from 9 a. m to p. m.
ences given. Consultation free. Send for pampb
Hundreds
cured,
let. 10 years experience.
eodtf
sepll

New

jail 11 dot

cured without the use of knife
or ligature, or detention from
business. All diseases of the
Rectum successfully treated

LUMBER AND TIMBER.
We know that liner leaf and sweetening than is
usedlln Korea’s Rainbow does not exist. TNi dealers ill tobacco who do not sell Force's Ralnoow,
we will, on application, for. a limited time, sent
free of cliarge a till -cent plug for examination.
A. R. Mitchell & Co., Boston, Mass.
eoddiim
oci9

Memorandums of Lumber furnished at the lowest market prices from our stock on tli- wharf, or
direct from our Southern Hue Mills, and iu the

quickest possible

time.

DKKB1NO, WINSLOW A t^O.,
C'omuaerrirtl Slmi. Porllaiid. M*
eodOm
octlO

—

'WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.
The Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of 8tate street, every MONDAY
ard THURSDAY at 5.00 p. «t„ for EASTPOjn
and ST. JOH.f. with above connections.
T-p igh tickets issued and baggage cheeked
destination. STP” Freight received up to 4.00 p. v.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Unit r
Ticket entice, 40 Exchange St., or for other Info
mallon at Company's office, Railroad Wharf •.
B- COYLE.
of State street.
Usui Mmol.
novlAdtt

NlUiE STEAMSHIP (OTVU
For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharton Wediicsda;*
and Saturdays at B p. m. Returning, leave IS.
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays an
J. B. COY1.F,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.

oct211tf_Portland.

Kuwfurd Falls k Buekfieid Railroad.
Winter

California, Japan, China, Central
and South America and Mexico.

v

From New YorK, pier hot of Canal St.. Sort:
Elver, for a«| Francisco via The Inkrnas s»
Pamoa,
NEWPORT.sails Friday, Jan. 20, Noon.
From Sau Francisco. 1st and Brannau Bis.
For Japan nail China.
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO, sails Saturday,
Jan. 21, 2 p. iu.
For

or gennat Information
address the Oeneral Eastern A vents

Freight, Passage,
to

or

E. A. A ISA VIs< A CO..
Ill stole hirer!» Cor. ilron.l ht., H«.t«,

«10dtf^

4^#.

GUINNESS’
For

STOUT,

Bale in the Original Package by

HO

Fore

a: lt:t

DAILY—From W. Minot 3.30 p. ni. (or Hebron
Ae;uiei»v: Buckfleld 8.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Tin her; Canton 4.27 p. ni.; arriving at Fern
5.20; Dixileld 0.00; Mexico 7.o*> p. m.; alao for
Returning, leave
B return's Villa. Livermore.
Mexico 0.0**, Dixileld 7.00 a. m ; arriving at P< rtL. L. LINCOLN,Supt.
land 12.05 p. m.
R. C. BRADFORD. O. T. A.
_oetOdtl

Maud and

PORI LAND and MONTREAL LINE.
Only line making direct conneetlona with
Canadian Parlflc Westbound Trains
ienvlug Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

Trains Arrive in Portland.
10.33 a. m. trom Bartlett and way stations.
9*.:I3 p. m. from Montreal. Burlington and West

J. HAMILTON. Supl.
CHA8. II. KOYR. U. T. A.
Oct. 7,

Portland & Rochester It. It

Ocean Steamship Co.

Me._JlvlKwWllr

75 New and second-hand Portable and
Stationary Steam Eugiucs and Boilers,
High and Medium speed Automatic Engines for all hinds of dutv. We have
the best Engine in the market for Electric Light lug, or auy place where absolnte uniformity of speed Is required.
Send for illustrated Catalogue.
S. L. HOLT & CO.,
Sudbury Ml., Heston, Mas*.

TB/'BS

from Sew York.

201 Washington htrcel.
«od3m

uOSTON
8TEAMKK8.

FARE ONLY $1.00.
WINTKK ABUAN«BHKNTN.
THE riBSTi'UfW STEAM EKE

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
alternately
iu
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving
season for connection with earliest trams for
leave

ticket* for Providence,
^Througli
Wsrcmler, New York, Ac.

Lowell,

Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston evweekday evening at 6

o^.h-U,

ery

*.«!•

pot»t» North

at 1.00 p. m.
p«r lt#«li*»trr,N»ri«||r»lr, Alfred, W nin«
I -OO
boro, arid N«c« River at t.lO a.

VIA

A MB W hAMPHO.N, N. E. Agent,

'•

your own Dyeing, at home, with Peerless Dyes.
They will dye everything. They are sold everyThey
where, Price lOc- a package—40 colors.
have no equal for Strength, Brightness, Amount
in packages or for Fastness of Color, or non-fadFor
ing Qualities. They do not crock or smut.
sale by D. W. llescltlne S Co., Druggists, corner
N.
G.
DrugNichols,
Congress and Myrtle streets;
gist, 787 Congress. corner Grove street; 15. W.
Stevens, Druggist, corner Congress and Parris
streets; Fred. A. Turner, Druggist, corner Congress and Washington streets; T. J. Looney,
Druggist, corner Mlilole aud Franklin streets; D.
P. liorr, Druggist, 538 Congress street; William
Free
s. Banks, Druggist, Junction Congress and
Streets; T. B. Pollard, Druggist, 212 Dan.orth
street;Cook, Everetts Pennell;John W. Perkins
S Co.; H. H. Hay & Sou, and A. W Smith, DrugW. w.
gist, 107 Portland St.. Portland. Maine.
WoodWhipple SCo.. 21 Market Square, and
ford VCorner, Peering,

JhRABBEMEIiT Of

pZr 'liaBi kcdiir! C*«c*r«l, aud

DH. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

Janlleodlm

Commencing MONDAY, Oct. IO, 19*77,
and until further notice, Passenger trains will
leave Portland as follows: 91.A3 e.
fM^-Kwi-oSStn. for Bridgton. Fryeburg, No. ConJ;:iti:,o:_:.:lw.iy K»r>van's. Bethlehem. Laneas■-H-*A—ter. Whltefield, Littleton. Wells’ River. Montpelier, St. Johnsbury, Newport, Sherbrooke, St.Ioh ns, M on treul, Burlington, Swuntou,
Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 p.m. laical, Portland to Bartlett and la
tennediate stations, with Stage counectlons fer
No. Wludham, Blandish, Llmlngton. Sebago, Naples, ParsonsOeld, Kezar Falls. Denmark, Loveu,
anj Conway Corner; also lor No. Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford vta Bridgton.

RICHARDSON & BARNARD, Ageuts, Savannah Pier, A. De W. SA MPFON, Agent, Central
O. U.
St
PEARSON,
R. R., 201 Waslilmtto
Agent, B. F. & W. R'v 11 iVashlugton St.,

nov2

Do

Ogdensdtirg R. R.

'ter
i.m huU
P.tMMitfT i rains will lac*** 8»
p»r Hvnraier, Miaiou, -%*r*
iHhkuu, U luJh *m ami Kpplmg at

OH

Medical Rooms U3 Fraralln St., Portland, Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that flesh
is heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, 1 will take their case to treat and cure
them. I And that atmut four-fifths of the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full uame and place
of resilience nad one 2 cent stamp and $2.00 ExConsultation free.
amination at the office, *1 00.
septan
Office hours si a. m. to 8 p. m.

mNNKCTIONS.

Freight and Passenger line, PORTLAND & WORCESTER LiNE.

CITY1’ nml-MTI'Y
OF t| «« OV’every TIICHMO SV, nt 11
VI.. trout stV IiS.VIH IMIC.t,
Ctangrrss street. Ho.loa.

<ttf

m.;

m.

hirantships -tllTK

Street.

nnv24___

JC

arriving at Portland 8.30 A m.,

STEAMSHIP t'O.

AXJ>-

23,

1SS7___rk,t7dtt

SAVANNAH

Fast

Nrv-

4.30, 9>*-'a
""RETURN ING— Leave Cantou 12.16

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP JOMPAW-

apply

Arrnngvmenl-In Effect

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 8.45 A m.;
I ..-w Is ton 9.60: Mechanic Kalis (mixed irela' 10.
60; arriving at W. Minot 11.15; E. Hebron 11,3";
Buckheld 12.00; E. Sunmer 12.20; Hartford
12 40; Cauton 1.00 p. m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic halls 8.16: arriving at W. Minot f30;
E. Hebron 3.40: BuckBeld 3.60; E. Sumner 4 "*fcmp
Hartford 4.12; fcanton 4.27; Ullbertvllle

General Age-1

seot31-dtf

«*ndCm

LADIES !

©71-2 Exchange* St., Portland. Me-

ArY-iui.'seh BeuJ Fabens, Condon, Boston.
Cld loth, barque Hattie U McFarland, Doaue,

Matanzas; sch Lizzie

00.,

OP

Hruoswirk, M«»a Nroiia, Prince
wards. Ivlaad, and Cape Krrioo.

_

Bass’ English Ale

SC-Cld 14th, sch Stephen BenLawrence

PARTS

xew Maim in savawaii

oct21

DISSOLUTION.

NOTICE

—

sebs Nathan
n3NOKFOLK-ArY12tii,
Portland; Speedwell, Weed, Richmond.

\ew

AND ALL

EASTERN DIVISION.
Far Bonion a! t2.oo a.m., daily.t«.<8* a.m.,J1.00,
*6.00 p. 111. Ba.l«„ for Portland 7.30, 9.00 a.
m„ 12.30 p. m. (“7.00 p m. dally). Cape K*ianhelh. 9.10 a. m. (5.3o p. in. West. I. V. Pass.)
sate 9.(81 a.m., 1.00 p.m. Hiddeford 2.00, 9.00
a.m., 1.00,3.00 p. ui. Portxntonlh. Newhnryl.yuu 2.00.9.00 a. m., 1.00,6.00
port, Oalru
6.1*0 p. m.
p. m. knaeaoury 9.00 Am.. 1.00,
tConnects erUb Rail Llnesfor New Yoru.
IConneetS with Hound Lines lor New York.
“West Division- North Berwick to Scarboro
Or« sing.
Through Ticket* to all points W**i anu South
for rale al Fottlnod nation Ticket 4»l8cc and
nt C nion 1 iehet tinier, to Exchange street
JAS. T. KCRBER, Gen’l Manat-r.
Boston.
D. J. * LANDERS, uen. P. A T. A.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen’l Agent,

INN*.

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN I. B.. HALIFAX H. S
—

SUNDAY TRAINS
fo Honan 1.00, 4.15 p. m. via East Dlv. to Scar
boro Crossing.

—

VIA

IMPORTERS.

day
by
er will collect and adjust all claims ot the firm.
MAYHKVV C. EOS*.
JAMES H. PEERING.
CHARLES \Y. BAKER.
jau!7d3t»
Portland. Me., Jan. 14, last),

International

BOSTON.

COPABTNEK*HIP NOTICE*.

heretofore existing under

Freights for the West by the Fena. K. R.,
South Dy "(mnectlng lines, forwarded free Of coni
mission.
Ka«nd Trip HI*.
PwmBr *10.00.
Meals anil Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
12. H. NA UPMOK, A goal,
30 Loss Wharf, Boston.
Sldtf

35 CONGRESS STREET,

R. STANLEY & SON,

name

From Long Wharf, Bosloa, 3
From Pine Street Wharf,
m.

roa

DIVISION.

Newmarket Junction) 8.80 p. m.
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scarhoro Crossing.

—UN* FOB—

Portland, January 16,1888.janlSdlw

Copartnership
of J oss, ileering & Baker, Is this
the
THE
mutual consent, Charles \V Bakdissolved

p.

at 13 ra.
JffcBfcrv Philadelphia,
mBtairffS ii- Insurance oue-hall the rate o
-'-r^9flp»sailing vessel.
am'

Notice of Dissolution of Partnership. DR

eodnrmcM

OCL18

poles ou Free street, north side, Nos

poles

66.
Ten

_

spotless.

Five
to 54.
Five

6 to 83.
Six poles ou Fore street, north side, from Unlnu
to Centre streets.
Seven poles on Oak street, east side, Nos. 7 to

Complaint, Kidney Trouble, Dyspepsia, etc., etc.

Bush’s Fluid Food.
food in the world. Keeps In any

CITY OF PORTLAND.

HEARING.

From BOSTON e.ery WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA onry Tuesday and Friday.

raw

climate.

i
City Marshal’s Office, )
Portland. Nov. 7, 1887.1
REWARD of twenty-five dollars will b paid
for information that will lead to the arrest
and conviction of any person or persons guilty of
breaking glass in any public building or churcn in
EZRA HAWKE8,
this city.
novBdtf
City Marshal.

Eight poles on Pleasant street, north side. Nos.

(Trade Mark.)
‘he only Apoplexy Preventive and Paralysis Cure,
will relieve you and prevent an Apoplectic Shock,
it is a sure cure for Paralysis, Rheumatlsm, Heart Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver

only

LINE.

STEAMSHIP CO..

BOVININE
The

M ENT Eli >

Buxton 7.30, 8.40 a. ui., 12.40 3.3c p. m.
lio.t.n (or Portland 7.80. 8.80, a. m.. 1.00.
4.00 p. m. (5.00p. ui. arriving We. H«r»«*U at
8.00 p. m„ connecting with 9.36 p. iu. train for
F>»» Paint,
Farlland.) Starara Bench
Mnro, Hiddeford 7.30. 8.40, 10 25 a. in., 3.30,
Orrhard,
Old
7.30, 8.40,
1U.
•5.30,6.15 p.
10-26 a. in.. 12.40,3.30 •e.SO.d.lO p. ei. North
8.4b a.m.,
Dare,
7.30,
Fails,
Harwich,Ctreai
Exeter, flare, hill,
12.40,3.3", *6.30 p. in.
6.40
a.
12.40,
7.30,
n..,
l.awell,
Lusintr,
Kocbexler Farnainaiaa, Allan
3.30 p. in
Iloachertir
m.
3.30
a.
8.40
12.40,
p.
ni.,
Bn),
and Cancard (via Lawrence) 8.40a. ui., (via So.

BostoulPhiladelpliia
DIRECT STEAMSHIP

MAINE R. R.

Meador, Oet. A’f, IW1J.

For

wafer.

a

ffott

to

Skin.”

—

823.00 KEW4KU.

OF

of

FOR STRENGTH USE

I

A

MKKTINGR.

THE

All persons found violating the above order
will be dealt with according to law.
EZRA HAWKE8, City Marshal.

Three

all manner of disease. The Information around each
box is worth ten times the cost of a box of pills. Find
out about them, and yon will always be thankful. Onr
pill a pose. Illustrated pamphlet free. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail for 25 cts. in stamps. I)r. I. 8.
Johnson & Co., 22 Custom r*ougx St., Boston, Mas*

BOSTON AND

NTKAjMKK*.

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
International Steamship Co., will be held at
their office on Railroad Wharf, Jan. 25,1888, at
3 o’clock p. m. for the election of Directors an*l
the transaction of any other business that may
legally come before them.
H. J. LIBBY, Secretary.
Portland, Jan. 9,1888.JanlOdtd

Read and passed.
GEO. C. BUUGES3, City Clerk.
Attest;

NOTICE

for the

to thinness

International Jteamslilp Go.

ORDERED,

to 45.

No others
Theso pills were a wonderful discovery
like them In the world. Will positively cure or relieve

“A balm

.

wears

ANNUAL

POHTLAND.

OF

.

On and after September 19th 1887, steamer
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run daily as
follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 6.45 a. m.;
Bailey’s Island 7.00; Harpswell, 7.15; East End,
Great Chebeague, 7 45; Jenk’s, 8.00; Hope Island 8.05 ; Ltttlo Chebeague, 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving In Portlanu at 9.16 a. m.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all lutermedia'e landings at 2.00 p. in.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Manager.
seplBdtf

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, 1
January 2d, 1888. (
That it shall be unlawful for any
person to slide with a sled or other vehicle
upon any street except those assigned and designated below, viz.:
The following named streets have been assigned
Sidewalks of these streets not
on which to coast.
to be used for coasting:
Melbourne to Eastern Promenade.
Turner to Eastern Promenade.
Beckett, from Hanson’s house, to Eastern Promenade.
Atlantic to Fore.
Fore down past Portlaud Company.
Hancock to Fore.
Fox from Washington to Back Bay.
Anderson from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Mayo from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Pearl from Cumberland to Back Bay.
Cedar from Oxford to Lincoln.
Alder frem Portland to Kennebec.
Brattle from Portland to Kennebec.
Oak from Prospect to Cumberland.
Avon from Deering to Cumberland.
New State from Cumberland to Portland.
Mellen from Congress to Portland.
Weymouth from Congress to Portland.
Hampshire from Middle to Fore.

s,

Passed Holyhead 14th Inst, ship 1 F Chapman.
Thompson,from Liverpool fur New York.
Sid fill ltosario Nov 17tli, barque b W t arlon,
Beed, Antwerp.
Aral Buenos Ayres Dec 12, barque Virginia,
Pettigrew, New York.
,i fm Carthagena 11th fust, barque John M
Clerk, Couaut, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Barbadoes 6th lust, brig T Bemlck,
Hatch, Mexico.
Ar at Curaeoa 4th iust, sell Eva H Herrlmsn,
Wood, Bucksville.

dlna.

INFORMATION

..

PlLL$
Make New, Rich Blood!

Nov. 28,1887.

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

having been given

WHEREAS

No matter whether you are or not.
If suffering from Dizziness or Pressure in Head,
Eyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of
Spots before
Heart, Pain in Region of Heart with feelings of
suffocation, Ringing Sound in Ears, Numbness or
Prickly Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Dry Cough,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering from General Debility with Loss of Appetite,

JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A..
J. STKPH ENSON. Supt.

<r

tNMNDM TEAnEBH.

Fi»heruicn and ■.•lister Dealers.

the Consolidated Electric Light
Company lias petitioned the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen to erect and maintain poles on the
following streets, viz:
Eight poles on Centre street, west side, front
Nos. 46tol2».
One pole on N. E. corner Free and Centro

—

NP0KTrK0YAL,

lo

to the
Board of Health, that fishermen and lobster
dealers are in the habit of throwing Into the docks
fish offal and lobster waste; the attention of such
persons Is called to the following extract from the
Ordinance on Health.
Sec. «—“Nor shall any person or persous throw
or cast any dead animal or any foul or offensive
matter in any dock or place between the channel
and the shore, nor shall land any foul or offensive
animal or vegetable substance within the city,
nor shall cast any dead animal in the waters of
the harbor or back cove.”
Any person violating the above provision is liable to a fine of twenty dollars.
By order of the Board of Healt h.
GEO. C. BURGESS, Secretary.
jaul2dlm
Portland, Jan. 11,1888.

we have just completed a Septic Hospital
of twelve Free Beds, all for Surgical

WEDNESDAY, Jan. 17.

very, New

Notice

ianA<Hf

Arrived.
WinsBarque Kate, Crowley, Boothbay. To J S
load
to
Portsmouth,
E
Ira
'°Seh
Wight, Kenney,

,,

Complexion.

The most economical, it

CITY

fe PORTLAND

lDSch°‘Mary

The best for the

OT» AUTEBTWEJIK*TS

—

the

W

A Specialty^ Infants

Liquid

lou rntc ocuo,

TXS3EL

The Most Wonderful Family Remedy Erer Known.
of CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Brpn-

I. S. JOHNSON

r

By the American Medical Association at
Washington, D. C., 1884;
do. at Richmond, Va., 1881;
do. at Saratoga, X. Y., 1886;
do. at Beer Park, Md., 1884;
where essays were read aud discussed by
some of the ablest Physicians and Surgeons of England, Germany, France, It*
aly and America.

.AJKTX)

at

and *24.00; California, *82.50 and *63.73.

Brighton, Fug., 1886;

4

EXTERNAL

35 Exahang* St., ind Owct Faot or India Stior.
Lowest tares trooi Portland, Yarmouth Junction amt Danville J unction a* follows: To Chicago, *21.00 and $10.00; Detroit, $ 6.75 and
$16 00; Kansas City. *32.50 and *26.65; St.
Paul *32.5o and *28.00; St. Louis via. Detroit,
*25.00and *21.25; St. Louis via. Chicago, *28.6*

The only Raw. Condensed Food known,
aud so recognized
By the Internnti-'nal Medical Congress
at Washington, 1). C., 1887;
By the British Medical Association at

WITH A MORTALITY OF 9 ONLY

«od&w6mnrin-ce2wM

FOR

«

rciursuuuivo

Dec.

.us,....

-4
frotu LewiNl«IH •OA /§
l*i 1
5 45 on- M.45 p. in.
l
1V
X
4
(»»«./.
fl'Olat
l
uli»l
Proo f hiixkv ti«4
tt.46 p. m.
front i|wrbrc, 131.15 (J i’<
.'•sPulUiiMu iVJac* HI- rplug a»* on maht UnU ana
I'arlor c*rs on tlay ir»!n bft.w^u PoPuiw ana
Hontro*!
TIDKfcT OfflCfc*

Made only by
F. W. KINSMAN A CO..,Apothecaries.

953,

l\,r Suln by all Druggists. Price 23 cts. per box;
3 box™ for <13 eta.; or sent by mail, postage free, on
receipt of price. Dr. J. II. Schenck £ Son, Philad'a.

eepl2

lJW

Coughs, Colds & Asthma.

TOTAL OPERATIONS

injurious ingredients.

»

-■

During the year ending Sept.
we had 35 operations.
Duriug the year ending Sept.
we had 205 operations.
During the year ending Sept.
we had 510 operations.
During the quarter ending
1887, we had 203 operations.

which are
vegetable and free from all

•***,

ran m»

•
!•••
30 HJiil 8
ft/ ,|tt* s*r» tu -' f
m.«i Vi 4 and 5 : o p. n*.
1
HU
and
8
;»
and
6.2*
4.'
|»,
Fin donv n
ID,
***** « •••**• * **
Far Oarhaia,
3o |». m
a. hi. aud
Far Qorbrr. * '%i p. •»:
4
Far Harlall* 1.*: "*»*• Fawlaa, 8.45

Our Free Surgical Hospital was opened in Boston in September, 1884, and
now numbers 100 free beds.

D*Scidc,C8
Pills
^ndr/^e
purely

WONDAW,

a. ni.

blood weekly.

is the first form of Dyspepsia. It may be the
fault of the food, but the
chances are it is the
stomach’s fault.
Whatever the cause,
it can be cured—and
cured permanently—by

t::: IKS IS

for Bocklaud.
Sch C M Gilmore, HupDer. Port Clyde.
Sell Daisy, Cushman, Port Clyde.
Sell Annie E Kimball. Kimball, Boothbay.
Cleared.
Sch Moutecello. Webber, Belfast-Paris Flour-

AMHAKUEIHliim.

iidn

wad

iniiaa will

corpuscles.

NEWS.

corn

TiMi m*k\ wu\u»i.

WIVli.K

Food is free from insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acids (KXTBACTS
It
ABE NOT), and shows the blood
is adapted to all ages in health or disease, as it
will make, for an aaidt, by the use of one tablespoonful four times daily, eight per cent, new

Halibut

for money and 1 02% for the account.
LIVERPOOL. Jan. 17, 1888,-Cotton marketsales
quiet; uplands 6%td; Orleans at 6 ll-16d; bales.
10,000 hales; speculation and export 1000
LIVERPOOL. Jan.17. 1887—Quotations—Winter Wheat ;0s7d®«s8d; Spring wheat 0s7ci®
0S 8d; Club wheal at 6s 10sg«slid. Corn-mixed
Western 4s ll%d;peas at 6sBV4d. Provisions,Re.
—Pork 67s Od; bacon 4qs for short clear and 39s
Ud for long clear. Cheese OosGd. Tallow 24s 9iL
Lard at 30s 9d.

Allow your Clothing,

Our

49

~

Oats—No 2 at 34%c.
Receipts-Wheat 10,000 bush
Is
NEW ORLEAN8. Jan. 17 1838.—Cotton
firm; middling 9 13-10C.
SAVANNAH, Jan. 17, 1888.—Cotton Is Arm;
middling 9 11-16C.
CHARLESTON, Jan. 17.1888.--Cltton is Arm;
middling 10c.
MEMPHIS, Jan. 17, 1888, -Cottou is Arm;
middling at 9 18-10:.
MOBILE, Jan. 17,1888.—Cotton is Arm; midtiling 9 13-10C.

The

M1N1ATUBK ALMANAC....JANUABY 18.

HONDA Y, Oei M, INST.
I'asarngrr Trains will lenre
Portland as fallows:
For Anlnrn and I.rwlscua, 8.80 a m.,
12 50 4.80 p. m.; I.ewistnn rln Brunswick, 7 ”5 A m., 12.68 tll.l6p.m. For Balk,
7 05 a. in., 2.56 ami 4.66 p. ra., and oo HaturBackland and
drvs only at 11.16 P- ni.
Bne. and l.In.nln B. B., 7.06 a. in. and
12.65 p. m., Iliuoswlcfc, 'Wnrdiner Hnllnwell, .o,l Augusta, 7.06 Am., 1?-®®’ **®
Ynrn.in»inn 'k heels
and til. Ml p. lu.
7.06
«en, 12.60 p. m.1 »in Brnnewlek
a
Heumeutk. Winm
and 12.65 p. II
ihi op. Hcadgeld, Oakland
Jo*®
Ann. 12.ro p. lu., IV ntersllle an«l nkewkr«un, nn l.rwisien 12.60, via Angnsia,
7.06 a. ra., 12.66 and ill.16 p. in., aud »% UterBrunei
rille Saturdays only 4.66 p. m.
nn«l
Dester, 12.60 and 111.16 p. ra.
via
Lewiston.
12.60 p.
m.; via
Haarel
Angasin, 7.06 A ra., 12.56 and 111.16 p. m.
B.
Ar
Piecntneuis
7.06
A ra.,
M.,
Hunger
and
111.16 p. ni. fCllvwe. ib and Bar
12.66
and
ra.
At.
111.16
p.
darker,
t eunly,
ni, ph«-,i
| t'n Oils,, A reesleub
Ike
Provinces,
*l. Jell, dalifni.nnd
12.60, 12.65 and 111.16 p. ni
£F~All trains timed a» above from Commercial
Btieci Htatlou, atop at
Oa and after

___

19
19

Jau 19
.New York..Havana.
Aleue.New York. .Kingston,&c Jan 19
19
City of Atlanta...New York..Havana.Jan 20
Newport .New York—Panama.Jau
lai Gascogne.i' ew York..Havre.Jail 21
New York..Havana.Jau 21
Saratoga
Caracas.New York..Laguayra ...Jan 21
Ailsa.New York-.Haytl.Jau 21
Devoiiia.New York..Glasgow —Jau 21
Umbria.New Volk..Liverpool. Jau 21
Ohio.New York..Liverpool ....Jail 21
Alliauca.New York..Bio Janeiro Jan 26
.New York. .Liverpool... Jon 26
Celtic
Kms. New York..Bremen.Jan26
Pavoutii.Boston.Liverpool ....Jau 20
New York..Hamburg ...Jan 20
Kugia
20
City Washington .New York.. Havana.Jau 28
San Marcos..New York. Havana.Jan
....

oW

r

...

FOR

Palmyra.. Boston.Liverpool ...Jan
guevta.New York .Hamburg ....Jan
Cienfuegos.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Foreign Ports.
Sid fin Liverpool 14th. sl ip St Mark. Nichols,
San Francisco; St Nicholas. Crocker, do.
Ar at Bristol, E, 14th mst, ship Sachem, Bartlett, Philadelphia.
Passed Dover, K, 14th inst, ship St Joseph.
Nichols, from Mobile for Queeustown.
Aral Pernambuco Dec 28tli, barque Lillian,
YVilley. Bio Janeiro
Ar at Aspinwall Dec 27, oarque Daisy Reed,
Mitchell, Boston.
At Tuspan Dec 26, baique Mary C Hale, Higgins, for New York. ldg.
At Port Spain Dec u. barques Skobelelf,Tucker,
fin Boston; Ornms. Randall, for New \ ork; brig
Augeliu, Mitchell, Fernandiua; schs llatiie Weston. Mono:!. St Croix; Henry Crosby, Stubbs, tin
Barb.aloe*; El ta M Barter, and Clara K Colcord,
Colcord. Iu.ni New York.
Ar ,;i Barbaooes lsi lust, sell U B McFarland,
Strong, Fernandiua.
Bio 6111, brig 1 Kemtck, Hatch, Mexico.
Ar ai Harbadces Dec 25. brig Gem, Pierce, New

SAILING DAYS OF STEANISHIP8.
Tf'.'iH

K %11.no tun.

HUMlEMiANkOI'.

—

Myrrh.

o

-■

Kansas Pacific Consols.
Oregon Nav. Ists.i\a{?

Sup.7V4@b
si).6V%@0

..

I By Telegrr.pl).]

....

and Money Market.
Now York stock

8@8Vi

NEW HAVEN-Ar 14th, »cli Lawrence Haynes,
Lewis Wiscasset.
PROVIDENCE—Sid lOtli, sell Henry, Falklugham, New York.
Ar 16tli, schs June
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Bright,Barter, St Simons for Boston; Isaiah Hart,
Baltimore for do; Jas BothweU, Boston for New
York; J K Bodwell, Kockland for Wilmington;
Jennie G Plllsbury, do for Jacksonville.
KDGAKTOWN-Ar 16th, sch Charlie & Willie,
Fhilbrook, New York for Rockland.
HYANNI8—Ar 16th, sch E U Furber, Wentworth, New York for Portland,
Ar 16th, brig Sullivan,
PKOVINCETOWN
Wright, Porto Kico.
BOSTON-Ar 16th. barque Clotilde, Bowden,
Turks Island; schs Messenger,Falker, St Simons.
Ga; Helen Montague, Cooksou. and Almeda Willey, Copeland. Baltimore; Kosle & Adria, Berry,
Elizabeth por; Wapella, Wentworth, v-vYork;
Lama T Chester, Beale, Kockport.
Ar 17th, sells K M Sawyer, Wilson. Hoboken;
Frank Herbert, Herrick, Port Johnson; Eunice P
Newcomb, Allen, Deer Isle; Jas Ponder, Bullock,
Belfast; Antelope, Hanks, Kockport.
Cld 17th, sch Will H Allison, Blaeklngton, Fernandina.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 16th. schs Forest City, fill
New York for Salem; LT Whitmore,do for Portsmouth; Sarah A Blalsdell, Ellsworth for NYork;
Nellie E Gray, New York for Kockland; Idaho,
do for Portland; King Dove, Rockland for St Augustine; Victory, do for New York.
SALEM—Ar 14111, sch Elvira, Lamson, Ellzabetliport; Elbridge Gerry, Clark, Rockland.
Ar 16th, sell Clara Jane. Allen, Hoboken.
In port Kith, schs Win Deming, Hodgkins. Calais lor New York; C YV Locke, Lamson, N York
lor Portsmouth; Palestine, Chadwick, Calais for
New Y'ork; J Nickerson, Winslow, New York for
Portland.
l'OKTSMOUTH—Sid 16th, sch Vulcan, Lewis,
Kockport for New York.
Below, schs Vulcan, Lewis, Kockport for New
York; I .a lira T Chester, and Antelope. Banks, do
for Boston: KP Newcomb. Allen, Deer isle for
do; F E llalloek, Baker, Boston for Portland.
BELFAST—Ar 13lh, sch Addle YVessels, Miller,
Portland
BATH—--Id 16tlL sch EdgarC ltoss, (new, 370)
Quillin, Norfolk.

...

f

i.

Lena.

t

...
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steady,

drain Quotations.
I’rtlOAOO BOARIJ OF TitAJJK
WHIlA

do

..

The
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Mreutl.

Pilol

NEW YOKE, Jan. 17 1888. The.’following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
88
CMorH<h«*<’oni.
27 60
Hocking Coal
»;oioe8i4iiie. .. 10V4
Ontario...27
12%
Quicksilvei.
38
di» in efoir**
2 66
..
Standard

day-jer-nay?”

‘•Blow me if I know, why?
house as
“’Cause I’ve got a hoarder up to the
we ain t
wants one about 11 o’clock, an’ I’m sure
got no sicli thing on the hull farm.”
If
the
at
one
store,
kin
git
mebbe
you
“Well,
not, try the ’potheearles.”

wn.'

(Store.15@T6
Oranges.
3 50 a 4 25:
Florida....
Eggs.
ex >.*s ..25a26
6
60iKastein
Valencia
00@6
M 1- a aud Par
|Can & Western..24®26
20@2l
Pa’'ll in, i>hx.3 (Ml® 3 OOlLiined.

Mining 8toc*i

..

iGood.17@18

Malagers....

...

tho cause behind.

sum

u-es..13-14 Bed loi»....«2Vfe®S2%
Ducks.IS® 161 Timothy Seed 2 76®2%
'Clover. 8%@12Vio
Apples.
Choice ealtng|3 0O@3 60
Chese.
Common
17o@.2oO Vermont— 10 @l3Vi
Fancy lialdus
@3 00 N.Y. factory 10 a 13 Vs
K\si 01 at.ru pnl2al3c
Butter.
1 Creamery v tr...26®27
Lemons.
Palermo.4 Oo®4 60Gllt Edge Ver....25®2U
M.«m.4 00@4 60|Cholco.19® 20

118%
Lbu-agia
North* esterij
97%
blue,
prei......
air
Boston
Bultngto'. » Cedar Kapids. 26
139
r.l.-.
Metropolitan
7
Mum «*>*• tajms.
i40Va
Pu Union
2*34
Ohio & Miss.

Milch
of Hermon,
Seymour Thatcher, M. O-,
N. V., says Wistab’s Balsam ok Wild Chbbby
the
cures a cough by loosening and cleansing
the
lungs aud allaying irritation, thus removing
aud leaving
cause instead of drying up the cough

FtelliilSi.

Chickens.12*15|Extrac. 7V«
Seeds.
Fowls.IL lro.14

44

■ ■

*1600*81600;

Servant—Changed her color. Me and two other
ladies did her worruk, but she slnt us off, aud got
av us.
a lot of irapedint naygurs in the place

a

tateoTo

i'.Mt

01

..

»-envern!o <.rai’rte, new
Wnlnail-. 51. lamia ft Pacific

9a9V*c

:<>nrtural.ay

-1 PotMoes
4 oo@6 OOiVaiencia.
7hi&8
Onions * bbl 3 75,ffi4 001
Sugar.
V u'kevs.
lr,.7%
i6a,17|Knui.

WeHs.Kargoh.xnress.ex-d. 'ri

“ut’ESam&e

Lady- Why did you leave Mrs. Mullet?
Servant—Oh, she changed her color.

“Say, Joshua, what’s

fea Beaus.. .2 66a2 75j
■tedium....2 45®2 oolCenteuulal. 8%
(1. rn.AU 10Q2 25®2 401
Raisins.
Yellow;' Kyes. 2 20® 2 40 > Muscat el.... 2 26® 3 36
itaio
bush 75c@86c[LondoULay'r 2 60®3 00

Canton...

Kmmv

i_7k-..

24
87

Sierra Nevada.
Onhir.

5»» “now how
My friend, look here! and
you know
weak and nervous your wife Is,
her, now why
that Carter s leu, PEN will relieve
a box?
not he fair about It and buy her

n

Open- Closlug
lug
bid*
107% 107%
93%
93%
28y4
28%
64%
64%
108% 108%
76%
76%
40%
40%
57%
57%
78%
78%
22
21%
91%
91%
180% 129%
100% l(m%
78
78%
65%
05%

[By Tdegrapn.]

Cook—Please, *m, X wishes to give warulngthe mal ci?
Mlstress (surprised)—Why. what s to
get mai
is. niu’m, I’m going

mum:

New York Central..
Lake Shore.

Erie

iUiw

Cook—The fact

silion

ing

bid.

—

WIT AND WISDOM.

Miiircss—Why, cook,

Clos-

Opening

..

Tliomaston, 8. Delano.
Vtnalliaven, A. II. Vinal.
Waldohoro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, C. 11. Hayes.
Yarmouth, W. F. Bennett.

1

Jan. 17

Jan. 16.

18.
WEDNESDAY MORNING, JAN.
THE

dobag...24 00®26 00
lit Louis st’gt
roller..... .4 75®600 Mlddl ngs. 24 00@26 60
clear ao.... 4 76®4% do bag lots,25 00@27 00
Provisions.
Winter Wheat
Patents.6 00®6 25 PorkBacks
...18 60®19 00
Fish.
Clear ....18 Oil® 18 25
Ood. * qll—
LargeShore 4%@4 261 Mess.16 00® 16 60
Large Bank3 7 5 a 4 00 i Beet—
Small.S00@’3 60l Ex Mess. 8 00® 8 60
0 00@9 25
Pollock.2 26®3 251 Plate....
Haddock.160§2 00| Ex Plate 950@1000
Hake.1 76(5c2 OOlLardI Tubs $1 *..8 @HV*c
Herring
Tierces.... 8
scaled *> bx.. 16® 18c
@8Vic
No i.
0@141 Pails.8 @9 c
Hams .* lb 10%@11%
»..carrel*M>1—
; ore is.18 00®1800i doooveredl 1 Vi ® 11 *4
Shore 2s. 14 00®16 00|
Oil.
s.ll 00.5T3 001 Herneeur—
'I■11
.-lei. l et. 7%
Large ..1200«1400!Po
Produce.
idee—
[Platt A8t’l,*bbi. 11
7 10® 8 0 IDevoe’s Krill lain. 30%
»«.«..
Cod
9
OO.u
lo
Cape
OOt Ligoula.
8%

The follow.ng arc to-day’s closing quotations of

»•«». “>«.

«.»», »’ U (mixed) at MO p. ■■
Ear Hiiccorappn,Cumberland Till.,

Wr.»
1,1001; JnuliM snd Wood fold’. Ml J.
and
0.341
«.04»,
1.00,
in..
and 10.410a.
(mlxwl) *•.?O p. m.
4444
a.
14*
a...
Pw I'.ml t cur (Onri>|)
:lsOO mid 0.‘J4i p. m.
The 1.04* p. m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Janet, with Hooonr Tunnel Haute tot
the West, and at tin inn Depoi, Wnreexlee, let
Nrw Vork rla Nor wick I.mc, and nit ruli,
^Springfield, also with N. V. Or H. E. B. H
("Steamer Maryland Koute’’) for Pbilndrlphln.
13 iliimorr. Washington, and the Ptootb. and
With Hooton 3k Albany B. B. for the Went.
Close connection made at Westbrook J. in
lion with through trains ol Main* entral It.K. and

1

via

Portland, with through
at Grand Trunk
trains of Grand Trunk Hallway
to
all
Tickets
Throuuh
points West and South
Perk
may tie han of S. H. MKI.1.KN.Ticket Agent,
foot of Preble street.
at
heater
Depot
land ft Hoc
oodfonPs.
•Doe* not stop at
rKTKKS SliDt.

Transfer,

OCt22(ltf

»»

1IKBKBY «l»

subscriber has been duly
NOTIt'K
ol the Will ol

K.N,

trat

the

appointed Execu-

trix

A. QUINBY, late of Portland
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
taken upon herself that trust as the law
All
directs.
persons having demands upon
required
the estate of said deceased, are
and
all
exhibit the same;
persons
to
Indebted to said estate are called upon to make
to
payment
^.joeLA QUINBY, Executrix,
Portland, January 3, 1888. laulldlawW3w*

FREDERICK

In
has

IS

HEBKBY UIVKV that the

subscriber has been duly appointed and takNOTIt'K
himself the trust of Administrator of the

upon
estate of
FRANK A. CLARKE, late of Portland
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhtbit the same; and ull persons Indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
AUGUSTUS O. CLARKE, Adm'r.
Portland January 3,1888.
Jant ldlawWSw*
en

STEPHEN BERRY,
Jolt and $<ud ifawki,

EXCURSIOSSTO CALIFORNIA.
EVERY WEEK VIA ALL LIVES.
For tickets and Information, apply to the Tlcke
Boston Ai Maine R. R., Commercial street
Station. Lowest rates to all points West and
dec20dtf
South.
Agent

To Vessel Owners.
il.tlK l ort Clyde Marine Railway has been tbor
ll ouglily rebuilt, and Is now In readtucss to
take out alt vessels in need ol repairs. All work
dispatched quickly aud satisfaction guarante-d
W. 0. BTlMPSUN.Ja
Address.
Port Clyde. Me.
deolButf

T HE
WEDNESDAY MORNING, JAN. 18.
AKP VICINITY.

OSTLAMD

ADVEIITINE.lfEiyTIt TO-HAW.

N*M

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre—W. J. Florenoe.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Associtt n.
Soldiers’ and Sailors' Monument Co.
Portland & Boothbay Meanihoat
Dollars.
Thousand
Reward—One
Horatio Staples-Middle street.
Eastman Bros. St Bancroft.
H. C. Leslie. Agent—2.
Standard Clothing Co.
For Sale—Peat Moss.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Tenement to Let.
Girl Wanted.

__

MItS. WINSLOW’S
Advice lu mothers.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sulTcrer at once; it produces natural, quiet Bleep
by relieving the child from pain, and the little
cherub, awakes us “bright as a button.” ft ia
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and is the best known remedy
lor diarrhoea, whether arising from teetliiug 01
ether causes Twenty-five cents a bottle.
—

X—^

FM&W&wly

ianl6

Frank J. Pierce, Periodical Depot
Augusta, Me.: “1 am pleased to say tbattwc
bottles of your valuable Adamson’s Cough Balsan
has entire cured me of a cough of nearly a year’s
standing. I have tried many mixtures duriuf
that time without success. Trial size 10 cents.
eod&wlw
Janie
From

_

Angouturn Hillers are endorsed by all tin
leading physicians and chemists, for their purity
and wholesomeness. Beware of counterfeits, ant
ask your grocer and druggist for the genulm
article, prepared by Dr. J. G. B. Slegert St Sous
codAwlw
an 1.6
A woman who is weak, nervous auc
sleepless, and who has cold hands and feet, can
not act like a well person. Carter’s Iron Pill:
equatize the circulation, remove nervousness, am
give strength and lest.
d&wlw
Janl7

Engadine

The

perfume. Tills supert
Bouquet, Atkinson's
distillation sweetly recalls fragrant Swiss flowers,
Bright Jewels, in a setting of perpetual snow.
now

mchSO_W4tS

“Best cure for Consumption is the old Boston
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam.’
novl8eod&w6m-cw

at WestMr.Fred M. Patten, station agent
his
hand badly while
brook. injured
shackling cars Saturday.
Hon. J. W. Wakefield of Bath has gone
to Wasliineton, 1). C., where he will stay a
couple of weeks or more.
I)r. E. B. Cheney, President of Bates College, Lewiston, and Hon. L. G. Downs,
Calais, are mentioned for electors at large.
E. C. Allen, the Augusta millionaire publisher, used to sell raspberries from a tin pail
His various pubin the streets of that city.
lications have 1,200,000 subscribers.
Rev. E. P. Wilson, who has accepted a call
to the Woodford’s Congregational church,
tendered ills resignation Sunday as pastor of
the Phillips Congregational church at Water]
town, Mass.
Mr. Harrison Bird, a respected business
man of Boston for many years, and one of
the oldest of Faneuil Hall Market; died at
his home in Brookline Saturday. He was a
native of Portland. Mr. Bird leaves a son.
Wm. H. Bigelow, Esq., left Augusta for
Washington last Saturday to assume his
duties as postmaster of the Senate. His
friends will be pleased to learn that lie has
nearly recovered his health.
Mr. R. L. Day will be remembered by
many of our citizens. He was formerly a
partner with Mr. Charles M. Rice in the
paper business on Exchange street. Some
years ago he moved to Indianapolis, Ind.,
where he has been engaged in the life insurHe died in that city on t.ie
ance business.
10th inst., leaving a widow and family.
Mr. William H. Stanwood died in Santa
Barbara, Cal., January 3d, aged 52 years.
He was born in Brunswick, and was engaged in the ship chandlery business in I860
on Market street under the firm name of
Stanwood & Dodge. After the fire he was
engaged in sheep raising in California. He
leaves a widow and four children. His death
was caused by Bright’s disease.
The Oxford Democrat says this of two
popular Oxford county men: “James S.
Wright, Esq., is mentioned by some of the
State papers as a candidate for Speaker of
the next House of Representatives. Why
not? No Oxford Bear dies a yearling. Senator Charles H. Gilbert of Canton has been

DON’T
let that cold of yours run on.

You tlduk it is

Otherwise there s trouble ahead.
QAll the diseases of tl> ie parts, head, nose
throat, bronchial tubes gud ungs, can he delight
fully and entirely owed by the use of Boschee’f
German Syrup. If you don’t know this already
liousamld and thousands of people can tell you,
They have been cured by it, and “know how it is
themselves.” Bottle only 75 cents. Ask any
matter.

druggist.

______________

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDOE HASKELL.

■

Tuesday-.—John McCormick vs. Isaac F. Sturdi*
vant. Tills was an action to recover for personal
injuries claimed to have been received upon Sturdivant’s wharf in June, 1886. 1’lalntltf wasjengauedasa stevedore In the loading of a vessel
with lumber, and in passing from the shed to the
vessel with a piece ot timber on his shoulder, he
stepped through a hole in the wharf, and sustained, as he claimed, permanent Injuries.
The defence introduced evidence to show that
the portion of the wharf where the accident was
alleged to have occurred, was leased to Kussell,
I-ewls & Co., by lease dated March 12,1877, for a
period of five years. Hie lease containing no cove
naut ior repairs, and that at the expiration of tilts
written lease, in March, 1882, the same was continued by verbal agreement to the present time,
upon the same terms, except that a larger portion
of the wharf has since been occupied Dy the lesDefendant desees, and au additional rent paid.
nied all knowledge of the alleged defect or the inreceived
to
have
been
claimed
by the plainJnry
tiff until served with the papers in tins suit, and
claimed that the injury, if any, was due to plaintiff’s own negligence; defendant also introduced
medical testimony to show that no permanent infor dejury existed, and contended that liability
fect In the wharf, if any defect existed, was upon
the lessees, and not upon the lessor, he having
given no covenant to repair, but the Court ruled
that the lessor, as owner, would be liable to the
plaintiff (or the safe condition of the wharf.
After being out about three hours, the jury
sealed up their verdict, attd will report Wednesdav morning.
W. M. Bradley,
H. D. ilaulock,
T. L. Talbot.
G. H. Towusheud,

SUPERIOR COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Tuesday—State vs. Kate Dunphy, Indicted for
keeping and maintaining a nuisance on Green

street.
G. M.

Verdict,

not

guilty.

Selders, county attorney. E. M. Band.
State vs. Kate Flaherty, Indictment for keeping
and maintaining a liquor nuisance on Centre
street at her dwelling house. On trial.
G. M. Selders, comity attorney.
D. A. Meaher.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

'•s

BEFORE JUDOE OOULD.

TuEsbiuA.—Michael Ford. Intoxication. Fitted
$3 and costs.
Anthony State and William E. Dole. Intoxica-

tion. Each lined $4 and one-half costs.
John K. Edgar. Common drunkard. Sixty days
in the county Jail.
Maggie Howard. Vagabond and idle person.
Sixty days hi the city house of correction.
William A. Boberts and John Dolan. Larceny.
Each two months in the county Jail.
BRIEF JOTTINCS.

The Masonic Journal and the Odd Fellews’
Register for January are out.
It was very cold in the early morning yesterday, the mercury indicating 2° below zero.
During the day the mercury rose and snow

began falling.
The officers of Falmouth Encampment
installed last evening, and the Press
returns thanks for the good things which
were received from the banquet table.
Last evening the members of the St. Dominic’s choir were pleasantly entertained by
Rev. Father Murphy at his residence on
State street.
There is a movement on foot to run a heated freight car on the Maine Central for the
benefit of our merchants who wish to ship
were

perishable goods.
Promising Poet.
“Traveller” in the Lewiston Journal says:
“ISowdoin has another promising poet in
college. He is a member of the Senior class
and a resident of Portland. He graduated
from the Portland High School three years
Up to this
ago, at the head of his class.
time in his college course he is generally
conceded to have stood at the head in scholarship. He has written several poems since
entering college which have received flattering notice from eminent authors and critics.
He is held in the highest esteem by his fellow
students, and is regarded as one of the most
talented men whoso names have been on the
roll of Bowdoin’s students for several years.
A brilliant career is predicted for him by
Bowdoin men.”
A

1469.

The following officers were elected:
President—Albro E. Chase.

to address

it

at

its

monthly

supper next

Ancient Brothers No. 4, John M. Brown: I.lgonia
No. 6, Daniel Brooks ; Beacon No. 07, w. 11. Willard; Umtv No. 3, George 8. Winn; Harmony
No. 19, Beiij. 1. Small.
The following is a summary of the treas-

urer’s report:
Dr.
Jan. 1,1887.
To deposits in Saving banks.$ 1,034.20
To Cash from secretary. 38,126.00
To Dividends, interest, eic.
1,630.49

*40,789.69

Cr.

By 24Vb benefits paid.*36,600.00
988.17
By Portland Water Co.’s bond.
By deposits and balance. 1,633.77
1,647.78
By expenses.
$40,789.69There are invested funds of $10,540 par
value and $13,326 market vaine.
Ivanhoe Lodge, K. of P.
Ivanhoe Lodge, No. 25, K. of P., celebrated its seventh anniversary last evening

in Castle Hal), a large audience being
Chandler's ercliestra furnished
present.
music. The nrocramme consisted of readings by Miss Helen Foster and Prof. J. Addison Tuck and singing by Mrs. Fellows,
Mrs. Morrison, Messrs. Shaw, Thurston
and Shaw. An order of
eight dances
followed. The committee of arrangements
P. C.,
were: P. C., Edward C. Reynolds;
Frank H. Verrill: C. C., Henry Evans; V.
C., Charles A. Strout; P. C., William P.
Stearns; W. W. Barnes; P. C., Frank A.
Nelson: L. M. Bickford; Jabez True; Wil-

Gay.
An Old Cun.

Last Saturday afternoon while three
brothers, named Jewett, were returning
from a trip to the place where the barque A.
C. McGuire went ashore at Portland Head
Light a while ago, and unearthed a historical relic in the shape of an old cannon. The
gun wis originally 10 feet in length, but the
waves and rocks have worn away about
From the apthree feet from the muzzle.
pearance of the gun it is calculated that it
has been in the water over 100 years. Great
grooves are worn in its sides, and in some

places It is worn nearly into the bore.
weighs between 1100 and 1500 pounds.

It

Mrs. Bellows's Readings.
Mrs. Rellows’s

readings

from modern En-

glish poets, advertised in the amusement
column of the Pkess, are not the lecture
given by her last winter, at Mrs. Caswell’s
school, but an entirely new course of readings, with brief illustrative comments from
the writings of Tennyson, Mrs. Browning,
Jean Ingelow, and others, to be
Friday afternoons, at 4 o’clock, beginning Jan. 20th, at No. 96 Park street,

Shelley,
given

on

■where tickets for the

course can

be obtained.

The Accident at Kenncbunk.

The man who was run over Saturday night
between Biddeford and Kennebunk by Conductor Gilman's train proves to bo John
McMenamin of this city, McMenamin was
unmarried. Tho body was brought to Port-

night.
begun yesterday.

land last
4

A coroner’s inquest was
After the examination of

witnesses, the inquest adjourned to
Friday. __
seven

<#

hk

Longshoremens

Ball.

The Portland Longshoremens Benevolent
Association will give their nintli annual ball
tomorrow evening at City Hall. This SocieIts obty is a large and flourishing one and
a worthy patronage.
to
it
commend
jects
Chandler will provide the music which is

saying all that is needed.

This

ten dollars.

may be

sum

1’oktlanp, Jan. 10, 1888.
Dear Sir:—Tlie Longfellow Statue, with pedesand set in State
tal and foundation,
Street Square.will cosi'about'cleven thousand dollars. of the cost of the statue alone (eight thousand dollars), more than seven thousand dollars
have already been secured. The granite for The
elaborate aud massive pedestal has been generously given, but tlie expense of cutting and placing ft will not be less than twenty-four hundred
dollars, and If delayed beyond the winter months,
The arrival of the
must be more than that,
statue may be expected early in the summer, and
work on the pedestal should be contracted for at
once to avoid delay In the erection of the statue.
Those who have seen the model In Rome speak of
It is believed that
it In terms of highest
Mr. Simmons lias produced a work of art
and of our beautiof the fame of Mr.

completed

praise.
Longfellow,

worthy

ful city. It is imperatively necessary, however,
that the sum of $8400 required for the pedestal
and to complete the payments to the sculptor,
should be raised at ones. The only resource Immediately available is a general subscription. The
committee anpoiuted t» raise tlie money have resolved to appeal to the Portland members of the
Association, and to other Portland people who are
regardful of the credit of the city, for contributions to this worthy object. The committee feel
that the contribution, In each case, need not and
should not be burdensome. They have decided,
therefore, to ask those who take part in the movement to raise at least ten dollars each. You are
respectfully luvited to provide that sum, or more,
either by canvassing among your lriends, or as
personal gift. The money may be paid to
le treasurer, Mr. Philip Henry Brown, at his
office on Middle street, or will be sent for on notice to tlie secretary, Mr. Thomas Tasli,; at his
office in the City Building.
By order of the committee,
Chabi.es F. Libby,
President of the Association.

Sour

PORTLAND A OCDENSBURC.
Annual Meetings of the Two Corporations.

A man went into W. F. Todd’s jewelry
yesterday, and said Rev. Dr, Whitaker
wanted him to bring down three watches to
his house, as he wished to select one of them
The jewas a birthday present for his son.
eller declined to deliver the watches to the
store

man, but sent a messenger to Dr. Whitaker's
to inquire if he had authorized the stranger
Dr. Whitaker said he had
to call on him.
We do not know
given no such order.

whether the game

was

tried elsewhere

the Portland &
The annual meetings
Ogdensburg Railroad and the Portland
& Ogdensburg Railway Company were held
at tbe offices of the companies on West Commercial street yesterday morning.
Railroad
The Portland & Ogdensburg

Company was called to order at 10 a. m. by
the president, Samuel J. Anderson.
Upon motion of H. N. Jose, Esq., it was
voted to adjourn to the time of the next annual meeting, to be called, of the corporation. The annual meeting of the Portland
& Ogdensburg Railway Company was called
to order at 11 a. in., President Anderson in
the chair.
It was voted to suspend the reading of the

annual reports (they were published in yesterday morning’s Pbkss) and to accept them.
It was voted to

proceed

or

Dr. D. S. Crandin.
Dr. D. S.JGrandin.who died at Upper Gloucester, December 26, was one of the oldest
Garrlsonians at the time of his death. He
was a man faithful in the performance of
duty, ready to receive and investigate new
ideas; keeping his mind open to truth in ail

to the election of

directors. The voting was on the bonds as
the stock had never been distributed.
Upon motion of Mayor Chapman, a committee of three was appointed to sort and
count the votes for directors, and Mayor
Chapman, Messrs. II. N. Jose and W. F.
Milliken appointed said committee. They
reported the whole number of shares voted
as 34,654; necessary for a choice, 12,328.
The following gentlemen received the full
vote and were elected:
Francis Fessenden,
Samuel J. Anderson,
Horatio N. Jose,
Frederick N. Dow.
Willard H. Woodbury,
Weston F. Mllllkeu,
Charles H. Amsden,
Sidney W. Tbarter,
Charles J. Chapman.
Stephen R. Small,
There being no further business before
the meeting, it was voted to adjourn.
President Anderson stated he should be
called away to New York, and the organization of the directors will not take place till
the monthly meeting, the first Tuesday In

THE

SYMPHONY

To-night the Boston Symphony Orchestra,
sixty musicians, led by Mr. Geriche, and Mr.
Fritz Giese, the celebrated violoncellist, will
give a concert at City Hall. Good seats can
be obtained at Stockbridge’s. The following
will be the programme:
Academic Overture.Brahms
Solos for Violoncello:

Nocturne.Chopin

!o. PapUlou.Popper
b. Moment

Musical.Schubert

c.

Mr. Fritz Giese.
Adagio from Symphony No. 2.Dvorak
Fhaetoa (Symphonic Poem).SatutSaeus
[Phaeton, the son of Ifelois and Clymeuc, had obtained from his father permission to drive the
chariot of the sun for a single day. Unaccustomed to the task, he loses control of the fiery
chargers. The naming chariot, spreading terror
lu its path, approaches the terrestrial regions.
The universe Is threatened with destruction,
when Jupiter, by a flash of lightning, stops the
Imprudent Phaeton and casts him into the river

Krldanus.]

Ia. Gounod—Meditation.Bach
lb. Bach rich—Garette.Bach
Overture—Tanuhaeuser .Waguer
YOUNG

MEN B

CHRISTIAN

ASSOCIATION

COURSE.

The closing entertainment in the Young
Men’s Christian Association course, a recital
of Shakespeare’s historical tragedy “Julius
Csesar,” by Hannibal A. Williams of New
York city, will be given at City Hall, on
Saturday evening, Jan. 21st, instead of on
Thursday evening as heretofore announced.
THE

PORTLAND STARS.

The Portland Stars, a concert company
consisting of the “ideal young artists of the
Forest City,’’ has been organized, consisting
of a violinist, soloist, banjo and guitar artist,
a lady and a gentleman reader, and a pianist.
The manager of the company is Fred W.
Adams, principal of the Portland School of

Expression.

MISS

STERLING’S CONCERT.

It is hoped that all friends and acquaintance of Miss Etta C. Sterling, the well
known soprano of this city, will be present
at the concert given by her at City Hall
Tuesday evening, Jan. 24th. She will be assisted by the Rossini Concert Company of
Boston with which she is engaged. Miss
Sterling has always shown her willingness
to assist in all church and charitable associations here, and we trust the people of this
will show their

present that evening.

appreciation by being

NOTES.

Mine. Qerster, whose voice failed her recently when she attempted another tour, is
living in New York with her brother, i)r.
Qerster.
Young Uofmau is to lead an orchestra for
the first time in his life at a New York concert soon.
He will conduct Herr -Neuendorff’s orchestra of 100 pieces in the performance of the “Polonaise Americaine,” the
music and orchestration of which is the

boy’s

own

composition.

The Old Folks’ Concert was repeated with
excellent success at Couaress Suuare church
last mgtit.
Notwithstanding the storm there was a
good sized audience present at the second
representation of “The World’’ at Portland
Theatre last night aud all went away pleased.
A specialty company are giving entertaining performances at Park Gardeo.

party adjourned.

the front in Maine as one of her best men
The sergeant put in
with the military rifle.
some fine work at the last State shoot In this
city. Sergt. G. T. Crockett and Private J.
Carter are said to be able to hit the bull’seye oftener than any others.”
Portland

Woman’s Christian
ciation.

Asso-

At the January meeting of this Association
held at the rooms, No. 26 Spring street, the
reports made to the directors were very gratifying. The boarding house is under excellent management, aud gives satisfaction to
all interested. The secretary, Miss C. M.
Dow, presented New Year’s greetings from
Associations In London, Eng., received in
an interesting letter, to which a cordial re
sponse was voted by the Board.

_

The Standard Clothing Company.
The Standard Clothing Company advertises their annual January mark-down sale

of men’s and boys' clothing.

An excellent

opportunity is alforded to purchase winter
clothing at prices that cannot fail to please
everybody.

OFFICERS ELECTED.
PORTLAND STEAM PACKET COMPANY.

These officers were elected
President—H. J. Libby.

yesterday:

B. Coyle.
Treasurer and General

Agent—J. F. Llscomb.
Directors—Charles Fobcs, H. J. Llbbv, John
B.
J.
J.
Coyle, 8. Kicker.
Englis, Jr.,
YOUNG LADIES’ SEWING CIRCLE.
The annual meeting of the &' oung Ladies’
Sew ing Circle was held Monday afternoon,
at the residence of Mrs. George C. Frye.
The following officers were elected:
President—Mrs. George C. Frye.
Vice President—Miss Josie Foster,
Secretary—Mrs. Frank Wtdbur.
Treasurer—Miss Alice Whitney.
Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded in the Registry of Deeds:
to

Jane E.

Whittier. *1.
Cape Elizabeth—A. W. Kelsey to J. C. Knapp.
Wfndham-D. M. Wescott to F. P. Elliott. $1
and other considerations.
Gorham—W. W. Strout to G. A. Strout. $100.
SUBURBAN

NEWS.

WOODFORDS.

The supper and concert given at Clark
Memorial church on Monday evening, proved
a grand success in every respect. Shaw’s
quartette appeared at a disadvantage, owing
to the illness of Mr. Frank A. Bowdoin.who
could not be present; but the other gentlemen were in Cue voice, and showed themselves masters of the situation, and substituted trios in place of quartettes. The large
audience present
were
greatiy pleased
with all the selections.
Mr. A. W. Ayer,
was
in
his
best mood, and was much
reader,
His impersonation of Mr. Watkins
enjoyed.
calleid forth rounds of applause.
Special cars were kindly furnished by the
horse railroad company, to convey a large
number of young people from Portland, to
whom suDDcr was gratuitously furnished hv
the ladies of the church, and it was greatly

appreciated.

We bespeak for Mr. Shaw and his quartette, with Mr. Ayer, a grand reception
whenever they are pleased to come to Woodfords again.
The annual sociable and supper of the S.
C. E., of the Woodford’s Congregational
church will be held this evening in the vestry. Music will be furnished by the Schubert

Quartette,

WESTBBOOK.

A petition, headed by John E. Warren of
Cumberland Mills, and very generally signed
by the taxpayers of Westbrook Is to be presented to the selectmen asking that a reward
be offered for the apprehension and conviction of the murderer of Mrs. Stacks. A reward of at least 8600 will be offered.
SACCABAPPA.

D. D. G. C. Waterhouse of Presumpscot
Valley Lodge, assisted by C. A. Moses as G.
V. C., Jabez Dickey as P., and W. M. Wr rren, G. M. at A., installed the officers of
Westbrook Lodge, No. 27, K. of P., last

night

as

follows:

accounts

Sheeting, good quality

Cotton

moderate price.
We couldn’t give it
then, nobody could.

GOBI! AM.

“1 know a hawk from a handsaw.”
know Index Soap from any other soap.

I

In North Yarmouth, Jan. 14, bv Rev. J. B. Carrutbers, Henry L. Lawrence of Gray and Miss
Ada F. Mountfort of Cumberland.
In Kumford Centre. Jan If, Lewis C. Akers and
Miss Annie Andrews, botb of Andover.
In Richmond, Dec. 20, Wm. A. Smith and Miss
Mary A. Yeatou.
In Waterville, Jan. C, Wm. W. Chapman and
Mrs. Vesta A. Southard.
In Waterville, Jan. 7, Charles Butler and Miss
Alvalina Pooler, both of Winslow.
In Belfast, Dec. 28, Mrs. Abby G., widow of
Capt. James Gilchrist, aged 70 years 9 months.
In Camden, Dec. 24. George W. Knight, aged 46
years 4 mouths.
In Vinalliaven, Jan, 1, Capt. Jonas Mills, aged
69 years 6 moutns.
In Vinalliaven, Jsn. 2, Henry C., sou of John
Vlual, aged 43 years.

always.)

ah, there’s another end

But

nesday.]

In Battery. Jan. 13, Lucretia P. Uay, late of
of the late David Hay, aged 90 years
7 months.
lu Mechanic Falls, Dec. 29, Mrs. Jane March,
aged 94 years 2 months.
In Lamoine, Jan. 2, Mary Jane Smith, aged 77
years.
In Livermore Falls. Dec. 26, Aslier D. Horn of
Farmington and Miss Cora M. Dain of Livermore
Falls.
In Augusta, Dec. 24, Edwin T. Farr and Miss
Mary E. Cartland.

Bath, relict

[The funeral service of the late Ann Mayberry
will take place this Wednesday forenoon at 9
o’clock, at St. Stephens Church.

A Fair Trial

tilter-board and that’s
It’s this,
Our buyer went to Lowell
last Thursday and blundered
on to a vast mass of manufacturers

remnants

Bleached Cotton,
Unbleached Cotton, Cotton
Flannel, Shaker Flannel.

lengths

100 Doses One

of

We have turned the whole
central aisle of our store into
a Remnant Hurrah!
January is naturally a dull
month.
We propose to galvanize this
present January into a nimble
triskiness, transiorm

it

Listen again, here’s
less yards of unbleached

yard wide,

firm and

a

short

Yard.

that, like an Oxford County stone wall, its actually higher
when you tip it over, than when
it stands right side up.
So
this cotton, which-ever way you
turn it, it’s wider than it is
long, and, like a stone wall too
in its substance and durability,
17 Cts. a Yd. (Regular value
is 30 cts. a yd.)
Once more listen, Six hundred and forty four yards Shaker Flannel remnants, soft,
stout, warm and good, 8 Cts.
a Yard.
Come now my friends, here’s
your cotton opportunity, ’tisn’t

Dollar.

d&wlynrm

Society of Art.
The annual meeting of the Portland Society of Art for the election of officers and
such other business as may come before the
meeting, wil) take place in the Society building, Deering Place, on Wednesday evening,
January 26th, 1888, at 8 o’clock.
William S. Lowell, Secretary,

Overcoats, comprising “Worumbo’’ Kersey Beavmade up firster, Whitney Eiysian, and other popular qualities, goods
close certain
to
now
offered
and
$22,
class, and made to retail at $20
lots at $15 each.

plain

grade

A few lots of fine
$3 5 to only $?5 each.

Overcoats reduced in

The largest and best variety of heavy Driving Ulsters to be found
in this city; sizes as large as 50 breast measure aud in all qualities.

JaulS

-WILL

SICK

Headache, yet Carter

b

Little Liver Pills

are

equally valuable in Constipation, curing and pre

venting this annoying complaint, while they also

correct all disorders of the s tomach.stimulate the
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only
cured
I
Ache they would bo almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here,and those
who onoe try them will find these little pills valuable in bo many ways that they will not be willing to do without them. But after all 6ick Load

ACHE

la the bane of so many lives that here is where
wo make our great boast. Our pills cure it wbilo
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
4se them. In vialsat 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
>y druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York,

MR Small Dose. Small ft*#

Seal Plusli and

Astrachan

Sacks, Plush
Wraps, Newmarkets,

Raglans, Jackets, Gretcliens, Coats

and

|aul8

1S-1

England,

them

To-day

to

lady to know
WANTED-Every
days will send Dr. French’s Ladles’ Suptor Back and Kidneys, Female Weaknesses,
8>rter
dollar, and four cents In stamps for
c., for
two dollars. H. C. LESone

postage. Regular price
LIE, Agent, 217 Federal St., Portland.

Boot and Shoe Jobber, two
to travel

one

stairs tenement of eight rooms;
conveniences; location cen18-1
Apply 98 ELM ST.

l,HT—Up
TO sunny;
modern

tral.

Stt riOS

»

«

«.«•■»

F. 0. BAJLEY * CO.

AUCTIONEERS.
_

SPECIAL SALE
—

or

Piano* and

Organ*!

o’clock a. m
at salesroom, one Chlckering Plano; one Edwards’ piano, one Barton & Cobb piano; one Small
AKnlght large cabinet organ; one Geo. Woods*
cabinet organ; also a lot of household furniture,
carpets, stoves, Ac.
Janl7dtd
|y-Ex press copy.
’_

ON

—

to

or

K.,
go
nights preferred.
Press Office.18-1

havesever sold.

Are You Familiar willi the Plans

estab-

can

the best

Owen, Moore & Go.

on

WANT*!*—A good girl
woman
do bouse work In
who
HELP
small family;
home
Address K. L.

18-1

Stockings for Children we
This is unquestionably
one of the greatest bargains our Hosiery
Department has offered this season.
are

a

lished routes in Maine and New Hampshire. Address with references and particulars. "A.," Box
1035, Portland. Me,18-1

that for 30

at twenty-five per cent, dis-

count from the marked prices. They are
perfect goods in clean, dark, solid colors,
and

By
WAI4TKD—
experienced salesmen

a

WANTED-Everyone

large lot
of Children’s English Cashmere and All
Wool Hose, (our own importation) we offer

SATURDAY, Jan. 31,

at 10

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

OF TH*

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

runiiuiii

3viuivi9

cvuiivi«

uiiu

monument Association.

REWARD!

SPECIAL MEETING.
of Art.

the

YOU

GEO. W. LEIGHTON,
—

for the Town.

Life

JOHN E. WAKItEN,
for S. D. Warren & Co.

n._il
1
I 111 MUllll

J
UIIU

..

uuvuiuvvhu

THINKINC

OF HAVING A

Size

Crayon

or

anti examine these

on
or

a

margin

telegraph

of
a

per cent.

2

Specialty,

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
[JOSEPH CLEAE Y, Manager,
St., Boston.

^Congress

Integrity

ability

are

unques-

wise provisions of the Maine Non-Eortelture Law apply only to the polloles Issued by
this Company, aud under Its workings extended
Insurance Is provided tor In case of lapse.

THE

CONVERTIBLE

experience, strung, Unanclal condition, large surauu attractive plans and couserva-

exhibition.

the Falmouth
sep28_

Hotel.

to the

(Ire of January 'Jtli,

equitable
Klus, management,
ve

dly

REMOVAL.
OWING
removed to

we

have

249 Commercial St.,

UIKKt'TOKS.
Hon. Josiah H. Drummond, Portland, Maine,
John E. DeWitt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Pekcival Bonnky, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis E. Kino, Portland, Me
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards, Kockuort, Me.
Obokok L. Dkblois, Boston, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Robie, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland, Me.

Store recently occupied by Geo. A. Hunt ft Co.
We shall have a full Hue of

NEW FRESH GOODS,
I

and offer to the trade In lots to suit, at low price*,
goods damaged by fire and water.

FOB A

—

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Proposals
SEALED
and performing the
Mason's and

for

furnish! g materials

labor icnuired for the
Carpenter's Departments of a brick
High School Building for School District No. 4,
Blddeford, Maine, according to plans and spec 111
cations prepared therefor by H. G. Wadlin, will
be received by the building committee until Feb-

11, 1888.
Pi oposals to be properly endorsed on the outand sent to the committee on or before said
date. Separate bids ntll be received for each deruary

side

partment, or for both Included under one bid.
The right Is reserved to reject any or all bids.
Plans may be seen at the office of Superintendent
of School, City Building, Blddeford, on and alter
Tuesday .'Jan. 17.
LEVI W. STONE, )

| rfijEffeL

J. If. DEARBORN,
W. F. LIBBY,
) Committee.

Janl7tfebll

REVERE

HOUSE,

BOSTON.

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg
of business and places

and Lowell depots, centres
of amusement.

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, and now kept on the

EUROPE IX PLAI.
Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached; ample public parlors; gentle
men's cafe and billiard-room added, and nrst-class
In every respect.
■toons

FKo.n 91.00 a d\»;i p.

J‘ F- MERR0W * C0"
oct27

LOW

PwPftfcWygB,

PRICES

OFFICKBS.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President
ARTHUR L. BATES, Secretary,
J. FRANK LANG, Ass’t SecretaryTHOMAS A. FOSTER. M. I)., Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH U. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

will be the order of the day at WYER
GREENE & CO’S for the next *0 days;
all Itrokon Lots. Simmies and .Wlsllts to

lw

BEN

Be AMERICAN INVESTMENT GO.
of Emmetsburg, Iowa.

to residents ot

a

M. A. JEWELL & CO.

M W YORK STOCKS
Bought aiut sold
and upwards.
Orders by mail

on

Opp.

We have Removed lo

jau3

in

are

UN ION MUTUAL

RyjOVAL.
dtl

are

appeals
Maine for their especial patrouage, because
TI1K
HOMK COMPANY, anil because of its age,
it Is

STUDIO,

bj

Kendall & Whitney.

policies
pays Its Iossespromptly.
IT contestable
after three years.
has liberal plans. Us affairs
carefully
IT managed
by Its Board of Directors and Offiwhose
and

SURANCE POLICY.
It you will send your address to the Home Office, or to any of its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full information in regard to the Company
and Its plans.

will leave
at 8.00
East Boothbay for Portland and Intermediate
3.00
about
in
Portland
p. m.
Landings, arriving
connecting with Boston boat at Portland. Freight

Corner Federal and Temple St,

calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
and Massachusetts.

NEW MAINE LAW

m..

Whitney Building,

more

PROPOSALS

every

ate

taken for the above landings at low rates
Freight received and delivered on the wharf
W. H. Bohanon. Telephone No. 087 F.

than 8IX MILLION DOL-

to-day
IT
LARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,

of the UNION MUTUAL contains
THEPOLICY
desirable feature In a PERFEf’T LIFE IN-

After Jan. 1, 1888, Steamer Enterprise will
leave Franklin Wharf every Taevday at 8.1W
a.ai., for Boothbay, South Bristol, East Booth
hay and Femaquid.
Every Friday at 8.30 a. m.. will leave foi
Boothbay, South Bristol and East Boothbay.
Returning will leave Pemaquld every Wrdan
day at 7.00 a. tu., for Portland and Intermedia.

that tbls Company has paid to
policy-holders or their representatives more
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

tioned.

STEAMER ERTERPRISEHCAPT. ALFRED RACE.

Landings.
Every Maturdny

com-

you aware

cers,

of yourself, your friends, or your children, call at
the

vv

that this old and

has

V. W. ALLKV
dtf

High School Building

sterling
you realize
f pany Isa HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
rto
In 1848 under the laws of Maine?

ARE

W. O. BAILEE.
mar 14

—

OF PORTLAND, TIE !

Us

—

Colored Picture

.1.1

PVulllMUl

ARE

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

meet-

Army and
lug
Navy Hall, corner Congress and Brown streets,
on Saturday Evening, January 21,1888. at 7.30
o’clock. The Executive Committee having voted
that it is desirable to have a (Inal determination
of the question whether the structure to be erected in Market Square shall be a monument or memorial building, before asking for additional plans
and estimates, the question will be submitted to
the Association for Its decision at this meeting.
JOHN MARSHALL BROWN, President.
Portland, Jan. 17,1888.JanlBdtd

A reward of ($1000) one thousand dollars is offered for the apprehension and
conviction of the murderer of Mrs Abbit
Stack, late of Cumberland Mills; l$600
five hundred dollars by the town ol
Westbrook, and ($600) five hundred dollars by 8. D. Warren & Co., of Cumber-

Union Mutual

Sec. 1, of the

S,
provisions
UNDER
Constitution, I hereby call
special
of the Association to be held at

Janll

dtl

satisfied

PORTLAND, ME.

know that for 30
days will send Dr. French's Electric Belt
for Lame Back and Kidneys, for one dollar, and
four cents In stamps for postage. Begular price
two dollars. H. C. LESLIE, Agent, 216 Federal
St„ Portland.18-1

In order to entirely close out a

Hayelocks.

Eastman Bros.
& Bancroft.

in New

Clothing

|

JanlSdlfA. MONTUOMKRY, Pres.

This sale includes all our
Fur Lined Circulars,

bargains, feeling

COMP ANT,

MALE-Tlie celebrated Peat Moss, staThis bedding is cheaper, safer
and better than straw. It Is now in use at many
stables ot our prominent horsemen, and Is rapidly
taking the place of all other kinds of betiding. C.
B. DALTON & CO., Sole Agents, 27 PTeble St.

...

CONTINUED DURING THIS WEEK

stock.

_____

Westbrook, Jan 17, 1888.Janl8d2w

BK-

our

PRICE.

ble bedding.
FOR

Discount Sale!

GARMENTS!

bound to reduce

WARB,.MANAGER.

C.

W.

are

We cordially ask your attention to these
must meet your earnest approval.

255 MIDDLE STREET

IF

Ladies', Misses' and Children’s

they

Manufacturers and Retail Dealers of

Largest

We

CLOTHING

STANDARD

land Mills.

-OS’

BOYS’ SUITS.

ONE

STRICTLY

a

THE

goods.

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY.

aboard.

"V'v ■'

i

from $30 and

MEN’S ULSTERS.

If you can’t come, we’ll send
you samples, (that is, while
they last,) but you must know
that six thousand yards of cotton remnants isn’t much more,
than a lunch for this cottonfamished district.
Next week it’ll be something
else, but this week it’s manufacturers’ remnants of cottons.
The whistle blows, “All
aboard!” The train starts, step

WINTER

Sick Headache and relieve all tlie troubles incident to a bilioue state of tho system, euch at
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in tho Sido, to. While their moot
remarkable buccosb has been shown in curing

price

made in these

lower than necessary.

as a

Portland, Me

Large reductions

Extra bargains are ottered in Hoys’ Knee rant Knits at fd.oU
each, for boys, all ages 4 to 14 years; these goods are put at prices lunch

cow s norns.

St.,

,

$20 each.

occa-

H oratio Staples,

BOYS’ REEFERS.

125 Gentlemen’s Dress Overcoats, comprising onr best goods, Milto
ton’s, Eiysian and Chinchilla Beaver, $25 and $28 quality reduced

hazy, nebulous, visionary,
it’s an
to be seen

?ains.

208 Men’s Fine

lengths, 6

bargain,

boys, 4 to 11 years, we are closing out daily many elegant barAbout 50 of those $1.85 Overcoats left that were marked down
rom $3 each.
At $2.50 we offer some nice Cape Overcoats.
$4 buys a handsome full Cape Overcoat, in dark mixed colors, marked down from $6.
All our handsome full Cape and Hood Overcoats that have sold for
$6 to $12, have been reduced in price to $5 and $6 each.
For

$40 each.

in

wide

as

BOYS’ OVERCOATS.

137 Black Moscow Beaver Overcoats, an extra quality of Overcoat
for the money, been selling by us at $12 and $15, now reduced to only

Listen thrice, Nearly five
hundred yards of stout-doublewidth sheeting remnants, 94
inches wide. (94 inches means
nearly 2 3-4 yds. wide.) So

sion

Extra qualities at $3.75, $5, $6.50 ami $8; these are manufacturers’ prices, and will be found on examination to be the lowest prices
for quality of goods in the market.

200 Men’s Overcoats, cut in sizes 35 to 44, and made from nice
shades
quality of Eiysian, Chinchilla, and Kersey Beaver, in handsome
December
and
November
prices
and
October,
Brown
Blue;
of Black,
now marked down to one
were $15 and $18, according to quality, are
common price, $12 each.

countcotton

good,

LEATHER JACKETS.

MEN’S OVERCOATS.

a

into

high stepping Calico colt, as
you may say by this six thousand yard Remnant sale.
We offer you this week, cotton remnants so cheap that you
can afford to butter your bread
with them.
Listen! Here’s one case of
one thousand three hundred
and sixty-nine yards of yard
wide Bleached Cotton Remnants, soft, stout and substantial, at 6 Cts. a Yard.

Sarsaparilla

janl

short

and

Jad8e<x!3t

Bold by all druggists. SI: six for *6. Prepared only
by.C. I. HOOD & CO.^Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

or

BARGAINS IN ULSTERS, REEFERS, SUITS, PANTS, &C„ FOR MEN AND BOYS.

down.

Middle
Of Hood's Sarsaparilla for scrofula, salt rheum,
or any affection caused by impure blood, Is sufficient to convince any one of the superior and
peculiar curative powers of this medicine. The
following statement is right to the point:
“My daughter Mary was afflicted with scrofulous sore neck from the time she was 22 months
old till slic became 0 years of age. Lumps formed
in her neck, causing great annoyance, and two of
them, after growing to the size of a pigeon’s egg,
broke and discharged. One became a running
sore for more than three years.
We thought we
would give Hood’s Sarsaparilla a thorough trial.
We began witli it in January, and in a few months,
after she had taken five bottles, all suppuration
had ceased. We then waited three months,
when, as a new lump was beginning to form, we
again gave her Hood’s Sarsaparilla. After she
had taken less than tw o bottles the lump and all
indications of scrofula had entirely disappeared,
and now she seems to he a healthy child.’
J. 8. Caklii-e, Nauright, N. J.

Use

Buy

to

to the

“limited”

In this city, Jan. 16, David Hememvay, infant
sou of David W. and Martha H. Snow.
In this city, Jan. 17, Almond V., infant son of
Robert F. and Mary L. Bucknam, aged 3 days.
[Funeral service Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
at No. 22 Park street.
In tills city, Jan. 17. Mrs. Susan M. Hossack.
uaugmer oi tne late Hiram Brooks, aged 47 years
6 months 14 days.
[Notice ot funeral hereafter.]
Iu Indianapolis, lnd„ Jan. 10, It. L. Day, formerly of Portland.
At Dobb’s Kerry, on ihe Hudson. Jan. 14, Jessie
Louise, daughter of Kutli A. and the late Addison C. Sturdivant.
[Interment at Evergreen Cemetery to-day, Wed-

Winter Clothing for present
for another Season.

Opportunity

An Excellent

to them

(How could they, when cotton seemed transformed Into Yeast ?
Rising, rising, rising

a

DEATHS.

ANNUAL JANUARY MARK DOWN.

at

(Try for It elsewhere, at that price, and see
what looks of stunned amazement you’ll
get In place of your cloth. Try for It here and
you'll get all you can use.)

Mrs. Frederick Robie fell Monday while
passing from the house to the barn, striking
on her head and cutting a gash in her forehead. A physician
was called
and the
wound dressed.

SHUNO Worth if Wiotor Otirtoals to hr CfoooO Out!

for Cnlversalism.)

Cotton and everything that
is made of cotton, is rising.
That’s one end of the tilterboard.
Flocks of customers at our
counters last week called for

Cts

After the installation the Knights adjourned to Steward’s restaurant, where one
of that caterer’s best suppers was served,
much to the satisfaction of all concerned.

Hood's

way

Higher than a Giraffe’s ears.
You don’t believe it ? that’s
natural.
Don’t we always say we don’t
believe the thing that we are
most afraid of ?

remnants and

P. C.—Alfred B. Winslow.
C. C.—Albert M. Mcserve.
V. C.—Adelbert E. Green.
P.—Isaac G. Babb.
M. at A.—Will Cragae.
M. of K.—Charles B. Woodman.
M. of F. G—Fred Muroh.
K. of It. and S.—Arthur W. Kicker.
1. G.—Alton Achorn.
O. G.—Mark Mayberry.

STANDARD CLOTHING COMPANY.

philosophy!

going up! up!

up!

(Which

Manager—J.

Cushing’s Island—Francis Cushing

Cotton is

Cood Shots.

shoots without an artificial rest either. The
Captain holds the envious reputation of be
ing one of the best riflemen in Co. A. of the
First Regiment.
Capt. Davis, chief of the
Portland Mechanic Blues, is one of the best
shots in the State.
Capt. Davis was a member of the State team that went to Creedmore in ’82. Sergeant Rogers, of the Portland Light Infantry, lias recently come to

The ft and E. Club held their twentyninth anniversary meeting and dinner last
evening, at the residence of one of its memIt will be remembers, Benj. L. Trickey.
bered that this is a last man club, organized
on the 17th of January, 1X5!), by nine young
men of tbit city, six of whom are still living,
A most enjoyable evening was passed, routine business attended to, a vote of thanks
given to the host, and at a late hour the

Tilter-board

following

4

Soldiers’ and Sailors’ monument.

F. and E. Club.

letter explains itself:
Portland. Jan. 14tli., 1888.
Gentlemen- After careful consideration I leel
quite certain that the terms and arrangements
under which 1 would take the position offered me
would not be accepted by you, therefore I politely
decline to accept the position you kiudly offer,
hoping the delay In giving my answer has caused
sucyou no inconvenience. 1 wish you all much
I remain yours respectfully,
cess.
Frank Burnham.
The

MARRIACES.

COOCERT.

An Augusta despatch says:
“Captain B.
A. Norton,
of the Portland Light Infantry, is perfectly at home with a military rifle. The Captain has but one arm, but
ho finds the bull’s-eye just the same, and

A special meeting of the Portland Soldiers’
and Sailors’ Monument Association will be
held at Army and Navy Hall, corner of Congress and Brown streets, next Saturday evening at half past 7 o’clock. At this meeting
the association will be asked to decide definitely, whether a monument or a memorial
building shall be erected in Market Square.
This is a most important decision, and a
full attendance of members of the association is desired and expected.

Horatio Staples.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

to abandon error
when convinced of it, and ready always to
take the trouble of advocating truth or exposing error for the benefit of his fellow
Sucli a life has surely not been lived
men.
in vain.

departments, ready always

Nlr. Burnham Declines the Leadership of Chandler’s Band.

procurred by

canvassing among the committee’s friends.or
furnished in any way which individuals my
think best. It is to be greatly hoped that
every member thus favored may respond
promptly, and by doing so relieve the managers, who have labored diligently in the
cause of farther anxiety.
The following circular has been prepared
and will be distributed:

city

He Didn’t Succeed.

___

Monday evening.

At a recent meeting of the Longfellow
Statue Association it was decided in order to
raise the funds necessary to complete the
pedestal of the statue which will arrive here
early in the spring, to appoint a committee
of three hundred and forty of our most influential citizens to furnish each the sum of

February.

Portland ciud.

A dinner party was given in honor of Sir
Thomas Esmonde Monday evening by the
officers of the Portland Club. Yesterday
afternoon he was given a sleigh ride about
the city and suburbs by Mr. Looney. Possibly a meeting will be held in the I. A. R. A.
Hall Thursday evening which will be addressed by Sir Thomas.
Hon. Chas. J. Noyes, speaker of the Massachusetts House of Representatives, has
accepted an invitation of the Portland Club

_

of

Brothers, 5 Llgonia, 1 Harmony, 1 Beacon, 2
Saccarappa and 1 Piscataquis.
The total amount paid on deceased member’s account for the year was $36,500, and
total amount paid for benefits since the organization of the Association is $326,661.
The average age of deceased members was
56 years 8 months aud 28 days, and average
age of members admitted wjs 38 yea's.
The receipts for the year ending December
31st, 1887, were, from assessments $37,932
membership 81, advance assessments $112,
There have been 2,004 memTotal $38,125
bers admitted to the Association since its organization, 243 have died, and 292 dropped,

liam H.

Statue.

tr

The annual meeting of the Odd Fellows
Mutual Relief was held last evening. The
secretary, Mr. Isaac F. Clark, made his report, from which we take the following:
There has been twelve stated meetings
held during the year, and 22 members admitted, making 1537 a total membership for the
year. Of these 25 have died, 39 dropped for
non-payment of assessments, 3 suspended
and 1 expelled, a total of 68. The highest
membership for the year was 1516 and average 1493. The deaths were: T. H. Bibber,
C. L. Longley, C. II. Ball, E. J. Gilson, Geo.
Cushine, S. C. Moore, M. D. Guptill, G. D.
Lee, E. S. Ridlon, A. N. Winslow, L. A.
Leonard, G. D. Perry, H. C. Barnes, G. H.
Marston, J. M. Johnson, L. C. Quimby, E.
G. Parker, W. F. Fletcher, J. N. Libby, H.
S. Black, J. S. Staples, W. H. Chase, C. W.
Of
Brown, E. H. Staples, Allred Dyer.
these 8 were from Maine Lodge, 7 Ancient

leaving

Nec-

Furnish the Pedestal to

essary to
the

Funds

as a

Odd Fellows Mutual Relief.

light tiling. But it may run into catarrh. Or int<
pneumonia. Or consumption.
Catarrh is disgusting. Pneumonia is dangerous
Consumption is death itself.
The breathing appal >tus must be be kepi
healthy and clear of all structious and ofiensivi

the Remainder of the

NEW ADVERTISEMENT*.

KBW ADVEHT1SBJ1EKTB.

HE CANNOT ACCEPT.

STATUE.

A Novel and Excellent Plan to Raise

candidate for President of
the Senate. Oxford county would appreciate such a recognition of Senator Gilbert’s
announced

oKilifv

Z'

THE LONCFELLOW

personal.

Established 1872.

Authorized t'npital.e 1,f,ddddd
**>■*»*
Puid Up Capital.
73,000
Starplu..
offers for sale, at par and accrued Interest, # per
loans
on
farms
first
cent
mortgage
7
cent and
per
In Iowa, Kansas and other Western States, valued
loaned
amount
the
four
times
thereon,
and
at three
and fully guaranteed by this company. Also Its
own 6 per cent debenture bonds, and further secured by deposit of first mortgage farm loans, as
of New York,
collateral,with Mercantile Trust Co.,and
bouds conA supply of mortgages
trustee.
are
Invited
to call
Investors
on
hand,which
stantly
and examine.
Coupons cashed on presentation.
or
list of
for
letter,
by
Please apply personally,
references and other Information. C, C• C** A **IS3
Oxfurd
Building,
Uen.
Agent,
MAN,
dec20eod6iu
Middle direct. Buena •■*.

Superintendent

of

WILLIAMS,
Agencies, Eastern QciaitmenL
■ KOIVl'S BLOIK,

JAMES

SINKINSON

Manager ror City Agency, Portland.

nov5

eodtf

Portland,

Me.

laud_codtf
SPECULATION IN STOCKS
Within Reach of All.
Hall Hand Slacks In Fractional Lots Bought
and Sold upon an entirely new plan, the distinctive feature being (in.iaoicra Never Iacar a
Small margin only required. Send for exl,o.a.
planatory circular and tlrst class references.
S. W. POLLAKO, Stock Hrakcr,
43 Broadway, N. V. City.
JanBeod&Wltn

